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PREFACE 

Twentieth-century 1 iterary scholarship continues to demonstrate the 

necessity of recovering the typological mode of historical apprehension 

in our study of medieval and Renaissance literature. Early studies such 

as those by Erich Auerbach and Jean Danielou have clari·fied the general 

theological and historical convictions once requisite for figural concep

tualization in the Western world, and more recent work has concentrated 

on specific literary examples such as medieval plays, Spenser•s Faerie 

Queene, Milton•s Paradise Lost and 11 Lycidas, 11 and specimens of Herbert•s 

poetry, to mention but a few. Few critics, however, have worked..-broadly 

and synthetically on major typological themes as they exhibit themselves 

in one or more given eras. In particular, no significant investigation 

has yet fully examined the extent to which Renaissance poets and drama

tists used the person and institution of the monarchy in figural expres

sion for political, moral, and theological ends. Convinced that such an 

investigation would make an important contributio!l to our understanding 

and appreciation of Renaissance t~ought and literature, I have examined 

and attempted to define the multiple ways by which Renaissance poets of 

the late Tudor and Stuart eras used the devices of monarchial typology 

to construct both metaphysical and ethical statements about their society 

and world. After providing a definition of typology in its various modes 

and tracing the development .of monarchial typology in particular, I 

examine and discriminate its figural expression in Edmund Spenser's 
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poetry, in William Shakespeare•s Cymbeline, and in the prose works of 

John Milton. 
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CHAPTER I 

CHRISTIAN TYPOLOGY: THE FOUR MAJOR MODES 

Preliminary to any discussion of Christian typology is the need to 

understand and describe the language and structures of typology as pre

cisely as possible. Not infrequently one fincls in recent discussions 

numerous misapprehensions and problems in critical nomenclature which 

confuse rather than clarify the definition and function of Christian 

typo 1 ogy as it has been used in the past and ought ri ghtl.Y to be used in 

critical discussions today. Moreover, because no single examination 

has satisfactorily reviewed the numerous and comple~ ways by which 

Christian typologists have expressed themse.lves and inasmuch as the 

critical literature frequently, and sometimes too easily, assumes an 

adequate understanding of the varieties of typological formula, it will 

be helpful to define the major modes of typological expression and care

fully discriminate the differences among them. To this end, a discussion 

of the four major modes of typology--historical, ontological, pagan

Christian, and correlative--is appropriate and necessary. 

The Historical Mode of Christian Typology 

Christian typology in its most simple and usual sense may be de

fined, according to K. J. Woollcombe, 11as the establishment of historical 

connexions between certain events, persons or things in the Olcl Testament 

and similar events, persons, or things in the New Testament. 111 
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Specifically a 11 type 11 {.u7Tos), as a Biblical and hermeneutical term, is 

a person, event, or institution in the Old Testament which prefigures a 

person, event, or institution in the New Testament. Etymologically the 

word derives from the Greek verb n'37T.Te:tv, which means 11 to strike, 112 and 

denotes the making of an impression in a plastic substance, as, for 

example, the pressing of a coin against soft clay. In such an instance, 

the nounal form, TU7Tos, might refer either to the coin and its design 

or to the imitation of it in the clay. In other words, the 11 type 11 can 

be either the formative mo 1 d or the rep 1 i ca produced from it; In the. 

Septuagint version of the Old Testament; TU7ToS occurs two times (Exodus 

25:40 and Amos 5:26); in the New Testament Stephen quotes both instances 

in Acts 7:43-44. Appearing fourteen times in the New Testament, TU7ToS 

is translated variously in the Geneva Bible (1560) and the Authorized 

Version (16ll) as 11 print, 11 11 figure, 11 11 fashion, 11 11manner, 11 11 form, .. 11 exam-

ple, 11 and 11 pattern. 11 In each instance TU7Tos maintains its fundamental 

metaphoric sense of mold, pattern, or model. Additionally, several 

other New Testament words with strong typological implications are used 

as synonyms: crKta, 11 Shadow, 11 in Hebrews 10:1 and 7Ta.pa.Sot..n in Hebrews 

9:9, translated in the A.V. as 11 figure. 11 11Antitype, 11 the New Testament 
) .. 

fulfillment of an Old Testament type, is a transliteration of avnTu7Tos, 

which means 11 corresponding to the type 11 ; it is whatever is subsequently 

11 Shadowed forth or presented by the type 11 (OED). Thus in I Peter 3:20-

21, St. Peter claims that Christian baptism by water which saves is the 

antitype of the Noachian flood. By virtue of its redemptive value, 

Christian baptism corresponds and brings to complete realization the 

grace which Noah and his family found in the deluge. In Romans 5:14 St. 

Paul calls Adam a type of Christ {Tu7Tos Tou 1-lE/../..ovTe:s, 11 a type of the 



one to come'') because, as L.eonard Goppelt explains, "in the universa.l 

havoc he caused, Adam is for Paul a TD1ToS, an advance presentation, 

through which God intimates the fut~re Adam, namely, Christ in his 

universal work of salvation."3 Such typological parallels between the 

Old and New Testaments are numerous and reflect the New Testament's . 
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evident concern to proclaim the unfolding providential design of history 

in the light of Chirst•s incarnation. Indeed there is evidence to sug

gest that within the Old Testament there are developing typological pat

terns4 and that Christ himself understood his own life and ministry 

typologically. Goppelt SUIIlllarizes: 

Something quite new is thus proclaimed when Jesus de
scribes His person and work quite simply anc:t yet most signi
ficantly as more than a renewal of OT events: "Behold, a 
greater than Jonah is here," i.e., one greater than the pro
phets is now calling to repentance, Mt. 1.2:41 f. and par.; 
"Behold, a greater ,than Solomon is here," i.e., a revelation 
of God•s wisdom surpassing Solomon, Mt. 12:42 and par.; a 
greater than David is here, Mk. 2:25 f. and par.; a greater 
than the temple, Mt. 12:6; the Righteous One whose death is 
"the blood of the (new) covenant," Mk. 14:24 and par. These 
sayings correspond to the basic feature of all the work of 
Jesus ... [and] in all probability go back to Jesus Him
se 1 f. 5 

Licensed by Christ•s own expression, New Testament writers consciously 

employ typology for kerygmatic purposes by presenting their Lord as the 

fulfiller of eschatological events proclaimed by the Prophets and adum

brated by the institutions of the old covenant. 

Biblical writers, especially those who stamp typological patterns 

with the words type, anti type, shac:tow, etc., work with three major 

assumptions about the nature of history and the role of God in Christ. 

First, the authors of both Testaments think of history as a process. 

occurring within and depenc:tent upon a linear conception of time. In 
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contrast to the Hellenistic cyclical notion of time, the Judaeo-Christian 

understanding of time is utterly eschatological. Oscar Cullmann makes 

the difference quite clear: 

All philosophical speculation concerning the nature of 
time, such as is carried on throughout the whole course of 
Greek philosophy without ever coming to a solution of the 
question, is quite foreign to Primitive Christianity. Indeed, 
we can clearly define the conception of the course of time 
which the New Testament presupposes by stating it in opposi
tion to the typically Greek idea, and we must start from this 
fundamental perception, that the symbol of time for Primitive 
Christianity as well as for Biblical Judaism and the Iranian 
religion is the upward sloping line, while in Hellenism it is 
the circle.6 --

From the biblical point of view, time is never an abstract of the mind: 

it is rather an integral correlative to the orders of creation; as such 

it has both a beginning and end and may be fully embraced by the redemp

tive designs of God. Second, Biblical writers believe that all temporal 

events are providentially ordered for the final good of man by God. 

This view of history 1 s unfolding holds that all events are divinely 

ordained and that each historical occurrence, person, place, or thing 

receives its lasting significance from the fact that ultimately each is 

a meaningful part of the whole grand design. Again Cull mann: 11 Because 

time is thought of as an upward sloping line, it is possible here for 

something to be 1 fu 1fi ll ed 1 ; a divine p 1 an can move forward to camp 1 ete 

execution; the goal which beckons at the upper end of the line can give 

to the entire process which is taking place all along the line the im

pulse to strive thither •... 117 In the sixteenth century William 

Whittingham sums up this conviction exactly when on the title page of 

his vernacular Newe Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ (1557) he depicts 
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Time and Truth with this i nscri pti on: 11 God by Tyme res toreth Truth, I 

and maketh her victorious ... 

Finally, within this providentially ordered sequence of events 

Christ stands at the mid-point so that his life anct ministry serve as 

the fulcrum whereby God is able to turn the world to his redemptive pur

poses. As the Intersector of cosmic history, Jesus Christ not only 

binds the past and future to himself, but he becomes for the world the 

Center of all history. The critical nature of Christ's role is seen in 

the following scheme which dia~rams the Biblical viston of Christ's 

place in history: 
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In this schem.e events of the past (e.g., the Noachian flood, the election 

of Israel} steadily anticipate Christ who in his life recapitulates 

their true significance and then so orc!ers the future as to bring all of 

history to its rightful conclusion as God originally intended. From a 

typological point of view this positioning of.Christ in the center is 

requi.site for all figural design. Maren-Sofie R~stvig notes an early 

seventeenth-century summation: 

The theologian Sardo [De Arcanis (Rome)], writing in 
1614, drew up a long list ofexamples showing Christ seated 
in the middle. Thus Christ is the central figure in the 
Trinity, placed between God the Father and the Holy Ghost, 
and Christ was born in n:tedio nocte in the middle of Palestine, 
which in its turn isthe centre of the world--Jerusalem being 
the umbilicus terrae. Furthermore, Christ was presented in 
the Temple in med1o doctorum and crucified in the mic!dle hang
ing betweenearth and heaven, all of which leads to the grand8 
conclusion Est it ague Christus, utri sgue Te.stamenti centrum. 

Both protology and eschatology converge in Christ. Thus typology•s con-

cerns ar~ threefold: it asserts that historical events are moving 

dynamically toward a certain future; it further implies an observable 

design according to which the created order advances; and finally it 

claims that such events are meaningful only as they relate to the in

carnate Logos of God. 

Given these assumptions of Biblical typology ('•more a faith than 

a •philosophy• , .. as C. A. Patrides rightly suggests9), certain charac

teristics of typology become apparent. For a typological relationship 

to be established, only one point of correspondence needs to exist be

tween the type and the antitype. Thus, for example, as DavidS. Berkeley 

observes, there is 11 a strong intimation of the substance of typology, if 

not the name , in the app 1 i cation of the word • M.ess i. ah • to Cyrus, a 

Gentile king, in Isaiah 45:1. Assuredly never thought the long~awaited 
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Messiah of Israel., Cyrus was in fact a type of the l~essiah in the sense 

of delivering the chosen people fro!TI captivity. 1110 A gloss on this 

verse in the Geneva Bible substantiates Berkeley's observation: "Because 

Cyrus shulde execute the office of a deliverer, God called him annointed 

for a time, but after another sort he called David.'' Inasmuch as Cyrus 

shares with David--an explicit and admitted Biblical type of Christ--

the work of deliverance, the gloss rightly infers that the pagan emperor 

Cyrus qualifies as a type of Christ. Generally speaking, however, a 

typological relationship becornes more memorable when more correspondences 

connect type and antitype. Thus Jonah is an especially notable type of 

Christ because he was a preacher of repentance, a prophet to the Gentiles 

(although a reluctant one), and, as the gloss on Jonah 2:6 in the Geneva 

Bible informs, he was delivered 11 from the belly of the fishe and all 

these dangers as it were raising ... frorn death to life. 11 By these 

three correspondences Jonah has become a classic type of the prophetic, 

universal, and resurrected Christ. 

Types are not necessarily aware of themselves as types nor do they 

in any way cause the appearance. of anti types. Indeed, types may 1 i e un

recognized for centruies before their figural significance is realized. 

For example, in Isaiah 7:14 the eighth-century prophet announced that 

a maid will conceive and bear a son whose name would be Immanuel. In 

its immediate context this prophecy was spoken to King Ahaz; it was 

understood to mean that a maid ·Of his day would deliver a child named 

Immanuel (meaning in Hebrew 11 God-with-us 11 ) who would be a guarantee to 

Ahaz that he would in fact defeat his enemies, Rezin and Pekah. This 

prophetic ahnouncement had a distinct contemporary significance, and 

there is no indication that either the mother or the child was ever 
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aware of the typological importance of that nativity. In the first 

Gospel, however, St. Matthew writes that when the virgin Mary was found 

to be with child, "all this was done, that it might be fulfilled which 

was spoken of the Lord by the prophet~ saying, Behold, a virgin shall 

be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call his 

name ~mmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us" (1 :22,23). 

Mary•s pregnancy is the fulfillment of Isaiah•s words -spoken some 700 

years earlier; the unk_nown and unknowing maid of Ahaz•s time became a 

type of the ideal virgin even as the Irnman1,1el_ of Ahaz•s day was also a 

type of God•s eternal guarantee. Although the true virgin and the true 

God-man progressed far beyond the original rnother-and-son pattern, yet 

the ideal mother and Child were found to corre~pond with the mother and 

son of Isaiah•s time. In the establishment of Biblical typological 

relationship on a historical plane it is only necessary that types pre

cede the figure that fulfills them; and, as Rosemond Tuve rnakes clear, 

God alone provides the inspired typologist with the consequent realiza

tion of -the type • s 1 a tent significance: 

Where typology is in question, God Himself is conceived as the 
author of -the relation between history•s literally true events 
and the mainings they figure forth. That Melchisedec in giv
ing Abraham the bread an4 wine prefigured the Last Supper and 
shac;lowed its eucharistic meanings, that- Abel suffering death 
at hi.s brother•s -hand and Isaac carrying -the wood for his sac
rifice prefigured Christ•s passion, that the children of. 
Israel delivered from "Egypt" by Moses is a figur_e of every 
deliverance of a soul from bondage by Christ--all these exam
ples of the "letter" of history are conceived as emoodying 
their meanings when they happened, even tnough those who 
enacted or recorded them caul d not read those meanings, which 
were yet to be revealed when later alsq-literal historical 
events drew the veil from truths always there but hidden .11 

Types, then, in their most immediate contexts frequently possess unsus

pected va 1 ues. Finally, a 1 though types need only one correspondence, 
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it is always true to say that the fundamental basis for all typological 

structures is similarity,_ :•semblance, and appropriate proportion which 

serve to emphasize the continuity of God'·s redemptive plan in Christ. 

The structures of typology must not be confused with those of alle

gory. G. W. H. Lampe marks the essential difference between the two 

exegetical methods: 

Allegory c;liffers raclically from the kind of typology which 
rests upon the perception of actual historical fulfillme.nt. 
The reason for this great di.fference is simply that allegory._ 
takes no account of hi story. The exegete has to penetrate 
through the she 11 of his tory to the inner kerne 1 of eterna 1 
spiritual or moral truth. The whole range of the Scriptures. 
is one enormous field of symbolism in which the interpreter 
is free to wander at will, unrestricted by considerations of 
historical accuracy, the apparent intention of the eiblical 
authors, or the superfkia i ·diversity of their outlook. He 
can gather his symbolism whence he pleases and ~oml:)ine it 
into any pattern which he may happen to fancy.l 

In much allegorical exposition, such as that practiced by Origen, the 

Alexandrian school of Bil:)lical interpretati-on, and many medieval writers, 

the literal and historical sense, if it is regarded at all tends to play 

a relatively minor role, and the aim of the exegete is to elicit t~e 

moral; theological, or mystical meaning which each Biblical passage is 

assumed to contain. The sacred te~t is treated as a spring-board for the 

exploration of hidden truths. By the early.Middle Ages the fourfold 

sense of Scripture--derived from Origen's practice of subdividing-the 

spiritual sense into the allegorical {presenting the doctrine) and the 

anagogical (relating to the coming world)--was increasingly expounded 

and received its final authority from Thomas. Aquinas; who justifies the 

practice with this famous passage from the Sumrna Theologica (Q. I, Art. 

10): 



The author of Holy Writ is God, in wh.ose power it is to 
signify His meaning; notby worc;ls only (as man also can do), 
but a 1 so by things themselves. So, whereas in every other 
science things are signified by words; t,his science has the 
property, that the things signified by the words have them
selves also a signification. Therefore that first significa
tion whereby worc;ls signify things belongs to the first sense, 
the historical or liter~l. That signification whereby things 
signified by words have themselves also a signification is 
c~lled the spiritual sense, which is based on the literal, 
and presupposes it. Now this spiritual sense has a threefold 
division. For as the Apostle says (Heb. x.,I) the Old Law is 
a figure of the New Law, and Di onys ius says ( Coe 1 . Hi er. I.) 
the New Law itself is a figure of future gl or~Aga in; in the 
New Law; whatever our Head has done is a type of what we ought 
to do. Therefore, so far as the things of the Old Law signify 
the things of the New Law, there is the allegorical sense; so 
far as the things done in Christ, or so far as the things 
which signify Christ, are types of what we ought to do, there 
is moral sense. But so far as they signify wh.at relates to 
eterna 1 glory, there is the anagogi ca 1 seDse. Since the 
literal sense is that which the author intends, and since the 
author of Holy Writ is God, Who by one act comprehends all 
things by His intellect~ it is not unfitting~ as Augustine 
says (Confess. xi i), if, even according to the 1 i fjra 1 sense, 
one ~ord in Holy Writ should have several senses. 
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ln this well-known definition Aquinas admits the literal world of typo

logy but then prqceec;ls rapidly to discuss the more spiritual levels of 

significance. From the literal level he encourages the exegete to pene-

trate the deeper threefold sense of a text: the patently allegorical 

(the general application to Christ and His church), the moral (elsewhere 

known as the tropological sense), .and the anagogical (the application 

to ultimate reality). Sai,nt Augustine's explanation of the story of the 

Good Samaritan in his Quaestiones Evangeliorum (P.L., 35, 1340-41) is an 

apt example: 

A ce.rtain man came dwon from Jerusalem into Jericho; in 
the human race he is known as Adam. Jerusalem, that city of 
heavenly peace, from whose blessedness he fell. Jericho, as 
the moon is understood, signifies our,mortality because it 
rises, increases, wanes and dies. The man fell among robbers 
--the devil and his angels--who robbed him of immortality. 



For the encouragement of sin they beat hitn; they felt him 
half-alive. Inasmuch as that part which can understand and 
know God, man is alive; in that part which wastes away and is 
pressed by sin, he is said to be half-alive. However, a 
priest and a Levite; whopassed by at this sight, signify 
that priests and ministers of the Old Testament, who could 
not do good for salvation. The Samaritan is understood as a 
guardian, and God himself is si~nified by this name. The 
binding of wounds is the restraining of sin,ners; olive oil, 
the consolation of good hope on account of the tenderness 
given to the restoration of peace; wine, the exhortation to 
work with a most fervent spirit. His beast of burden is the 
flesh in which he considered it worthy to come to us. Sitting 
on the donkey is believed to be the Incarnation of Christ. 
The stable is the Church wherein travelers are refreshed as 
they return from their journey into the eternal homeland. The 
following day is the resurrection of the Lord. Two denarii 
are rather.two precepts of charity which the Apostles received 
through the Holy Spirit·for evangelizing others, or the pro
mise of 1 ife present and future. Here are the two promises: 
he shall receive seven times as much in this age; and in the 
future age he will obtain eternal life (Matt. 19:20). The 
stable keeper is the Apostle. What he disburses is that plan 
which says: I have no cpmmandments of the Lord concerning 
virgins, yet I give you this judgment which he did with his 
own hands, lest someone among the weak be troubled by the 
novelty of. the Good News--let him delight in the Good News 
[translatinn mine]. 
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This method of patristic exegesis, the inheritance of medie.val theologi

ans, receives its most memorable expression in. Augustine of Dacia•s (d. 

1282) famous distich: Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, I 

Moral is quid agas, ~ tendas anagogia (The literal teaches the deed; 

what you believe [is taught] allegorically; what you do, morally; for 

what you strive, anagogically.). It would, of course, be a grievous. 

oversimplication to suppose that the entire interpretive enterprise of 

the Middle Ages always conformed neatly to this fourfold explication of 

Scripture. Nevertheless, it is true that for the allegoricist the 

necessity of.an actual historical situation is not nearly so important 

as the discovery and application of some spiritual truth. Robert E. 

McNally explains: 



This study [of the sacred te~t] did not center in the 
~gestae as such_, for they were past and the hagiographer 
dead, but rather in the res gestae as ~.revelation present 
to the exegete thrqugh the sacra pagi na i Hi story, synonymous 
with littera, deals with the exterior, the sensible aspect of 
things. It is knowledge in specie. It is in itself superfi
cies et umbra. That CtJirst, for example, 4ied on the cross 
is a res gesta whose primary sense, the historical, merely 
declares the event without piercing into its deepest signifi
cance, the sacramenta gestorum, the magni sacramenti narratio. 
Ki story indeed preserves the memory -of the ;evetit; but it does . 
not express its fu1ness.l4 
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For the allegorist the Biblical text is like~ shell or covering-which 

conceals the interior meaning; the littera. but the entrance to a fuller 

world, the lower-symbol of a higher meaning. 

In contrast, the typologist perceives.quite anotherset of priori-. 

ties within the Scriptures. ~e takes the{),istoricql preoccupation of 

the Bible seriously and reads the histpry.of the world as the progressive 

unfolding of God•s relentless salvation of man~ . His practice, encouraged 

by the Biblical writers themselves, is first to establish and then 

clarify relationships between the tw9 Testaments. He guides himself with 

the principal conviction that events and personages of the Old are im~or

ta.nt prefigurements of events and personages in the New, J. N. D. Ke l1y 

in his Early Christian Doctrines suJTITlarizes: 

[The typologist] assumed that, from the creation to the judg
ment, the same unwavering plan could be -discerned in the 
sacred story, the earlier stages ,being shadows orr to vary the 
metaphor, rough preliminary sketches of the later~ Christ and 
His Church were the climax; and since in all His dealings with 
mankind God was leading up to the Christian revelation, it was 
reasonable to discover pointers to it in the great experiences 
of His chosen people .... Typology, unlike. allegory, had no 
temptation to undervalue, much·less dispense with, the literal 
sense of Scripture. It was -.precisely beca.use the events there 
delineated had really happened on the plane of history that 
they could be interpreted by the eye of faith as trustworthy 
pointers to God ·.s futt,~re dea 1 i ngs with men .15 
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To be sure, the Bible does employ allegory (e.g., that of the vine in 

Isaiah 5:1-6 and Psalm 80:8•16); however, in all instances the rhetori

cal trope--whether a short metaphoric phrase or an extended parable or 

even a whole book (Song of Solomon)--subsumes itself under the Scrip-

ture's larger commitment to proclaiming the redemption of nations and 

people in history. With typology, as with Scripture, there is no serious 

a 11 owance fo,r any fictive framework. The type exists in his tory and its 

meaning is factual. "The type," as Pascal rightly concludes, "has been 

made according to the truth, and the truth has been recognized according 

to the type." 16 In marked contrast, as Jean Danielou insists, allegory 

is not a proper or dominant sense of Scripture at all: "it is the pre

sentation of philosophy and Christian morality under Biblical imagery 

analogous to the Stoic presentations of morality in a Homeric dress. 1117 

Thus although allegorical writings may lay claim to truthfulness and 

often maintain a spirit which might be that of Christ, their frequent 

tendency to depreciate the importance of redemptive events disqualifies 

the method of any presumption to the prime hermeneutic of Scripture. 

It must be admitted, however, that there is a long history of con

fusion about the relationship of typology to allegory. Patristic and 

medieval theologians customarily used various and often the same terms 

to describe both exegetical methods without actually distinguishing the 

two approaches. No doubt this confusion is due in some measure to St. 

Paul's statement in Ga 1 atians 4. 24 that the story of Abraham's two sons 

was an "allegory" (&nv& Ecrnv ~t.A:nyopoul-!Eva.) of the two covenants, for 

as G. W. H. Lampe points out, in this Biblically-designated allegory 

"there is indeed a real historical type here. The election ofisaac and 

the election of the Church, the rejection of Ishmael and the rejection 
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of first-century Judaism, are part and parcel of one and the same con

tinuous pattern of God•s activity towards his people. There is an actu-

al historical connexion between the type and the antitype .. 

Inasmuch, then, as St. Paul uses the term 11 allegory 11 to describe a typo-

logical relationship, it is not surprising to find that later exegetes, 

commentators, and homileticians often mingle the two quite distinct 

approaches to Biblical interpretation. As Kelly observes, it is impor

tant nonetheless to distinghish carefully between the two hermeneutical 

methods: 11 the word [allegory] led to confusion even in the patristic 

age, and its accepted meaning today denotes a somewhat different type of 

exegesis from typology. Since the fathers employed both typology and 

allegory (in its modern sense), the distinction between the two methods 

needs to be clearly brought out. 1119 

Typological structures must also be distinguished from archetypal 

·patterns and symbolism. According to Northrop Frye, an archetype is 

11 an original pattern from which copies are made or an idea of a class 

of things representing the most essentially characteristic elements 

shared by the members of that class. It is, in other words, a highly 

abstract category almost completely removed from the accidental varieties 

of elements contained in any particular species belonging to it ... 20 

Derived from two sometimes complementary schools of thought, Frazerian 

comparative anthropology and Jungian depth psychology, the literary 

theory of the archetype attempts to locate the universally shared human 

experience or image and is thus largely uninterested in isolating any 

single set of significant historical events. In contrast, typology is 

committed to the determination of specific events which in their associ

ation exhibit figural design. Whereas archetypal patterns always cohere 
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by virtue of a common pattern found in great diversity, typology relates 

but a combination of. two events, persons, or things, one of which is a 

direct rehearsal of a later eschatological act. 

Types are not necessarily symbols, though at times they may function 

symbolically. Although the word 11 Symbol 11 maintains a complex variety of 

meaningst it may generally be said that a symbol designates 11a word or 

set of words that signifies an object or event which itself signifies 

something else; that is, the words refer to seomthing which suggests a 

range of reference beyond itself. 1121 Thus, as Frye defines it, 11 a 

literary symbol unites an image (the analogy) and the idea of conception 

(the subject) which that image suggests or evokes--as when, for example, 

the image of climbing a staircase (the difficulty involved in the effort 

to raise oneself) is used to suggest the idea of 'raising' oneself 

spiritually or becoming purified (T. S. Eliot's Ash Wednesday). 1122 Be

cause a type does not depend on its antitype for its immediate historical 

significance and in fact may exist for centuries without any known anti .. 

type, ·a type is obviously not always a symbol. Indeed, even after its 

antitype is disclosed, a type may still prove recalcitrant to symbolic 

reference. In some cases, however, a type may function as a symbol. 

For instance, David S. Berkeley, after distinguishing between type and 

symbol, suggests that 11 Lyci das may be re.ckoned a syl)1bol of the poet-

priest-shepherd; but as a type he is a living person seen in the con

crete reality of Cambridge University, in the shipwreck off Wales, in 

the surges of the Irish sea, and he is most conc;retely and individually 

realized as a member of the society of Heaven." 23 Symb,ols inherently 

point beyond themselves to larger realities; types, however, receive 

their first meaning within their immediate historical context. 
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The Biblical writers themselves speak explicitly of typological 

relationships in a conservative and limited manner. In Jean Dani~lou's 

estimate there is within the Scriptures a strong tendency to rely only 

on four major Old Testament types: 11 in the truth, the ark of Noah, the 

crossing of the Red Sea, the Mosaic law, and the entry into the promised 

land, are the four fundamental types of the Old Testament, of which the 

Gospel will be both the accomplishment and model. 1124 Although there are 

others--Adam, Malchisedek, Jonah, David, and Solomon are all types of 

Christ--Danielou is correct in his suggestion that New Testament anti-

typal thought chiefly looks back to these four key typical experiences. 

Summarizing the extent of the Biblical typological vision, SacVan 

Bercovitch lists these portions of Scripture as demonstrating typological 

thought and pattern: 

A general typological approach pervades th.e First Epistle of 
St. Peter, the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, as .wen as the apocryphal Epistle of 
Barnabas. It may also be seen to underlie the Gospel of St. 
Matthew, and in a broad sense the 11 acted parables .. of Jesus-
such as the entry in Jerusalem (e.g., Mark 11:8-11)--and cer
tain ••exemplary .. events in his life, such as the flight into 
Egypt (e.g., Matt. 2:13-15). The many Gospel refer-ences to 
Jesus as the Suffering Servant and the apocalyptic Son of Man 
have often been linked typologically to the Old Testament 
prophecies, especially those in Deutero~Isaiah 40-55 and 
Daniel 7, thus providing an important connection between typo
logy and millenarian eschatology. The connection extends, of 
course, to the passage in the Book of Revelatiqn concerning 
Babylon~ the Remnant, the Dragon, and related figurae.25 

To this pr~cis one might also add the Gospel of St. John, for Harold 

Sahlin26 has demonstrated that the fourth Gospel is b4ilt upon the model 

of the history of the Hebrew people from the departure from Egypt until 

the consecration of the Temple. His thesis is corroborated by the work 

of Oscar Cullmann, 27 who, perceiving a connection between the Gospel of 
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St. John anq the sacraments, .makes it ev·ident thatthe typology of the 

Paschal celebration is common to both. As expansive as the cateloguing 

of Biblical types may seem, it is nonetheless important to recognize 

that from a Biblical point of view, the list of type-antitype relation

ships is in fact limited. If one wishes to remain true to the Biblical 

use of typology, one must be content to find types of the New Testament 

only in those persons or events either explicitly stamped or strongly 

implied in the Biblical text itself. Thus it is erroneous, from a 

strictly Biblical perspective, to claim that Job is a type of Christ, 

that Eve is a type of Mary, or that Rahab•s hanging of a scarlet cord 

from her window (Joshua 2:18) is a type of Christ•s crucifixion. Al

though it has frequently been suggested that these are Biblical figurae, 

the Scriptures the.mselves are silent on the matter. At this point, how

ever, we are close to that sometimes imprecise boundary dividing Biblical 

types from the later exegetical tr(:ldition of the Church-.,.a tradition 

which may be of great spiritual value but one that cannot be considered 

as always providing a reliable interpretation of the Bible. 

Biblical exegesis in the patristic era was marked by three major 

d.evelopments: a massive increase in the sheer number of perceived types, 

a discernible shift in exegetical emphasis tq allegoricism, and a gather

ing of all known figural relationships into collections and commentaries. 

First, in their homilies, commentaries, polemical treatises, letters, 

catechisms~ histories~ and liturgical rites, the Church Fathers skill

f~lly and often ingeniously culled out of the Scriptures an almost· 

innumerable host of figural relationships which they believed were of 

immense value for the mission and life of the developing church. For 

example, Clement of Alexandria, noting a series of parallels between the 



Old Testament sacrifice of Abraham•s son, Isaac, and the sacrificial 

death of Christ, urges this typological amplification: 

Isaac is a type of the Lord, being first of all a child inas
much as he was son (for he was the son of Abraham, as Christ 
is the son of God) and secondly a consecrated victim like the 
Lord. But he was not offered as a sacrifice as the Lord was; 
he, Isaac, only bore the wood (E;;uA.a.) for the sacrifice, just 
as the Lord bore the tree (~uA.ov). He laughed with mystic 
meaning as a prophecy that the Lord would fill us with joy, 
we who have been ransomed from destruction by the blood of 
the Lord. But he did not suffer, not only leaving to the 
Logos, as is-to be expected, the first-fruits of-suffering~ 
but what is more, by the fact that he himself was not slain 
he hints (&nhTc:-ra.t) at the divinity of the Lord; for Jesus, 
after his burial, was raised up without enduring corruption, 
just as Isaac escaped the death of a sacrificial victim 
(Paed. I, 5:23, 1-2). 
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Although mention of Isaac is included in the roll call of heroes of the 

faith in Hebrews 1_1, the Epistle does not explicitly assign him figural 

importance as Clement obviously does. Elsewhere Tertullian adds that 

the typology of Christ•s Passion is even further divided between Isaac 

and the ram: the latter caught by the horns is a type of Christ cruci

fied; the horns of the ram prefigure the crown of thorns. 29 From yet 

another point of view, Theodoret suggests: 11All these things were 

shadows of the economy of salvati_on. The Father offered his well-beloved 

Son for the world: Isaac typified the divinity; the ram the humanity: 

even the length of time is the sa111e in both cases, three days and three 

nights ... 30 In this manner the patristic theologians, turning the Bibli

cal texts for every possible typical figuration; elaborated a richly 

dense typological theology. All of the great Fathers--Cyril of 

Jerusalem, Cyprian, Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, Ambrose, and Augustine; 

to name but a few--are equally at hqme and confident in devising and 

passing on an ever-,growing tradition of types. 
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In the patristic era the rapid development of a strongly allegorical 

practice of Scriptural interpretation signaled not only conside.rable 

confusion in exegetical nomenclature but in fact produced two sometimes 

competing schools of hermeneutical thought, In a general way one school, 

best represented by Origen and centered historically in Alexandria, 

tended toward Philonic allegorism while the so-called Antiochene school, 

rising mainly in the fourth and fifth centuries and represented by 

Diodore of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuetia, and Theodoret, fostered a 

stricter emphasis on the primacy of historical fact in the exposition 

of Biblical texts. Though the two rival traditions were in agreement 

about the cardinal issues, K. J. Woollcombe is right to assert that 11 In 

the sub-apostolic age the historical typology of the Bible was at once 

obscured and overlaid by the symbolic typology [allegory] of Hellenistic 
31 Platonism. 11 J, N. D. Kelly explains: 

The inherent difficulties of typology, however, made the tran·
sition to allegorism extremely tempting, especially where the 
cultural environment was Hellenistic and impregnated with 
Platonic idealism, with its theory that the whole visible 
order is symbolical reflection of invisible realities. Hence 
it is not surprising that most of the fathers injected a 
strain of allegory, some of them a powerful one, into their 
typology. Alexandria, famous in the later second and third 
centuries for its catechetical school, became the home of 
allegorical exegesis, with the great Biblical scholar, Drigen, 
as its leading exponent. An admirer of Philo, he regarded 
Scripture as a vast ocean, or (using a different image) 
forest, of mysteries; it was impossible to fathom, or even 
perceive, them all, but one could be sure that every line, 
even every word, the sacred authors wrote was rep 1 ete with 
meaning. . . . Every proper name, every number, all the ani
mals, plants and metals mentioned there seemed to him to be 
allegories of theological or spiritual truths.32 

Although it would not be just to suggest that Origen had no concern for 

the literal reading of Biblical texts, it must be said that the heavy 

strain of Platonism in his exegesis decidedly overrides any steady 
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occupation with the Biblical to notably human events. Eventually the 

Alexandrian school--including Clement of Alexandria, Dionysius th~ 

Areopagite, Cyril of Alexandria, Hilary, Ambrose, and the Cappadocian 

fathers--so reinforced the bias of the allegorical tradition that by 

the sixth century it was usual for exegetes to explicate the Scriptures 

on multiple levels, the literal being often their least concern. 11 The 

ultimate effect; 11 as Wool.lcombe summarizes, 11 was the gradual fusion of 

allegorism with historical typology, which resulted in (a) the most 

bizarre forms of spurious historical exegesis (e.g., Gregory of Nyssa 

interpreted Miriam 1 s timbrel as a symbol of her virginity, and therefore 

claimed that she was a type of the Virgin Mary; Theodoret saw in the Red 

Heifer of Num. 19 a type of the earthly body of Christ), and (b) the use 

of the typological vocabulary for allegorical purposes (e.g., Cyril of 

Alexandria wrote that the •village• of Mark 11:2 was T6TIOS T06 srou .TO~ 
.. ) 33 
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After the fifth century the figural inventiveness of the Church 

Fathers diminished, and the subsequent history of typology is largely 

one of refinement, compilation, and systematization, Thus, for example, 

St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430) in De Civitate Dei, tracing in Book XV 

the progress of the earthly and heavenly cities, rehearses nearly all 

the earlier patristic elaboration on Noachian typology: 

Moreover, inasmuch as God commanded Noah, a just man, 
and, as the truthful Scripture says, a man perfect in his 
generation--not indeed with the perfection of the citizens of 
the city of God in that immortal condition in which they equal 
the angels, but insofar as they can be perfect in their so
journ ·in this world--inasmuch as God commanded him, l say, to 
make an ark, in which he might be rescued from the destruction 
of the_ flood, along with his family, Le, his wife, sons, and, 
daughters-in-law, and along with the animals who, in obedience 
to God•s command, came to him into the ark: this is certainly 



a figure of the city of God sojourning in this world; that is 
to say, of the church, which is rescued oy the wood on which 
hung the Mediator of God and men, the man Christ Jesus. For 
even its very dimensions, in length, breac;lth, and height, 
represent the human body in which He came, as it had oeen 
foretold. For the length of the human body, from the crown 
of the head to the sole of the foot~ is six times its breadth 
from side to side, and ten times its depth or thickness, mea
suring from back to front: that is to say, if you measured a 
man as he. lies on his back or on his face, he is six times as 
long from head to foot as he is oroac;l fro~ side to side, and 
ten times as long as he is high from the ground. And there
fore the ark was made 300 cubits in length, 50 in oreadth, and 
30 in height. And its having a door made in the sid,e of it 
certainly signified the wound which was made when the side of 
the Crucified was pierced with the spear: for by this those 
who come to Him enter; for thence flowed the sacraments by 
which those who believe are initiated. And the fact that it 
was orc;lerecl to be made of squared timbers, signifies the im
moveable steadiness of the life of the saints; for however you 
turn a cube, it still stands. And other peculiarities .of the 
ark•s construction are signs of features of the church.34 
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Similar extended passages on typological themes are found in much of 

Augustine•s writings, notably Enchiriclion ad Laurentium, De Doctrina 

Christiana, and Contra Faustum Manichaeum. Augustine•s disciple, Paulus 

Orosius, working out a detailed analysis of the pre-Christian world in 

his Historiae aclversus Paganos, concludes that the pagan world itself 

finds its figural fulfillment in Christian Rome. Full of rhetorical 

exaggeration~ Orosius• Historiae served well into the Middle Ages as a 

manual of universal history. Bishop Eucherius of Lyons• Formulae 

Spiritalis Intelligentiae, containing a rich depository of allegorical 

and typo 1 ogi ca 1 exegesis, became for centuries a textboo~ of fi gura 1 

a,nd ethical interpretations. St. Gregory of Tours in the Latin version 

of the so-called Seven Holy Sleepers, Passio septem dormientum, makes 

important typological application of profane and pagan· material. Isidore 

of .Seville in his Quaestiones ..iD_ Vetus Testamentum provides a verse by 

verse commentary on types and allegories universally acknowledged to be 
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discerned in the 01 d Testamento Others, i ncl udi n.g John Cassi an, Gregory 

the Great, St. Jerome, ~1aximus the Confessor, and the eighth-century 

Bede of Jarrow, collect, embellish and pass on what eventually becomes 

an encompassing figural vision of the history and destiny of mankind .. 

These interpretations of the Fathers, made definitive and sacrosanct 

wtthin a massive exegetical canon, were preserved for centuries by their 

medieval successors who in turn passed them on through the centuries 

until the time of the Renaissance. 

Mediev~l writers and artists preserved the copious patristic tradi-

tion and expanded its expression in numerous extra-literary ways. Col-

lections of Biblical glosses~ such as the Glossa Ordinaria of Isidore 

of Se'.(ille, provided extensive marginal and interlinear comments on the 

text of the Latin Vulgate. Known as the 11 bibles of Scholasticism," 

these .glossae were gathered into separate books and arranged eit.her in 

the orde.r of their Biblical occurrences or alphabetically. Of Isidore•s 

work in particular Emile Male writes: "It would obviously be trivial to 

assert that in interpreting the Bible the scholars to whom the artists 

1 ooked for gui d~nce consultecj one commentary rather than another, but 

it is probable that .the Glossa ordinaria was most frequently used, for 

it was a convenient manual for teaching and widely known in the monasU'-· 

and cathedral sch.ools. I.n any cq.se it remains one of the most valuable 

books transmitted to us by the Middle Ages, for by its help may be solved 

almost all the difficulties presented by allegorical [and typological] 

representations of the Bible." 35 Other medieval. manuals more specifical

ly concerned with the depiction of typal ogi cal rel ati onshi ps provided 

detailed expositions on figural themes. The Biblia Pauperum, 36 the 

Speculum Humanae Sal'.(ationis, 37 the Legenda Aurea 38 of Jacobus de 
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Voragine, and the Pictor -in Carmine39 were indispensable source-books 

for artists working with typological motifs. The Biblia Pauperum, com

pi 1 ed in southern Germany before the middle of the thirteenth century,· 

originally contained thirty-four wood-cuts, each of which groups two 

Old Testament figures an<;t four Bible passages around a central New 

Testament event, Thus in the plate depicting the figural history of the 

Annuncie~.tion, both God•s announced curse upon the serpent and his favor

able response to Gideon•s request for the dewing and drying of the 

fleece (Judges 6:30-36) are pictured as anticipations .of the great 

announcement He would make to Mary, informing her that she. will conceive 

and bear the Messiah as the Old Testament prophets (in this instance, 

Isaiah, David, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah) had promised. Grouped to form a 

constellation of four circ;les and two upright figures surrounding a 

large central roundel, the wood-cuts of the Biblia Pauperum are clearly 

designed for easy adaptation of their arrangement to the requirements of 

stained-glass fenestration. Widely disseminated in manuscript form dur

ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and first printed in move

able type in 1462, the Biblia Pauperum became enormously popular in 

Germany, Holland, and France. ln addition to this most famous of the 

early block-books~ the Speculum Humanae Salvationis, dating from the 

early fourteenth century, pro vi des forty-two simi 1 arly qetail ed sets of 

figural. combinat.ions. Describing the life of Christ; the Speculum 

Humanae Salvationis pauses at each major incident in the story to recall 

three Old Testame.nt figures. The proem from a fifteenth-ceDtury English 

translation, The Miroure of Mans Salvacionne, explains why: 

Take he de in i 1 ka Chap it 1 e I the certei n guyse es this 
That of the new law forthemast 1 a sothe reherced is 



To whi 1 k sothe suwyngly ;out of the testament ol de 
Thre stories ilk after other I appliables shall l:?e tolde 

. ffor to make. sel ing prove /of the forsaid sothfastnes 
Be god schewed of olde tyme/be fiuratif lyknesse.40 
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Another thirteenth-century work, the Legenda Aurea by Jacobus de Voragine 

contains ecclesiastical lor·e. dealin,g with the lives of Ole! Testament 

figurae, homiletical material for saints• days, and commentary on litur

gical rites; it .is replete with typological e?<position. David Diringer -

describes the importance of these manuals for rnedi~val iconography: 

In the lower classes, amongst th.e nearly i1literate lay
men, three richly illuminated books becam~ fashionable.in the 
late thirteenth and the early fourteenth centuries. They were 
the Biblia Pauperum, the Legenda Aurea, and the Speculum 
Humanae Salvati ones; the l.ast, which was the Domini can ma.nua 1 
of devotion, first appeared c. 1324 .... The Biblia Pauper
urn, as i.t is commonly called, or as it should be called, the 
"IT"Sible of the Illiterates, .. contai.ns the allegories [and 
types] rende.red into 1 a ter forms. The use of the Legenda and 
the Speculum was so widespread, and their·influence so great, 
that, in Dr. Joan Even•s opinion, while the Summa of the 
Dominican S. Thomas Aquinas was the foundation of learned 
thought, the Legenda and Speculum, also Dominican productions, 
were the bases of popular iconography.41 

In addition to th~ Biblia Pauperum, the Speculum Humanae Salva

tiones, and the Legenda Aurea, special mention must also be made of the 

Pictor ~Carmine, a much copied thirteenth-century treatise which con

tains the largest known collection of types and antitypes. It was per

haps written by an English Cistercian, Adam, abbot of Dore. Designed to · 

pro vi cie mecii eva 1 church artists with a handy compilation of accepted 

figural ·themes; the Pictor i!!. Carmine attempts to curb the license of 

painters and sculptors who created within cathedral sanctuaries such 

fanciful grotesqueries as double-headed eagles, pipe-playing monkeys, 

and centaurs with quivers. As a large and comprehensive index to typo

logical subject matter, the Pictor in Carmine provides 138 groupings: 
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1-28 dea.l with events from the ann unci ati on to Mary to the baptism of 

Christ; 29-77 cover the period of Jesus• ministry; 78-115, from his 

~ntry into Jert.~salem to the ascension; 116-133 t,he beginnings of the 

church; 134-138 the end of the world" In all, 646 typological relation

ships are set forth in more than 3,500 lines of verse. The listing of 

types under the headi '19 Cruci fi gi tur Chri.stus is representati.ve of the· 

work. ·as a whole:. 

1. The Lord lays open the flesh for the rib from which he 
made the woman. 

2. Eve enticed extends her ha~d to the frt.~it of the forbidden 
tree. 

3. God dresse.s Adam and Eye in tunics of skins as a sign of 
death. 

4. Gain kills Abel, his brother, in a field. 
5. Abraham offers his son Isaac on a heap of wood on the 

altar. 
6. Rebecca~ using her hands, surrounds her son, Jacob, with 

the hides of kids. 
7. His brothers strip Joseph of his decorated coat which 

hangs to hi~ ankles. 
8. The paschal la.mb is killed by the children of Israel. 
9. The blood of the lamb is blotted on each door-post with a 

metaphorical meaning. 
10. A bull-calf is burned at the door of the temple of the 

Levi tes. 
11. They [Joshua and Caleb] carry grapes on a double rod from 

the land of tanaan to the sons of Israel. 
12. A red cow is burned outside the camp. 
13. A bronze serpent raised in the desert heals those wounded 

by fiery serpents. · 
14. Samson, having shaken two columns, di.es and crushes the 

leaders of the Philistines. · 
15. Jonah, caught by Lot, is willingly thrown into the sea. 
16. The phoenix with aromatic wood gathered around is burned 

by a spontaneous fire. 42 
17. The bishop ordains presoyters within the Church. 

Of these seventeen types which represent nearly all the classical figurae · 

said to adumbrate the qeath of Christ, the artist need but choose which 

best suits his pqrpose and design. 

Medieval art is host to innumerable figural themes and designs. 

While mllch typolgoical exposi"t;ion in the visual arts occurs in small and· 
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unpretentious works such as manuscrip~ illumi.nations of the .Bible of 

Floresse (c. 1165),43 larger an<;! more fully developed programs provide 

the most impressive rehearsal of figural conceptualization. Notably 

the famous windows of the ca,thedrals at·Bourges, Chartres, Le ~1ans, 

Tours, Lyons, Rouen, 44 and Canterbury45 present a sequence of figures 

understood as a whole only from a t,ypological point of view. In King's 

College Chapel, Cambridge, the twenty-four side windows follow a strict 

typological scheme which includes not only most of the major Old Testa

ment types but also figures and events from t,he Apocrypha and extra

Biblical Marian tradition. 46 Thus in the third panel of the second 

window (according to Wayment's numbering), the marriage of Sarah to 

Tobias is held to be a prefiguration of the marriage of the Virgin Mary 

because Sarah had remained a chaste woman despite her previous marriages. 

to husbands who had been destroyed by the devil Asmodeus. The bas-relief 

sculpture of catheqral porches, fa9acies, and main entrances at Chartres, 

Beims, Amiens, Senlis, and Lyons -all trace in historical progression the. 

outstanding persons involved in the church's eschatological vision. 47 

Not unexpecteqly the ornamentation of baptistries and fonts e.xhibits 

strong typological themes. The mosaics in the cupola of the Florence 

Baptistry narrate in ascending levels the typical story of the world 

from its beginning to the consummation in the cosmic reign of the Panto

crator. 48 Romanesque and Early .Gothic fonts, .such as those in the church 

at Freudenstadt (c. 1100), at the Church of San Frediano in Lucca (c. 

1150), at Saint-Barthelemy in Liege (c. 1115), and at the cathedral at 

Hildesheim (c. 1240) all display memorable figural compositions in 

bronze or bas-relief~49 Artists frequently embellished crosses with 

representations of Old Testament adumbrations of the sacrifice of Christ~ 
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A particularly beautiful cross-stand for an altar crucifix from Saint 

Bertin and Saint Orner (c. 1170) contains bri-llian_t enamel inlays depict

ing Paschal types including Aaron 1 s sealing of the Jews 1 foreheaqs with 

the letter tau,, -an episode not described in Exodus 12 but connected with, 

the Passover on t,he basis of. Ezekiel 9 and_ its New Testament confirmation 

in Revelation 7:3. 50 The enameller Nicolas of Verd_un in the retaQle of

the Klosterneuburg Altar (c. 118} presents a central panel of fifteen 

antitypes with two flanking col.urnns -of types, headed Ante legem and Sub 

lese. Here the Old Testament types are divided into two categories-

those occurring before the giving of -t~e Law and those subsequent to the 

events of Exodus 20: 

An-te -1 egem 

1. Promi~e of Isaac 
2. Birth of Isaac 
3. Circumcision of 

Isaac 
4. Abraham anc;l 

Melchizedek 
5. The Exodus 
6. Moses goes to Egypt 
7. Melchizedek 
8. Death of Abel 
9. Isaac offered 

1 0. Eve 1 s fall 
11. Jriseph in th~ pit 
12. First.-born smitten 
13 •. Jacob 1 s blessings 
14. Enoch translated 
15. Noah • s ark 
16. Last Judgment, 51 

without types 

Sub gracia 

Ann unci ati_on 
Nativity of 

Christ 
The Magi 
The Baptism 
The Entry 
The Last Supper 
6etrayal 
Crucifixion
Deposition· 
Burial 
Harrowing of Hell 
Resurrection 
Ascension 
Pentecost 

Promise of Samson 
Birth of Samson 
The Queen of Sheba 
The Laver on 12 oxen 
The Paschal LamQ 
Manna in the ark 
Death of Abner 
Two spies and grapes 
King of-Jericho taken 
Jonah swallowed up 
Samson and the lion 
Samson and the gates 
Elijah taken up 
Giving of the Law 

Further exar:nples of -st,Ach figural relationships are to be found in almost-

any examination of medeival ecclesiast.ical art_. Pulpit carvings, tapes

tries, ic.ons, frescoes, altar mensae, vestments; candl_esticks, chalices, 

and other liturgical works of:art often contain an~ express figural 

themes • 
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Recent criticism con~inues ~n de~onstrate that in addition to the 

employment of typology in ecclesiastical literature and art, the more 

dramatic, epical., an~ imaginatively lyric wc:>rks of the medieval era also 

make a~ple structural anq thematic use of the figural vision. V. A.· 

Kolve, examining the c0mplex formal design of the .Corpus Christi mystery. 

plays, concludes that their ,highly selectiye choice qf Bi-blical events 

requires a typological principle of organization: ••Figures and their 

fulfillment, the mimesis of total. human time-.,.these are the core of the 

Corpus Christi cycle a.nd the source of its forma 1 shape. n 52 Such a . 

thesis; of course, undeqni nes much of the o 1 der eva lutionary theo.ry of 

medieval dramatic origins inasmuch as it contend.s that the highly per

vasive nature of typology in the Middle Ages provided an immediate 

structural basis for large drar:natic programs. Other studies lll Old and 

Middle English Advent Lyfics, 53 Fred c.: Robinson•s·examination of the 

Exodus poem, 54 Bernard F. Huppe•s Doctrine and Poetry: A~gusti ne • s 

Influence enOl a· ~nglish :poetry~ 55 AT vi h A. Lee • s fourth essay on 

Beowulf in Tne·Guest:..Ra:n·of Eden~ 56 G~ v. Smither•s explication of 

verse in the An¢re.ne Rhile~ 57 Elizabeth Salter•s observations on The 

Pearl and Piers Plowman, 58 Roser:naryWoolf1 s studies on figuralism in 

Middl.e English religious carols, 59 and numerous works o,g.Dante•s Com

medi a.~0 In short, al r the medieval arts-.-architecture, painting, 

sculpture, l;terat(Jre, and even music61 --evinc~ an inescapal:)le typolo

gical impress in themati~ conception and execution. Indeed, any medieval 

work of extended. length dealing with a theological~ moral, historical, 

or apocalyptic theme· is to be re~arked as unusual if it somehow is not 

imbued with figuralism~ 
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In EnglQnd during the first three quarters of the sixteenth century 

(decades which c. S. Lewis·rightly describes as 11 drab 11 ), there is an 

apparent decline ·in the artisi,tic employment of typological programs. 

With the grea~est volume of humanistic studies devoted to the recovery 

of the classical and pagan arts, the late medieval. figural vision gives 

way to a sometimes t.edious fascination by sch.olars and antiquaries on 

matters .of archeological, historical, and textual interest. Christian 

humanism in the earlier .sixte.enth century intended to educate to piety 

and virtue by the reading of universally honored Greek and Roman pre

Christian writers. English clerics, like John Colet (1467?-1519), 

1 earned in Italy from Fi cino and Pi co that 11 the most beautiful works of 

the .Ancients were full of that flavour of Christ. 1162 As English church

men sought more and more in their christology to emphasize the ethical 

imperatives of their Lord rather than the crucial role of -the Messiah 

in history, the eschatological vision of the chur~h became obscure .. 

Moreover, the irenic disdain of Erasmus for the necessity of religious 

images foste,red a pious English iconoclasm which effectively discouraged 

any ardent preoccupation with the portrayal of Biblical figures. Of the 

plastic arts in particular, Hilary Warment concludes: 11 At the court of .. 

Henry VIII, towards the end of his reign, Old Testament prefigurations, 

or 1 figures, 1 were regarded with the same circumspection as were actual 

physical tmages. ·After Henry 1 s death [l547] the system of type and 

antitype went into an eclipse so nearly total that bY the reign of 

James I (1603-1625) few traces ·are left .... 1163 Certainly such a 

statement, .if ref~rring to the fine arts, needs little qualification. 

Yet importantly, the figural schema, if less obvious, continued nonethe

less without-serious abatement through the sixteenth century in numerous 
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influential chronicles, histories~ vernacular translati~ns of the Bible, 

c.ou.ntless sermons, and repeated printings of earl.ier exegetical commen

taries. An English translation of the popular ~egenda Aurea went through 

eight printings by 1527 ;- The Great Bil:)le (1539), the Geneva Bibl.e 

(1560), an~ the Bishops• Bil:)le (1568) all variously contain frqntts

pieces, he.ad notes, and extensive m~rginalia frequently devoted to typo

logical rnatters. Homilet.icians of·all persuasions~-John Fisher, Thomas 

Cranmer, Edrnund Bonner, John Harpsfield, John Jewel, Hugh Latimer, and 

Richard Bancroft, to mention but.a few of the outstanding ones--regularly 

included the figural idiom in their preaching. Apocalyptic and milleni

alistic visionaries of the sixte.enth century invariably interpreted 

ecclesiastical history in typical fashion. Thus John Bale in The Images 

of bathe Churches after the most wonderfull and heavenlie Re.velacion of. 

Saint John (1550) promot~s the seven churches of Asia Minor in the 

Apocalypse to be prophetic types; the Roman Church being the antitype 

of the church Thy~tira because it harbored a false prophetess. Chroni

clers such as Thomas Lanquet, John Rastell, Robert fabyan, -and the 

metricist Arthur Kelton traced their hist.o.ries with a typological per

ception of world events. With this said, however, Wayment is neverthe

l.ess correct to rema.rk a generally notable eclipse in the literary and 

artistic use of ftguralism. It _is not until the final decade of the 

century, with the publication of Books I-III of Edmund Spenser•s Faerie 

Queene, that one discerns .a return to the creative use of figurae for 

aritstic purposes. 

With the rise in patriotic :_e~uberance at -the close of the sixteenth 

century and the emergence of a heightened religious conviction brought 

on by theological conflicts in the first half of the seventeenth century, 
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typology as a significant rnode of historical apprehension reasserts 

itself as a vehicle for literary expression. As expected, Biblical com-

mentators, writers of tracts, preacher:-s, dogmatists, apologists and· 

polemicists continue to make extensive use of the method. But there is 

a difference: the figural expression after the turn of the century be-

comes at once more prolific; t~e literary quality often memorable. 

Lancelot Andrewes, for example, preaching a Christmas sermon from 

Hebrews 1:1-3, compares the manner of God•s diverse revelation in the 

Old Testament with his supreme disclosure in Christ: 

Now, for the Manner. It was multiformis. GOD, & c. 
Many manner wayes. · 

One manner, by drearnes . .i!!. the night; (lob 33). Another 
manner, by visions; And those againe of two manners. I Either 
presented to the outward sense, as ~ VI. 2 Or, in an ex
tasie, represented to the inward; as Dan. X. Another yet, by 
Urim, .1.!!_ the brest of your Priest. And yet another, by a 
small still voice, in the eares of the Prophet. I Reg:l9. 
And sometime, by an Angell, speaking in him (Zach.I.). But, 
most-what, ~His Spirit. And, (to trouble you no more) very 
sure it is; that as, for the matter, in '!lany broken peeces: 
so, for the Manner, .i!l many diverse fash10ns, spake He to 
them. 

But then, if, in no~UTp6nwt, you understand Tropos, 
figures; Then were they yet many more. The Paschal Lambe: 
a ( Exod. 12. ) the Sea pe-goa t :- b (Levit. "16.) The Red Cow: 
and tropes they were; shadowed out darkly, rather_than cleare
ly expressed. Theirs, was but candle-light; to our day-light; 
but Vesperti na cognito, in comparison of ours, whom the Day 
hath visited, sprung from on high. This, for. the Matter and 
Manner.64. ----

Once again the remembered figurae of the past resound with meaning as 

rhetoric and theo 1 ogy comp 1 ement each other. Indeed, the. sermons of 

nearly all the famous Renaissance divines, whether Anglican or Puritan, 

are replete with an express figuraljsm of high. rhetorical qqality; 

Donne•s great Christmas sermon of 1621 is a particularly fine example of 

typological preaching at its best. 
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Importantly, many of the poets of the seventeenth century invest 

their verse with imaginative figural reference for political, moral, 

theological, anq aesthetic ends. John Abbot writes two books of verse 

on the typological importance of the naming of the Savior:. Jesus Prae

figured: Or~ Poeme of the Holy Name of Jesus (1623), an elaborate 

apology for Roman Catholicism. · The heirs of Spenser construct 1 ong 

poems which frequently are preoccupied with extending the meaning of 

Old Testament figurae. Michael Drayton in his divine poems, especially 

11 Moses His Birth and Miracles, .. sees lsrael•s history adumbrating 

England•s own experiences. Both of the Fletcher brothers, Giles and 

Phineas, are adept typologists. Giles• Christ•s Triumph over Death 

(1610) contains, as the argument in<;licates, 11 obscure fables of the 

Gentiles typing it.11 Phineas• longer Locusts, or The Apollyonists 

(1627), a flaming attack against Rome ignited by the Gunpowder Plot of 

1605, argues the Pope as a 11 Second Lucifer 11 (Canto V .38.8) whose trickery. 

in England was clearly prefigured by his perfidy in hell. Indeed, for 

all the miseries Phineas sees in England, he is convinced 11 the world is 

Israels type, who (blinded) see I Freedom in bonds, and bonds in 

libertie ... 64 With less accomplishment but more length, William 

Alexander•s Doomes-Oay, Or the Great !@l_ of the Lords Judgement (1614) 

labors through twelve 11 hours 11 in which 11 Some temporall plagues and fear

full judgements I .Are cited here as figures of the last ... 65 More 

happily, many of the poems in George Herbert•s Temple (1633), as Rosemund 

Tuve66 and others67 have demonstrated, are typological in structure, 

orientation, and detail. Convinced that 11 Gods works are wide, and let 

i. n [affect] future times 11 ( 11 The Bunch of Grapes 11 ), Herbert frequently 

constructs his poems with an imaginatively lyric use of Christ figurae. 
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Thus such poems as 11 Aaron 11 and 11 The Sacrifice~' are almost wholly formed 

from within the figur.al tradi~ion; others such as 11 Sunday, 11 11 Joseph•s 

Coat, 11 11 Peace, 11 11 Prayer (1), 11 11 Jordan (1), 11 11Affliction (V),•• 11 The. 

Priesthood, .. and 11 Love Unknown .. contain allusions to Biblical types 

which often prove.crittcal to the poems• meanins. John Donne, especially 

in his sermons but also in 11 The Fir~t Anniversary, .. 11A Valediction: Of 

the Booke 11 and Biathanatos, makes inventive figural application. 68 The 

prose of Sir Thomas Browne is checkered with numerous typo 1 ogi ca 1 

observations. With the possible exception of Richard Crashaw,69 all of 

the major religious poets of the seventeenth century generally find the 

Christian scheme of types and antitypes congeni~l resourc;es for their. 

lyric expression. Speaking of Henry Vaughan, for example, Barbara K. 

Lewalski and Andrew J. Sa.bol summarize: 

Though typology is not all-pervasive in Silex as it is 
in The Temple, the biblica,l allusions often present the 
speaker 1s experience as a typological recapitulation of bib
lical events. 11 White Sunday .. states explicitly that the Old 
Testament stories refer typal ogi cally to the modern Chris
tians: .. thy method with thy own, I Thy own dear people pens 
our times, I Our stories .are in theirs set down I And penal-
ties spread to our Crimes. 11 11 Mans fall; and. Recovery 11 

asserts the same point but emphasizes the Chri,s ti an • s advan
tage over ·the Old Testament Jews by reason of his identifica
tion with the antitype of all the types, Christ: 11 This 
[Christ • s sacrifice] makes me span I My fathers jo1,1rneys, and 
in one faire step I o•re all their pilgrimage, and labours 
1 eap, I For God (made man,) l Reduc • d :th • Extent of works of 
faith; so made I Of their Red Sea, a Spring; I wash, they. 
wade ... This typological perspective locates the speaker in 
the biblical story, and his experience is interpreted espe
cially through imagery from the Song of Solomon, the Psalms, 
and Revelation. In 11 The Law, and the Gospel 11 the speaker 
sees himself rec~pitulating the Israelites• and the early 
Christians• experience with Goct•s revelation and begs, 11 0 
plant in me thy Gospel, and thy,Law. 11 And in 11 The Brittish 
Church .. he sees Christ•s Passion recurring in the contempo
rary Puritan persecutions of the Church .70 
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Poets as diverse and different -in temperament as Robert Herrick, 71 John 

Cleveland,72 anc;l ThomasTraherne/3 a,l1 to varying degrees, employ typo

logy in their reprise -of the past. John Milton•s Nativity Ode/4 

Lycidas / 5 Paradise Lost / 6 Paradise Resai ned/7 and Samson Agoni stes 78 

are saturated with a complex figural ism. In short, -the return of typo

logy as. a mode-for literary expression is a major characteristic of 

seventeenth-century poetry and prose. 

The extent to which figural thought is restored to the late 

Renaissance apprehension of historical and theological truth may addi

tionally be seen in the publication of numerous l@nuals devqted to the_

explanation and cataloging of typological material. The many editions 

of these guidebooks, references, and corrrnentaries, published in England 

and on t_he Continent, insured a widespread a_udi ence comfortably fami 1 i ar 

with both the outline and detail-of Christi_an typology. Only the more 

notable needs mention; they are numerous enough: Henry Ainsworth•s 

Annotations upon the Five Bookes of Moses and the Boeke of Psalmes 

(1627); Solomon Glassius•s Philologi.a Sacra (1623-36); John Weemes•s 

The Christian Synagogue (1622) and Exercitations Divine (1632); William 

Ames•s The_ Marrow of Sacred Divinity .(1638?); Thomas Hayne•s ~Times, 

Places and Persons ofthe Holy Scripture, otherwise intituled, the 

Genera 1 View of the Holy Scriptures ( 1607) ; James Noyes • s The Temp 1 e 

Measures (1647}; the younger John Brinsley•s The Glorie of the Latter 

Temple Greater then of the Former ( 1631) and The Mystical Brasen Serpent: 

with the Magnetical Vertue thereof (1653); John Davenport•s Knowledge of 

Christ indispensably Required of all Men that Would be Saved (1653); 

Thomas·Taylor•s Moses and Aaron;, or.the Types of the Old Testament 

Opened (1653); Isaac Penington•s Expositions with Observations Sometimes, 
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on Severall Script,ures (1656); John Cotton's A Brief Exposition with 

Practical Observations upon the Whole Book of Canticle.s (1655) and~ 

Brief Exposition ... upon the Whole Book of Ecclesiastes (1654); 

William Gouge•s Learned and very Useful Commentary on the Whole Epistle 

to the Hebrews (1655); Francis Robert•s Mysterium and Medulla Bibliorum 

(1657); William Guild•s Moses Unveiled; Or~ Those Figures which Served 

unto the Patterne and Shaddow of Heavenly Things .... Briefly Explained 

(1658}; John Pearson•s E~position of the Creed (1662); Samuel Mather•s 

The Figures or Types of the Old Testament (1683); Benjamin Keach•s 

Tropo logi a: A Key to Open Scriptures Metaphors • . . Together with the 

Types of the Old Testament (1681}; and K. Vitringa•s Observationes Sacra, 

3 vols. (1689-1708). 

The enthusiasm with which many of these works rehearse the accumu

lated mass of typological relationships reveals at times an extraordinary 

fondness for the discovery of figures. William Guild 1 s Moses Unveiled, 

entirely representative of the popular dissemination of typological 

information in the seventeenth century, provides this marvelous 11 Dedica-

torie 11 to the Bishop of Winchester: 

As in the Creation darknes went before light, or as the dawn
ing precedes the brightnesse of the day, and as Joseph ob
scurely at first behaved himselfe unto his arethren, and 
Moses covered with a vaile stood before the people: Even so 
(Right Reverend) in the detection of the glorious worke of 
mans Redemption, mysticall promises went before mercifull per
formance, darke shadowes were the forerunners, of that bright 
substance, obscure types were harbingers to that glorious 
Antitype the Messiah, who was comming after, and Levi•s Law 
with its figurative and-vailed Ceremonies, was very resem
blance, painting and pointing out that cleere Lampe and Lambe 
of God, the expresse Image and ingraven Character of the 
Father: So that as folded in swaddling clouts, and lying in 
a Crib, hee was seene and showne unto the Wise-men that came 
from the East; so involved in typicall Ordinances, and lurking 
under shadowish signes, he was offered and exhibited unto the 



Jewes that saw his day but a f~rre off; the eclipsed and dimme 
light of ·the Moone (as it were) as yet onely glimmering, or 
the twinkling brightnesse of starry Lamps; as yet onely dazed
ly glistering: Untill the true Phosphorus. that glorious Sunne 
himselfe did arise in the Horizon of our Humanity, dispersing 
the beames of his bounty, and manifesting himselfe to be that 
onely light of the world, promised to them that sit in the 
Region of darknesse, for comfort and illumination, and to the 
joy of all in heaven and earth, the Lambe himselfe onely open
ing that sealed Booke, and unfolding the truth of former mys
teries. 
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Concerned to enumerate the many shadowings each major Old Testament 

figure casts, Guild, for example, catalogs no fewer than forty-nine typo

logical correspondences between Joseph and Christ. Thus as '•Joseph was 

the first-borne of beloved Rachel, so was Christ the first-borne of 

freely beloved Mary, .. as 11 Joseph is sent by his Father to visit his 

Brethren in the Wildernesse, so was Chrtst sent to visit mankinde in the 

world, who were straying in sinne, 11 and as 11 a Virgin was given in Wife 

unto Joseph by the King; so are the godly given to Jesus by his Father, 

to be his Church ... Concluding each section with 11 the Disparitie, 11 

Guild also marks this difference between type and antitype: 11 Joseph 

accused his Brethren unto his Father, and brought them their evill say

ing, Gen. 37.2. But Christ Jesus excuseth his brethren, covering their 

faults, and intercedeth for them ... In this way, Guild and others--from 

anonymous preachers to major poets--preserved for their age a typological 

tradition no less impressive than that which the compiler of the Pictor 

in Carmine and the sculptors .of Chartre cathedral did for theirs. 

Indeed, except for the brief eclipse of-figural thought in England in 

the early and middle years of the sixteenth century, it may be rightly 

judged that typology in t.he Renaissance was as vibrant and fashionable 

a mode of thinking about history, theology, politics, and poetry as ever 
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it had been. One is even tempted to su~gest that it was in fact the 

usual vision of men whose minds turned upon th.e consi-deratiqn of ultimate 

values and cosmic visions. 

The Ontological Mode of Christian Typology 

Because the Biblical message is .predicate'd upon its own distinctive 

understanding of God•s action in human history, the predominant mode of 

its typological expression is temporal, Christo-centric, and eschatolo

gical. In addition, however, to its usual kerygmatic presentation of 

history redeemed, the Bible also demonstrates another mode of typology 

which in the subsequent development of figural thought has proven to be 

of nearly equal consequence. Noting that 11 the typology of the Bible 

reveals an ontological dimension, .. David Shelley Berkeley observes that 

••a minor yet important kind of typology is that which connects an earthly 

person or event with a transcendent presently existing person or 

event ... 79 Hebrews 9:24 is the locus classicus: 

But in Hebrews 9,24 one reads: 11 For Chdst is not entered in
to the holy places made with hands, which are the figures 
[&vTtTV7Ta] of the true, but unto heaven itself .... 11 Here 
the word •antitypes,• so different from·.the'historical meaning 
of •anti type• in I Pet. 3,21, signifies something imperfect 
and inferior to the true, i.e., an ontological type. In 
other words, Hebrews 9,24 ... appears to-license, as between 
places of worship and the enthroned Christ, spatial categories 
from which time is excluded, and a bifurcation of heavenly and 
earthly realities.BO · 

Whereas it was once generally thought that the metaphysical vision behind 

Hebrews 9:24 necessarily implied some accommodation of the Platonic doc

trine of·ideas, 81 recent scholarship argues that a thoroughly Semitic 

world view permeates the Weltanschauung of the Epistle. C. T. Fritsch 

explains: 11 By describing the earthly tabernacl.e as the antitype, or 
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copy, of the heavenly archetype, the writer is expressing one of his 

basic religious beliefs, namely, that the divine order is projected 

into, or stamped upon, the world of sense and time in the earthly 

tabernacle and its cult, and that God•s eternal purpose of redemption 

is continually being realized on earth through these -visible media ... 82 

Here the visible media-- 11 holy places made with hands 11 and 11 heaven itself 11 

--both subsume themselves under 11 the true 11 ['rwv &t.ne•vwv]. In such an 

arrangement the necessity of time no longer becomes a determinative 

factor: the typological correspondences shift to spatial and qualitative 

categories; the homologues establishing figural connections are ontolo

gical in character. While distinguishing between the two kinds of typo

logy, historical and ontological, Berkeley does not think their 

relationship problematic: 11Time is meaningless in the ontological per

spective but highly significant from an eschatological point of view. 

Allowing primacy in Judaeo-Christianity to the latter, I regard the two 

kinds of types in Hebrews 9,24 ff. as complementary. The difficulty is 

resolved by Augustine•s view that there is no such thing as future time 

with God: all things are present to him, and His foreknowledge is there

fore simply knowledge ... 83 

Although temporal events are vital. links in the chain of history 

and of first importance for the structuring of historical typology, from 

the vantage point of the Eternal Present such events may cohere in 

different patterns. Indeed, when one ponders the conceptual possibil i

ties of typological relationships cut loose from the thread of time, as 

Sir Thomas Browne did, the figural conceptualization leads to astonishing 

paradoxes: 



Before Abraha(ll ~' !. am, 1 ~ the saying of Christ, yet it is 
true 1n some sense if l say it of my selfe, for I was not 
onely before my selfe, but Adam, that; is, in the Idea of God, 
and the decree of t;hat Synodli"eld from all Eternity. And in 
this sense, I say, the world was before Creation, and at an 
end before it had a beginning;·. and thus was I dead before I 
was alive; though my grave be England, my dying place was 
Paradise, and Eve miscarried of me before she conceiv•s of 
Cain.B4 --·-· 
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Although such radical musings are u~common even for Browne, his more 

usual consideration of ontological typology is nonetheless expansive. 

For example, in The Ggrden of Cyrus (1658}, after his single mention of 
I 

a well-known Old Testament historical type, Browne quickly expands his 

typo 1 og i ca 1 frame to inc 1 uc:te the whole of cosmic 1 i fe: 

Light that makes things seen, makes some things invisible; 
were it not for darknesse ancl the shadow of t;he earth, the 
noblest part-of the Creation h~c:t remained unseen, and the 
Stars in heaven as invisible as on the fourth day, when they 
were created above the Hori~on, with the Sun, or there was 
not an eye to behold them. The greatest mystery of Religion 
is expressed by adumbration; and in the noblest part of Jew
ish Types, we finde the Cherub1ms shadowing the Mercy-seat: 
Life it self is but the shadow of death, and souls departed 
but the shadows -of the living: All things fall under this 
name. The Sunne it self is but the dark simulachrum [like
ness, image, figure], and light but the shadow of God.85 

Less speculative typologists than Browne, however, were generally content 

to th.ink of ontological types as simple earthly adumbrations of higher 

or lower forms -of reality. Thus, as Jean. Danielou•s synopsis of 

Theodore of Mopsuestia•s sacramental typology makes clear, the Church 

Fathers upon occasion were accustomed-to see the Church•s celebration of 
'.,.. .. ,.,.,.__ 

the Holy Eucharist as a present··¢arthly type of the eternal heavenly 

1 i turgy: 

His whole sacramental symbolism is founded on the parallel be
tween the visible and the invisible liturgies. We are here in 
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ling with the symbolism of the Epistle to the Hebrews. We 
can certainly speak of typology, butwe must make 1t clear 
that Theodore's is concerned more with the relation of things 
visible to the invisible than with the relation of things 
past to things to come, which is the true bearing of the word. 
Moreover, Theodore refers to the Epistle to the Hebrews in his 
first catecheses: 11 Every sacrament is thei nd1 c;at1 on in signs 
and symbols of things invisible and beyond speech11 (12:2), and 
he quotes Hebr. Vlll~S~ and X,l. He develops this line of 
thought especially in reference to the Eucharistic sacrifice, 
which he sees as the sacramental participation in the heavenly 
sacrifice. And this leads us to remark that the sacramental 
platonism of Theodore is itself the consequence of the literal 
quality of his exegesis. Rejecting [the more usual eschatolo
gical] typology because he refused to see a relationship be
tween historic rea 1 i ties, he was 1 ed to interpret sacramenta 1 
symbolism in a vertical sense, as the relationship of visible 
things to invisible.86 

In this way, as Malcolm MacKenzie Ross notes, "the patristic Eucharist 

was conceived as a corporate act of. sacrifice by Christ and His Church 

in which time was annihilated and through which the eternity of the 

Risen Son was not only revealed but experienced. 1187 

Typologists of all ages have habituated themselves to the discern

ment of ontological types found in God's creation. Ireneus in his 

Adversus haereses is of the opinion that 11 things which are invisible and 

ineffable on earth are in turn the types of celestial things ... 88 In an 

apostrophe to the Divine Intelligence, Augustine exclaims: "0 Wisdom 
. . ' 

Thou most sweet light of the cleansed mind; for Thou ceasest not to 

intimate to us what and how great Thou art, and these intimations of 

Thee is the universal beauty of c;reation. 1189 Biblically such natural 

typology receives its justification from Romans 1:20: 11 For the invisible 

things of him from the Creation of the world are clearely seene, being 

understood by the things that are made, even his eternall Power and God

head .. (KJV). Thus the Church from its earliest times has always per

ceived Nature to be filled with figurae, signs bearing the marks of a 
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divine impress. For example, th~ sun in Isaiah 60;19, Amos 8:9, and 

Malachi 4:2 has always been understood as a type of Christ, the source 

of all light. Other Biblical types of the Messi.ah include the eagle 

(Deut. 32:11-12), the rose (Song of Solumon 2:1), the wilderness rock 

(I Cor. 10:4}, and t~e lion (Rev. 5:5}. The he~dnote to the fourth 

chapter of Jonah designates the miraculous growtng gourd a type, presum

ably of God's mercy. Serpents, according to Samuel ~1ather,90 are con

tinuing types of Satan's presence, even as the appearance of the first. 

and all succeeding rainbows since Gqd's covenant with Noah are types of 

God • s ever-present mercy. 91 Speci a 1 numbers such as one, three, seven, 

nine, ten, and combinations thereof have figural significance associated 

with sacred persons, things, and events; other~ such as two; four, and 

five are types of earthlyor frequently demo11ic antitypes. 92 In the 

fifth chapter of his ~etter to the Romans; St. Paul allows the intimacy 

of a Christian husband and wife to typify the great mYstery (ll{ya 

llUon1plov} of the heavenly marriage between Christ and his bride, the 

Church. With such apostolic encouragement at hand, Church Fathers such 

as Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret; and Jerome, did not 

hesitate to use the word 11mystery11 as a synonym of 11 type" and 11 Shadow 11 

in their exegetical commentaries and homilies. 93 Eventually, of course, 

many of the mysteries of human life and of the universe come to be so 

infused with typical possibility. As ·a hymn verse by Alan of Lille 

(c. 1128-1203} bears witness, the orders of creation are both themselves 

and pictures of something else: 

Omnis mundi creatura 
Quasi liber et pictura 

Nobis ~st et speculum. 
Nostrae vitae, nostrae sortis, 



Nostris st~tus, nostr~e mortis 
Fic(ele signacullnn.94. 
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Every creature in the world is a book to be read, a painting to oe 

studied, and a mirror into which .one may peer to discover fait.hful signs. 

Mindful of the imiJlense scale of Nature, typologists frequently 

allude to the fi gura 1 qua 1 i ty of the Great Chain of Being. In the same 

way that the world•s history affirms a horizontal continuity of events 

progressively revealing God•s eschatological purpose, so also the hier

archical order of Nature pressing vertically upwards requires that the 

lower orders anticipate and typify- the higher. Often within each class 

of creation, the first of its .kind is commonly a type valued for those 

correspondences wh,ich typify sor,Je higher and ,more spiritual echelon of 

being. Thus the untaiJlable primate qf the sea, the Leviathan of Psalm 

74:12-14, Isaiah 27:1 and Job.Al, images Satan, primordial chaos, wicked

ness, ·and hell itself. Working downward, Origen in hi.s demonology sug

gests that each particular series of animals typified a kind of demon. 95 

Conversely 11 Dionysius the Areopagite [in his Celestial Hierarchies] 

would have the ecclesiastical hierarchy on earth duplicate the angelic 

hierarchy in heaven ... 96 Man himself, within his ordered degrees, served· 

variously as a type of higher realities; from medieval times a Christian 

king, by virtue of his anointing, was a typus Christi, rex imago Christi, 

d . . Ch . t• 97 . Th . dd"t" t th 1 b f an rex v1canous r1s 1. · us 1n a. 1 1on · o . e arge num er o. 

types made possible sub specie aeternitatis, the highly developed notion 

of the universe arranged in an elaborate hierarchical order also contri-

bute.d significantly to the. increase of ontological figures. 

Of the seventeenth century in particular, Perry Miller observes 

that .. a habit of reading sermons in stone was universal, as indeed it 



had been for many Christian centuries; metaphysical poets hacl found 

exemplification of religious truths. in the rn9~.t unlikely occurrenGes, 
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and nature was pressed into the service of the highest mysteries by 

Jacobean and Carolinian essayists and philqsophers as well as. divines ... 98 

Quoting Richard Hooker, C. S. Lewis describes what was surely the usual 

persuasion of m.ost sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Christians:. 11 We 

meet on all levels divine wisdom shining through 'the beautiful variety 

of all things' in their 'manifold and yet ha~monious dissimilitude ... 99 

This 11 Shining thro1,.1gh, 11 as Henry Vaughan suggests in 11 The Tempest, .. 

means that the natural world is constantly urging man to transcendence: 

All things here shew him heaven; Waters that fall 
Chide, and fly up; Mists of corruptest fome 
Quit their first be.ds & mount; trees, herbsf flowers, 

Strive upwarqs s ti 1, and point him the way home. 00 
all 

For this reason, Vaughan intimates in 11 The Retreat .. that Nature is full 

of types of heaven which allow him to glimpse God's 11 bright face 11 : 

When on some gilded cloud or flower 
My gazing soul would dwell an hour, 
And in those weaker glories spy 
Some shadows of eternity.lOl 

So also Thomas Traherne in his 11 Thanksgivings 11 praises God not only for 

his provision of historical and Bibl.ical figures, but also for the many 

wonderful ontic types wh.ich show him 11 the beauty of [his] everlasting 

Counsels 11 : 

In all the Regions of (H~aven and Ear~h, 
· LT1me and Etern1ty; 

Living in thine Image 
Towards a 11 thy Creatures; 

On Angels wings, 
Holy Meditations. 



According to the transcendent Presence of my Spirit everywhere, 
Let me see thy Beauties, 

Thy Love. to me , 
To all thy Creatures, 

~
irst Creation, 

In the Go.ver_nme._n.t o __ f Ages, 
ay of JudgiT,Jent, 
or~ of Redemption, 

~.Y Conce. pt. ion_ . a_n. c;l. N. "'. ti vity, In All my De 1 i verances, 
The Peace of my Country, 
Noah 1 s Ark 

With Mose.s and David, 
Let· me beho 1 d thy ways, · 
Deli ghJ in thy Mercies, 

Be praising thee. 
0 shew me th.e excellency of all thy works! 102 
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Here the fi gura 1 ark of Noah and the typi ca 1 1 i ves of Moses and David 

find their place among the equally sure adumbrations of national peace, 

Traherne 1 s own birth, and a 11 God 1 s 11 beauti es. 11 

Throughout the presenting of Christian ontological types one infers 

that inasmuch as Christ is preeminently the perfect and express Image of 

the invisible God (Col. 1:15), ever since his Incarnation all other 

images now possess some special relationship to Him as the Proto-lmage. 

By his actual appearance in time as the historical Antitype, Christ in· 

his new intimacy with the world enlarges the typological foundations so 

that by His,cqntinuing incarnational presence all of creation is seen 

to cohere in a more intimate and ultimately figural way with him. 

Richard Hooker, for example, after carefully positing the orthodox and 

catholic doc;trine of the Incarnation in his Fifth Book of th.e Ecclesias

tical Polity, proceeds to argue the more deliberate impress of God 1 S 

presence on all things: 

All other things that are of God have God in them and he them 
in himself 1 i kewise •.... God hath his influence. into the 
very essence of all things, without which influence of Deity 



supporting them their utter annihilation could not choose but 
follow; Of him all things have both received their first be~ 
ing and their continuance to be that which they are. All 
things are t~erefqre. pi!.rtakers of God, they are his offspring, 
his influence is in them, and the personal wisdom of God is 
for that ver~ cause said to excel in .nimbleness or agility, 
to pierce into aJl intellectual, pure, and subtile spirits, 
to go through all, and to reach out unto every thing which 
is.l03 · 
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God, not only by his first making man an image of his divine life in the 

creation, bu.t also by his confirmation of that. image in the Incarnation, 

seals and. by extension rnakesva.lid the imaginal character of.all things. 

God•s divine intrusion into the world in Christ consecrates ever~thing. 

Again it is Traherne who, bringing together historical and ontological 

types, finds suqh figural possibilities (beginning with his own self) 

worthy of rapture: 

This Body is not the Cloud, but a Pillar assumed to manifest 
His Lov unto us. In these Shades doth this Sun break forth 
most Oriently. In this Death is His Lov Painted in most 
lively colours. GOD never shewd Himself more a GOD, then 
when He appeated Man. Never gqined more Glory then when He 
was bereaved of all Sense. 0 let thy Goodness shine in me! 
I will lov all 0 Lord by thy Grace Assisting as Thou doest: 
And in Death it self, will I find Life, and in Conquest Vic
tory. This Sampson by Dying Ki 1 d all His Enemies: And then 
carried the Gates. of Hell and Oeath away, when being Dead, 
Himself was born to his Grave. Teach me 0 L.ord these t4ysteri
ot.ir Ascentions by Descending into Hell for the sake of others, 
let me Ascend into the Glory of the Highest Heavens. Let the 
Fidelity and Efficacy of my Lov appear, in all my Care and 
Suffering for Thee.l04 

Even as Samson; the. great Old Testament type of Christ, pre-figured the 

final triumph of Christ•s death and resurrection, so Traherne envisions 

his own bodily dying a .. Mysterious Ascention, 11 a type of Christ•s present 

victory in 11 the Glory .of th.e Highest Heaven... Day by day, as Traherne 

lives out his Christian life, he images .th.e achievement of God made 
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permanent and trans tempora-l in Christ. Elsewhere. Traherne suggests that 

Christ by the power of his Incarnation invests all thatsurrounds him in 

this earthly horne with a special figurative power: 

Rich Sacred Deep anq Precious Things 
Did here on Earth the. f4an [Jesus Christ] surr~>Und 
With all the Glory of the King of l<ings ,105 

The advent of the. Logos into the visible world results in a new and pro

foundly intimate correspondence of things created by the divine Image. 

By his irrevocable pr_esence in the world Chri,st recapitulates, confirms, 

and mak.es va 1 i d the imagi na 1. qua 1 i ty of a 11. things. Karl Ke 11 er, a 1-

though in context sp~ak.ing specifically of Edward Taylor•s nature typo-, 

logy, expresses in fact the .basic <;:onviction of all who see Nature 

tending toward the antitypal Christ: ..... in his love. of the things 

of the world, Taylor wishes to. see them as having -purpose, and to him 

they have significance as types of Christ. Perhaps this helps to explain 

the profusion of strained comparisons of worldly things with Christ in 

his Meditations. Christ is the unifier of all disparities, the atoner. 

(i.e., the at-one-er) of Nature anc;l man ... 106 

Thus by virtue of the Biblical witness, the upward Te.ndenz inherent 

in the ordered hierarchies of Nature, and the sure incarnational impress 

of the Word, the whole cosmos gives eloquent figural testimony through 

innumerable ontological types that all. things point to God, the divine 

Antitype of·the figural universe. 

The Pagan-Christian Mode of Typology 

As the early church sought to relate its figural understanding of 

history centered in Christ to missionary and apologetic needs, Christian 
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writers de vi sed ~arious .... and SO!Iletimes competiJ'lg ..... Ulethods .of responding 

to p~gan mythologies, of philosophical ~nd religious interest. 107 As 

early as Justin Martyr (A.Q. 110-165) the idea is advanced that the 

similarities between cert~in Christian mysteries, such as the virginal 

conception and the Ascension, anq some of th.e mysteries of paganism are 

due to the fact that demons, knowing the true mysteries, inspired the 

Greeks to mak.e misleading imitations of them~ Thus, for example, in 

his First Apology, Just.in argues t~at heathen mythologies, purporting 

to describe the .creations of Proserpine anq Minerva, are actually demonic 

reworkings of the sacred genesis: 

From what h_as been already said, you can understand how the 
devils, in imitation of what was said by Moses, asserted that· 
Proserptne: was the daughterof ·Jupiter, and instigated the 
people to set up an image of her under the na111e of Kore [Cor(l, 
i ..• e., .the maiden or daughter] at -the spring-heads. - For, as we 
wrote aoove [chap. lix],Moses said, "In the beginning God 
rnade the heaven and the earth. - And the earth was without form 
and unfurnished: and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of 
the waters ... In imitation, therefore, of what is here said of 
the Spirit of God moving on the waters, they said that 
Proserpine [or ~ora] was the daughter of Jupiter [and there
fore caused h,er to .preside over the waters]. And in 1 ike man
ner also they craftily feigned that Minerva_was the daughter 
of Jupiter, not by sexual union; but, knowing that God con
ceived and made the world pY the Word, they say that Minerva 
is the first conception Uvvow]; which we consider to be very 
absurd, bringing forward the fqrm of the conception in a 
fema\e shape. And in like manner the actions -of-those others 
who are rBJlect sons of Jupiter .sufficiently condell)n them. 
(Ch. 64) · 

Convinced that the Mosaic testimony to God's creative ac;tivity was of 

far greater antiquity (and hence more intrinsically reliable) than sub

se,quent Attic literature, Justin e_arlier in the same Aeology argues that 

Plato's theory of -creation in his Timaeus is but one more -indication of 

the pagan's obvious debt to Genesis. 109 Of course, if perchance the 
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pagan witness remains somehow untainted by demoniG distortion, all such 

testimony owes its residual truthfulness to the universal operation of 

the seminal. Logos, the pre-existent Word of God, so that 11Whatever 

things were rightl.Y said among all men are the property of us Chris

tians ... 110 Thus apologists of the rigorous school, such as Athenagoras, 

Theophil us, Tat ian, anq Tertull ian, were able to commend and discredit 

the half-light of pagan thought. Generally, however, they tended to 

deprecate pagan literature and culture wherever possible. 

Other ancient Christian writers were willing to concede a great 

deal more to the preparatory work of God•s Spirit among the pagans. As 

Don Cameron A 11 en notes, 11 With few exceptions mast of the apo 1 ogi s ts 

agreed that pre-Christian poets and philosophers possessed proximate 

truth. Some--Plato, Hermes Trismegistus, Plotinus, CiGero, Sene.ca--had 

more than others, but almost no anci€nt was without a grain of wisdom. 

Everyone k.new (in fact, Justin mentioned it) that St. Paul ·was not loath 

to borrow a phrase or two from the Greek poets; hence, it was sensible 

for properly controlled Christians to find a use for •the gold and silver 

of the Egyptians • ... 111 In his Stromata (or Miscellanies) Clement of 

Alexandria (A.D. 153-217), for example, argues that Gre.ek literature and 

philosophy reveals a covenant with the pagans similar to God•s Old Testa-

ment covenant with the Jews: 

For clearly, as I think,, ... the one and only God was known 
by the Greeks in a Gentile way, by the Jews Judaically, and 
in a new and spiritual way by us. . . . Accordingly, then, 
from the Hellenic training, and also from that of the law, 
are gathered into the one race of the saved people those who 
accept faith: not that the three peoples are separated by 
time, so that one might suppose three natures, but trained in 
different Covenants of the one Lord, by the word of the one 
Lord. for that, as God wished to save the Jews by giving to 
them prophets, so also by raising up prophets of their own in 



their own tongue, as they were able to receive God's benefi
cence,. He distinguished the most excellent of the Greeks from 

112 . the common herd .... 
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Like Justin, Clement believes the best of pagan thought to have been in

formed by the directly inspired Jewish Scriptures which explain and 

guarantee the essential reliability of so much Attic literature. Yet 

unlike Justin, Clement perceives such complements not as faint traces 

of truth somehow unmarred by devilish trickery, but rather as rich de

posits of pre-Christian revelation given to Gentiles whom God favored 

with grace and intimations of the truth. Citing St. Paul's speech at 

Athens in Acts 17 as the Biblical warrant for acknowledging some famili

arity of pagan thought with Christian truth, 113 Clement elsewhere urges 

his pagan readers to compelte their world view by accepting Christ. 114 

What they had already grasped of the ultimate nature of reality is 

indeed a slender spark, capable of being fanned into flame, a trace of 

wisdom, and an impulse from God. 

If God providentially arranged for pagans to anticipate the lncar-

nate Wisdom of God in Christ, more generous Christian writers like 

Clement soon taught themselves to discern those adumbrations of the 

truth in Greaco-Roman culture which might well serve as figural counter

parts to Old Testament types. Clement, for example, sees the Greek 

lustrations, which he regards as borrowing from Biblical revelation, as 

figures (hu~ve:s) of baptism. 115 Elsewhere Orpheus is a Gentile 

David, 116 Tiresais a type of the Christian pilgrim, 117 and, Odysseus a 

figure of the prudent believer in that when this famous pagan adventurer 

tied himself to the ship's mast to elude the Sirens' temptation, he 

exactly foreshadowed how the Christian must fix himself to the Cross of 
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Christ to escape Satan's wiles. 118 · J. Auffret summarizes the more con

ventional and popular pagano-Christian typological schema generally 

well developed by the fo!Jrth century a(llong those Fathers sympathetic 

to pagan culture and literature: 

In early Christianity, Orpheus was interpreted as a Type 
of Christ. So was Apollo, and so ~ere Hercules and Pan. 
Euseb.i us speaks of Orpheus drawing a 11 men to him by his 
music as symbolizing the attractive power of Christ. Indeed 
the Muse's "enchanting son" foreshadows Christ; "deliciae 
humanae naturae." Had not Orpheus descended to Hell ro res
cue Eurydice, as Christ was to rescue the souls of the Right
eous .from Limbo? That is why th~ catacombs of Rome offer a 
dozen figures of Orpheus with his flute, charming animals and 
plants. They also represent Hercules slaying the Hydra--a 
Type of Christ s 1 ayi ng Death and Sin; .and th§Y represent 
Christ as a Sun-God driving his fiery car.ll · 

So thorough was the Fathers' corporate listi.ng of pagan mythological 

persons, things, and events collaborating Old Testament adumbrations 

that Jean Danielou feels at one point constrained to suggest that "it 

almost seems there is a Greek image for every single figure in the Old 

Testament. "120 "Certainly," as Theophilus of Antioch remarked to 

Autolytus, "they [the .Greek poets] did at all events utter things con

firmatory of the prophets." 121 

The incorporation of pagan types into the design of sacred history 

carried on throughout medieval times and well into the Renaissance. 

Emile Male, for example, describes the illu(llination of an uncommonly 

fine fourteenth-century manuscript containing the Le Roman des fables 

d'Ovide k Grand by Chrestien Legouais of Sainte-More: 

Among miniatures illustrating the stories .of Medea, 
Aesculapius or Achilles, one unexpectedly finds ·pictures of 
the Crucifixion, the Annun~iation, or the Descent into Limbo, 
and the rhymed commentary which accompanies each story from 
Ovid expalins and justifies the presence of the Christian · 
subject. We learn, for example, that Aesculapius, who 



suffered death because he had raised the dead, is a type of 
Christ, and that Jupiter, changed into a bull and carrying 
Europa on his bac~, also typifies Christ, the sacrificial ox 
who bore the burden of the sin of the world. Theseus, who 
forsook Ariadne for Phaedra, prefigures the choice which 
Christ made between the Church and the Synagogue. Thetis, who 
gave her son Achilles arms with which to triumph over Hector, 
is no other than the Virgin Mary who gave a body to the Son of 
God, or as the theologians have. it, gave Hirn the humanity with 
which He must be clothed in order to conquer the enemy.l22 
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In cathedral sculpture Male also remarks the repeated inclusion of the 

sibyl (especially Erythaea, celebrated in Augustine•s De civitate Dei, 

XVIII, 23) who typifies the messianic expectations of Gentile peoples. 123 

It is not with unusual surpise, then, that one discovers among the many 

Old Testament and less frequent Apocryphal figurae of the Cambridge . 

King•s College Chapel windows the nymphs of Nysa who ministered to the 

infant Dionysus, son of the almighty Zeus and the mortal Semele, pre

sented as pagan types of all those who would later adore the Christ

child.124 

Perhaps the most important reinforcement of this recognition of 

pagan types, continuing the practice of many Church Fathers, is the con

stant inclusion of numerous typological identifications interwoven among 

late medieval and early Renaissance commentaries on Virgil and Ovid. 

Don Cameron Allen125 in particular provides meticulous documentation of 

the extent to which medieval and Renaissance schol.ars such as Bernard 

of Silvester, Arnulph of Orleansj and Giovanni del Virgilio sought to 

amplify Virgil and Ovid with copious allegorical and figural notation. 

Pierre Bersuire, for example, in his Metamorphosis Ovidiana Moraliter 

(1515) continues the patristic suggestion that Hercules is a type of 

Christ because he is 11 a good, wise priest, who fights against the lion 

of pride and anger, against the devil Diomedes and his horses of heresy, 
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against multiple li'(ings.signified ~y Cerberus and Geryon, and against 

Cecus, who is, among other things; the Prince of Hel1. 11126 A few years 

later Jacobus Bonus in De Vita et Gestis Christi (1526) sums up almost 

the whole of the Herculean figural tradition in a work containing de

tailed typological comparisons between Christ and the pagan Alcides. 

Still later in the seventeenth century, Donne in Biatha.natos (Part III, 

Dist. 5, Sect. 1), Ralegh in The History of the World, and Milton in 

both the Nativity Ode (11. 227-228) and Paradise Regained (IV, 562) 

mak.e explicit mention of Hercules' typological significance as a pagan 

figure of Christ. Indeed, Ralegh's History, after advancing the usual 

euhemeristic explanation concerning the origin of pagan deities, provides 

a memorable precis of the most notable pagan types commonly said to 

parallel Old Testament figurae: 

And as Adam was the ancient and first Saturn, Cain, the eldest 
Jupiter, Eva, Rhea, and Noema or Naamat~, the first Venus; so 
did the fable of the dividing of the world between the three 
brethren, the sons of Saturn, arise from the true story of the 
dividing of the earth between the three sons of Noah; so also 
was the fiction of those golden apples kept by a dragon, taken 
from the serpent which tempted Evah; so was paradise itself 
transported out of Asia into Africa and made the garden of the 
Hesperides; the prophecies that Christ should break the ser
pent's head and conquer the power of hell occasioned the 
fables of Hercules filling the serpent of Hesperides and de
scending into hell and captivating Cerberus; so out of the 
taking up of Enoch by God was borrowed the conversion of their 
heroes, the inventors .of religion and such arts as the life of 
man had profit by, into stars and heavenly signs and withal, 
that leaving of the world and ascension of which Ovid: Ultima 
caelestum terra Astraea reli~uit. Astraea last of heavenly 
wights the earth did leave.l I 

As Ralegh's catalog makes obvious, the use of pagan types is best suited 

to religious and devotional literature infused with humanist learning. 

The Spenseri an Gi 1 es Fletcher, for ex amp 1 e, in Christ • s Triumph over 

Death (1610) urges the Savior's victory on the cross partially expressed 
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by the prefigurement of Genti 1 e fables. In stanza seven Fletcher re-

calls four well-known pagan types whose lives variously anticipated some 

aspect of the crucifixion•s meaning: 

Who doth not see drown•d in Deucalions name, 
(When earth his men,and sea had lost his shore) 
Old Noah; and in Nisus lock, the fame 
Of Samson yet alive; and long before 
In Phaethons, mine owne fall I dep 1 ore: 

But he that conquer•d hell, to fetch againe 
His virgin widowe, by a serpent slaine, 128 

Another Orpheus was· then dreaming poets fei gne. · 

When the Hellenic Noah, Deucalion, underwent the anger of Zeus, so he 
• foreshadowed, as did Noah himself, Christ•s bearing the brunt of God•s 

righteous wrath; as Scylla, in the manner of Delilah, triumphed over 

King Nisus, so he helps vivify the typical significance of Samson•s de

feat; as Apollo•s son fell from heaven, so Fletcher previews his own 

decline in Adam; as poets feigned Orpheus• journey into Hades to liberate 

Eurydice, so they unawares fashioned the type of Another who would in 

truth conquer hell. In such fashion the Church Fathers, medieva 1 

writers, and Renaissance humanists Christians habitually incorporated 

what they knew of secular-pagan history and myth into the chronology of 

Old Testament events. 

Nonetheless, even the most generous Christians sympathetic to the 

virtues of paganism, such as Clement of Alexandria, Augustine, and the 

much 1 ater Mi 1 ton, repeatedly emphas·i ze the distance in kind and degree 

separating uninspired pagan from inspired Biblical texts. Lewalski•s 

observation is apposite: 11 Christian writers of any age could seldom 

refrain from noting the inadequacies of these myths when compared with 

the true Old Testament types. Seventeenth-century commentators were 
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much more disposed than 4hei.r Renaissance counterparts to point up the 

false, feignect aspects of the classics: even devotees of the classics 

such as the Cambridge Platoni.st Henry More emphi;l.sized the groping and· 

mistakes of the pagans which m~st be rectified in Christ. .. 129 

Here Mil ton • s pasturing over the right typo 1 ogi ca 1 reading of pagan 

mythologies may be se.en to recapit~late the various shiftings which fre

quently characterized the qualified Christian endorseme.nt of pagan 

types. Berkeley summarizes the tension: 

Milton•s On the Morning of Christ•s Nativity bows to Justin 
in describing wi4h authorial relish the qenichement of the 
pagan deities and to Clement in naming Christ 11 mighty Pan .. and· 
in likening Him to the serpent-strangling infant Herakles. In 
In Paradise L.ost and Paradise Regained, although typological 
collocations are a central means of securing organic unity, 
Milton shifts to the rigoristic view of J~stin and others: he 
notes the mythology of the Gentiles as being of demonic origin 
or as being distorted versions .of the tru.ths committed to 
Moses and his successors. Yet even in the more patent diatribe 
against Greek culture--Paradise Re~ained--very much in spirit 
and substance a precis of Eusebius Evangelicae Praeparationis, 
Herakles and. Oedipus are presented in IV, 563-576 as true types 
of Christ; and other exceptions may be found. The mature 
Milton, in short, could hardly tear himself loose from the con
viction that God has penetrated the culture of Greece with 
innumerable beams of·His grace that one day He might make a new 
people for His name. Lycidas from·the poet•s youth is sympa
thetic with, even enthusiastic over, the view stated by 
Clement, widening it horizontally to reach the Druids and 
Hyperboreans in farthest 6ritain and even intimating a purer 
religion there than in ancient Greece.l30 

Milton, of course, in attempting to integrate the best of paganism with 

Christianity has it both ways: some of the demonically inspired figures 

which retire at Christ•s appearing are both false gods and authentic 

types to the final realities. 

Yet as important as pagan types are to the total figural scheme, 

nonetheless Rosemund Tuve is correct to insist that pagan types are not 
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usually invested with the same typological force as that which Biblical 

types are said to possess: 

It seems to me unquestionable that the mode of thought in 
religious allegory encouraged the appropriation and deepened 
the 11 true meaning .. in cl()ssical materials figuratively under
stood; still, Hercules accomplishing the labors is not a type 
of the saving Christ in th.e same way that Samson is, with the 
carried-off gates of Gaza proclaiming, at the instant they 
yi e 1 ded, the fall of Hell's gates before the power of He ll 1 s 
eternal harrower. . . . The shadow of a later reve.a1ed truth 
is indeed rnost commonly and widely argued to be truly present 
in imperfect pagan visions of it; and this sense was far more 
important in the conservation of classi-cal story for us 
through the Christian Middle Ages than was any cunning plot 
to hang onto the delightful lies by accommodating them to 
reigning conceptions--a picture of the medieval mind frequent
ly offered to us. Nevertheless, this Greek and Roman pantheon 
and history was not thought of as God•s special manifestation 
and care as was His slow sure redemption of man as recorded in 
His chosen people's history and Old Law and New. A deity's 
authorship was not customarily seen in the late cl()ssical and 
Stoic allegorizings of ancient myth; even when such readings 
seem 11 truei· .. we are conscious of the willed imposition of. 
meaning.l3 

Generally the citation of pagan figures held to foreshadow Biblical 

revelation tend to be isolated mythological events often divorced from 

their contexts. Rarely, for example, do typologists of any era find, 

as they did in the Old Testament story of Abraham, complex figural pat

terns emerging from their textual study of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman 

literature. We are not expected to make exact equations between pagan 

heroes and the protagonists of divine history. There is, as Tuve ob

serves, .. no attempt to find parallels in Christ's life for the attacks 

of the women upon Orpheus, nor do we look for something to parallel the 

bush Isaac's ram was caught in, the anguished prayer of Abraham-the

father, the ass they left behind, the fact that the sacrifice was 

burned. Equation is simply not the character of the allegorical [i.e., 
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typological] relation. 11132 Because. pagan types serve primarily to cor

roborate what is already known in Christian revelation, they are never 

instanced by Christian writers as anticipatory proofs of the antitypes' 

appearance; and in no event is a pagan type ever said to adumbrate a 

New Testament anti type without attachment to a speci fie and prior Old 

Testament figure. 

Importantly, any hesitation by Christian authors to accept pagan 

types does not necessarily irnply reservation about the assumptions or 

usefulness of typology itself. The incorporation of pagan types into a 

theological structure, licensed but appearing to be a minor Biblical 

theme, is, of course, encouraged by any disposition toward theological 

universalism which seeks to emphasize God's saving ways with all men. 

If, however, the majority of Christian writers accept--but decline to 

endorse without qualification--the figural possibilities of paganism, 

such reservation serves chiefly to underline the inevitable tension 

which the particularity of the Christian Gospel seems to require. 

Furthermore, when the impulse of any era urges, as C. S. Lewis suggests 

when describing the spirit of the Middle Ages, the 11 building [of] a 

syncretistic Mod,el not only out of Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoical, 

but out of Pagan and Christian elements, 11133 then, of course, the incor

poration of pagan thought, including the figural use of heroes and gods, 

is more evident. In short, the employment of pagan figures may reflect 

not only the theological inclination of a given writer~ but it also, 

and perhaps more importantly, may reveal a dominant cultural preoccupa

tion of an era. One would therefore expect--and does in fact find--the 

pagan-Christian figuralism of the post-Nince patristic era, of the 



fourteenth century in Italy, and of the early seventeenth century in 

England to be pronounced. 

The Correlative Mode of Typology 
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Typological schemes extend themselves in many directions·. Histori

cal typology arches in design in a fundamentally 1 inear and temporal 

direction. For ontological fig~res one conceives the paradigm in more 

spatial terms. Important to both modes, however, is the fact that they 

function almost exclusively in explicit th.eological contexts--as within 

sermons, devotional poetry, and cathedra 1 art. Lance 1 ot Andrewes and 

John Donne, for example, favor the handling of Biblical and historical 

types as they explicate significant events commemorated in the Christian 

calendar. Thomas Traherne, Henry Vaughan, Jonathan Edwarqs, and Edward 

Taylor, on the other hand, prefer the use of ontological types for a 

more lyric expression of the Christian mystery. But in both the histori

cal and ontologic&l moc;les the focus of instruction or persuasion is 

always Ghrist who in his coming announces himself as the center of 

hi story and of the universe. 

In the Renaissance (especi.ally among the English in the seventeenth 

century) there arises yet another kind of typological expression which 

in effect builds upon and extends the more usual Biblical, patristic, 

and (Tledieval understanding of figurae. Designated by Murray Roston134 

as 11 postfiguration 11 and as 11 correlative typology 11 first by Barbara K. 

Lewalski 135 and later bY Steven N. Zwicker, 136 this kind of figural 

sch.ema deems the original Biblical type/antitype relationships as earlier 

patterns adumbrating and clarifying later events of crucial significance 

in the progressive history of the church. In this expanded figural mode 



the first 11 type/antitype 11 configuration may presage a later and more 

nearly eschatological pattern of 11 type/antitype. 11 William F. Lynch, 

commenting on Erich Auerbach's early intuitions about this mode of 

figuralism, emphasizes its importance as a means whereby contemporary 
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history is allowed to participate in the ongoing dynamics of redemptive 

history: 

Altogether essential to the. figura is the inward historical 
reality of the two events or persons that are related: 11 0ne 
of them not only means itself, but also the other; the other, 
on the contrary, encloses or fulfills the first. 11 11 Both lie, 
as real events or forms, inside time, 11 Yet there is also a 
sense in which both are still open to~ third future [italics 
mine] which 11 though still incompleted as event is already com
pletely fulfilled in God and has been so in His Providence 
from all eternity. 11 Thus this new history remains everywhere 
real and everywhere open, as complete and incomplete as the 
heart would have it. Thus Cato, Vergil, Beatrice in the Com
media are complete historical reality which is not reduced to 
a shadow but rather deepened by its significative power.l37 

As type finds its fulfillment in antitype, both in turn become penulti

mate coordinates in a figural set which may be duplicated in the later 

dealing of God with his church in the world. Roston's summary is to 

the point: 

Instead of searching in the Old Testament for stories whose 
validity lay in their adumbrating the New, he [the sixteenth
century Protestant Christian] now searched for those [types] 
which seemed to parallel his own personal history, those which 
he felt were being relived by him in a later generation. 
Sometimes, it is true, the saints had been seen retrospective
ly as having re-enacted the Passion of Christ and fulfilled in 
their deaths the requirement .of imitatio Dei. But here was an 
essentially new concept, with its roots in the soil of the 
temporal world, whereby mortal men, not elevated into saint
hood, began to see their daily struggles, both spiritual and 
physical, in terms of a biblical archetype [i.e., figural pat
tern]. The Puritans sailing towards the New World proclaimed 
that they were bound for the Promised Lane!, for 11 God's own 
country, 11 not because they had found a neat ra llyi ng-ca ll , but 



because their own voyage was for them a seventeenth-century 
cyclical re-enactment of the Exodus from Egypt.l38 
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By investing the figural tradition with '•reduplicative powers, .. as A. C. 

Charity in Events and Their Afterlife describes this 11 contempori zi ng•• 

of the Gospel, 139 Renaissance poets from Dante to Milton were able to 

intensify the immediate application of figuralism. The title pages for 

the Old anci New Testaments of the Geneva Bible are cases in point. On 

both pages identical woodcuts depict the passage of the Israelites 

through the Red Sea. Around the woodcuts are the texts: 11 Feare ye not, 

stand still , and beho 1 de the sa 1 vas ion of the Lord, which he wi 1 s hew,e 

to you this day. Exod. 14,13 11 ; and 11 Great are the troubles of the right

eous but the Lord delivereth them out of all, Psal. 34,19. 11 To the ex

tent that the same woodcut is used for a visual introduction to both 

Testaments, the choice of the Exodus emphasizes the unity of God•s 

redemptive activity fulfilled in Christ--an obvious presentation of 

historical typology. Inasmuch, however, as the accompanying Biblical 

texts contain present tense imperatives~ they reflect a correlative 

application of the familiar historical type. In short, the Puritans-

English exiles driven out of their homeland during the oppressive reign 

of Queen Mary--are the latter-day pilgrim people who reenact the longings 

of Israel for the pr().llflised land. The typological truth of,yesterday 

becomes today•s figural reality. 

From a schematic point of view, correlative typology is surely not 

as neatly paradigmatic as either historical or ontological typology. 

One frankly incurs what at first may appear a major conceptual difficulty 

in permitting so-called late post-Biblical 11 types 11 the privilege of 

looking backwards in time to some previous antitypal fulfillment. David 
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S. Berkeley's criticism of Ste\fen N. Zwicker's attempt to see a typo-

logical link between Charles II and Christ may be apposi~e: II to 

read Astraea Redux and To His Sacred Majesty typologically founders on 

a violation of chronology: Charles II lived sixteen centuries after 

Christ, yet he iS, made, contrary to the lapse of time that definition 

requires betwe.en type and antitype, 1to have lived before the appearance 

of the Saviour ... 14° For Ber~eley any bond between Charles II and Christ 

is best de.scribed as analogical. It maY be argued, however, that in 

addition to the evident teleological thrust of traditional typology 

rightly defined, there is also a genuine (but sometimes vaguely formu

lated) notion that Christians may periodically recognize historical 

figurae even after the advent of Christ. Barbara K. Lewalski, one of 

the first to point out the phenomenon, urges this consideration in her 

discussion of correlative typology in Samson Agonistes: 

There is basis in Patristic and Medieval typological theory 
for associating Samson and the .Christian Elect--the concept 
that the Old Testament type refers to the "whole Christ," not 
only the histori~al person but also the members who are his 
"body" and thus participate in his life. Accordingly, many 
Old Testament events such as the Exodus story were understood 
to foreshadow the wanderings of the Church throughout hi story 
and the spiritual experience of each of the Elect, though in 
traditional theory the primary antitype was always Christ him
self. But in Protestant formulations the Christie reference 
became much less prominent~ and the Christian Elect often came 
to be seen as the direct antitype of the Israel of old.l4l 

In this understanding of yet another typological mode, figural events 

occurring after the Biblical witness complement, reinforce~ confirm, 

parallel, and participate in the essential intent of the first adumbra

tion. In a sense they are in fact more sure figures precisely because 

the Antitype has already authenticated their predecessors. And insofar 
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as they are nearer to the parousi.a, the apocalyptic Second Coming; such 

11 postfigurations 11 are often imbued with an intensity not usually accorded 

Qld Testament types. 

The paradigm for correlative typology differs from that of conven

tional historical typology. In the more usual and older mode of typo

logical thought the vast majority of types point exclusively to the 

future; types are figurae futurarum. Within the compass of correlative 

typo 1 ogy, however, a 11. owance is made for the presence of his tori ca 1 types 

even after .the coming of Christ, the Antitype .. Whereas orthodox histor

ical typology adheres to the formula 11 type/Antitype, 11 correlative typo

logy modifies (but claims substantially not to alter) the formula to 

read 11 type1-Antitype/type2-same Antitype. 11 Obviously the allowance for 

such 11 postfigurations 11 indicates that some typologists license a much 

less precise definition of typology than that maintained in medieval and 

patristic times. 11 In correlative typology, 11 as Steven N. Zwicker de

fines it, 11 the contemporary figure is a .shadow of the christological 

antitype, looking backward in time to its fulfillment or forward to the 

eschaton. 11142 In short, it appears that Renaissance typologists some

times permit historical types to exist in the tension between the anti

typal11already11 and the anti typal· 11 not yet 11 --Christ Himself being the 

express Antitype of both kairoi in his two great advents--the Incarnation 

and the Second Coming. 

Correlative typology emerges as a figural mode in Renaissance times 

for several reasons. First, prior to the Renaissance, ·men of no previous 

era ever seriously thought of tnemse 1 ves as 1 i vi ng in an unusually 

providential time in world history. To the medieval mind, especially 

before Dante, the continuum of history remained unbroken; the ev~nts of 
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more than a millenium lay behind as a road but recently traversed. By 

the middle of the sixteenth cent~,Ary, however; when Giorgio Vasari first 

employed the word 11Renaissance; 11143 most educated men clearly perceived 

their age to be one peculiarly and richly endowed with special historical 

significance. Joseph Anthony Mazzeo describes the new realization: 

This kind of historical consciousness means that the hurnanists 
of the Renaissance saw themselves as detached from their imme
diate past in the Middle Ages and spiritually at home in a re
mote past more to their taste. It also means that they are 
aware of living in a new time. Historical categories like 
11 Middle Ages 11 or 11 Renaissance 11 ar~, of course, inventions, and 
with all such categories there will be endless debates concern
ing just what they should or should not comprehend. With all 
the arguments over just when the Renaissance began and precise
ly what we mean by the term, there still remains the fact that 
in the fourteenth century in Italy we find the more thoughtful 
and articulate people defining thernselves and their own times 
in terms of a restoration of classical id,eas and values. The 
Renaissance was a revolution of consciousness which first took 
place in the minds of the cultural leaders of Europe before it 
transformed their institutions and culture.l44 

As Renaissance humanists deliberately attempted to recapitulate the 

ethos of the classical world in their own lives, so Renaissance typolo

gists sought to discern in their own history figurae futurarum in imita

tion of the Scripture•s typical vision. Not the least unusual is 

Michael Drayton•s conviction, for example, that the English naval victory 

over the Spanish Armada in 1558 was a contemporary rehearsal of the 

great Old Testament type of Christian freedom: 

In eighty-eight at Dover that had been, 
To view that navy, (like a mighty wood), 
Whose, sails swept Heaven~ might eas•ly there have been, 
How puissant Pharaoh perish•d in the flood. 
What for a conquest strictly they did keep, 
Into the channel presently was pour•d. 
Castilian riches scatter•d on the deep, 
That Spain•s long hopes had suddenly devour•d. 
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The afflicted English rang•d along the strand, 
To wait what would this threat•ning power betide, 
Now when the Lord with a victorious h.and 145 
In his high justice scourg•d th• Iberian pride.· 

By linking t.he d~feat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 with the typological 

defeat of the Egyptian Pharaoh ( 11 to view that [Spanish] navy . [one] 

might easily there have seen, I How Puissant Pharaoh perish•d in the 

fl.ood.11 ), Drayton imbues the English victory with a measure of providen

tial significance equal to that of the Exodus. The implication is 

obvious: what .God is doing for his newly chosen people, the English, 

is as important as wh.at he has already done for his chosen people of 

former times. Especially after 1588, when many Englishmen became con

vinced that God is recasting the typical experience of the Hebrew nation 

into the mold of English history, Anglican churchmen not infrequently 

conclude that God is demonstrably partial to England as a nation and 

upon occasion dare even to infer that 11 God is English ... Indeed, in An 

Harborowe fqr Faithfull and Trewe Subjects (1599), John Aylmer, the 

Bishop of London, allows a personified and matronly England to inform 

her children of a second Incarnation, Christ•s second birth in England: 

I have ... enriched you above all your neighbours about you: 
which make[s] them to envie you, & covet me. Besides this God 
hathe brou~ht forth in me, the greatest and excellentest trea
sure that he hath, for your comfort and a 1 the worl des. He 
would that out of my.wombe should come that servant [Christ] 
of your brother [John] Wyc 1 efe, who bega te Husse, who beg at 
Luther, who begat truth. What greter honor could you or I 
have, then that it pleased Christ as it were in a second birth 
to be borne again of me among you? 

After due allowance is made for the intent of Aylmer•s rhetorical hyper

bole, his underlying conviction remains clear: England of the Reforma

tion relives the figural history leading up to the Incarnation and so 
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gives birth to the Messiah in her own times. Here, as in all examples 

of correlative. typology, ancient moments of figural importance--realized 

(but not diminished) by the coming of the antitype--stand ready for 

mimetic. employment in the figural description of later events of great 

historical significance. 

Second, in a large segment of Ren~issance theological thought a 

noticeable shift in doctrinal exposition occurs which tends to diminish 

the traditionally historic antitypal significance qf Christ•s person and 

. ministry. Wi.th the strong Puritan emphasis on the sanctification of the 

present moment, the older and more rigorous understanding of Christ•s 

figural importance recedes into the background. Where once Christian-

ity•s principalis materia; its central theological construct, was 

organized around the Incarnatfqn (usually thought to conclude the era 

of types), Puritan divines sought to emphasize--without denying the 

histori.cal Christ--the Christian soul as the irrmediate and crucial place 

of God•s redemptive activity. Horton Davies, contrasting the older· 

Anglican and the new Puritan theologies~ describes the difference in 

emphasis: 

At the heart of Anglican piety there was the awed wonder 
at the condescension of the God-man, sheer adoring amazement 
at the humility of the Incarnation. . . . They seemed to be 
happiest when they narrated the chief events of the Gospel 
from the Gospels, beginning with the Virgin Birth, where the 
second Eve reco~ers what the first Eve lost~ and provid,es 
through her Son the Sa vi or a second chance for humanity. . , . 
In this meditation Christ was seen as the supreme revelation 
of the nature of God and of the possibilities open to man; the 
response evoked was always a gratitude of tenderness. It 
seems to be the continuation of the mysticism of medieval 
England. · · . 

English Puritanism, however, did not lose itself in the 
mystery of the Incarnation, which it regarded as a subject for 
theological explanation rather than meditation. It had little 
interest in the retrospective gaze and little incentive, since 



it had rej~cted the Christian Year because of the multitude of 
saints' days, which hid the solitary splendor of the kind of 
saints, Christ. Its c~nter of interest was not in the inci
dents of the Gospels. but in the Epistles of St. Paul and in 
the Acts of the Apostles, for it was absorbed in trying to 
live in the Spirit. Puritanism's point of departure was not 
the Nativity, th,e Passion, or th~ Resurrection, but the Ascen
sion of Christ and the descent of the Holy Spirit. The Puri
tans were interested in the glorification of Christ as His 
ascension rather than in His humiliation at Bethlehem or Cal
vary. They had little interest in the historic drama of the 
ph~t, .9.!!11. with the civil war of the soul in the present,Tn 

h Ghrist fought with Satan for poss~ssion. Theirs was not 
so much an imitation of Christ, as Anglican piety was, but a 
recapitulation in themselves of the story of Everyman Adam, 
from temptation and fall, through reconciliation, restoration, 
and renewal. They were interested in the stages of the re
deemed soul's progress: election, vocation, justification, 
sanctifi.cation, glorification. 11 Here, 11 said Haller, 11Was the 
perfect formula explaining what happened to every human soul 
born to be saved. 11 

The Puritan was not oblivious to the major events in the 
1 i fe of Christ, but the birth he cared for was the bi rthof 
the soul' ·his own regeneration-. [ItaliCs mme.]11r7 -
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Such a shift in emphasis means, of course, that much Renaissance theology 

inclines not to be as thoroughly incarnatiqnal, sacramental, historically 

figural, and objectively Christo-centric as was the church's early 

patristic and medieval expression. Understandaqly the implications of 

Christ's antitypal significance tend to be blunted, and subsequently 

one observes a relaxation of figural design which allows for the pheno

menon of so-called postfiguration or correlative typology. 

Finally, a theological conviction which lay great doctrinal stress 

on England's covenant relationship with God also mitigated the figural 

centrality of Christ's historic life and mission. Rather than looking 

back on Christian history in tot,o, Puritan preachers in particular did 

not hesitate to claim for England a place of singular importance in 

God's r~demptive plan for his people. In point of fact England was 



repeatedly described as an Israel redivivus. For example, Robert Harris, 

a popular preacher: 

The. mercies of God, are wonderfull towards us;. as men, as 
Christians, as English-Christians: When I lay our selves by 
other Nations end·Churches, I cannot reade what Moses said to 
his Israel, and not make it ours.- Happy art thou 0 England, 
who is like unto Thee, 0 people saved by the Lord? Deuti 33. 
29. For what Nation is there so great, who hath God so nigh 
unto them (the onely glory of a Nation) as the Lord our God 
is, in all things that wee call upon him for? Deut. 4.7. 
What pub 1 ike suite did wee ever preferre . that di.d not prosper? 
instance one; nay judge, what could have beene done more for 
this Vineyard, that the Lord hath not done it? Esay. 5.4. If 
peace be worth thankes, we have had it; if plentie, wee have 
had it; if victoryi we have had it; if the Gospell, if all, 
wee have had all.lq8 

Or again, this conviction of John Davys, an Elizabethan navigator: 

There is no doubt that we of England are this saved peo
ple, by the eternal and infalliable presence of the Lord pre
destined to be sent unto these Gentiles in the sea, to those 
Isles and famous Kingdoms, there to preach the peace of the 
Lord: for are not we only set upon Mount Zion to give light 
to all the rest of the world? Mave not we the true handmaid 
of the Lord [i.e., Queen Elizabeth] to rule us, unto whom the 
ete.rnal majesty of God hath revealed. this truth and supreme · 
power of Excellency? . . . It is only we, therefore, that 
must be these shining messengers of the Lord, and none but 

1~ . . we. 

From 1550 to 1650, as JohnS. Hill~ 150 Harold Fisch, 151 and others152 

have observed, the doctrine of special privative election extended to 

the nation of Britain where it was accepted that God had chosen this 

country as His spokesman and the instrume.nt of His will, a divine favor 

inherited from the Hebrew tradition. England was the New Israel; its 

people the chosen ones. This providential sense of national election, 

together with an awakened historical consciousness and an obvious shift 



in theological emphasis from Logos to Covenant, did much to relax the 

requisite demands of pre-Renaissance figural design. 
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While it would be inappropriate to imply that all or even most 

Renaissance allusions to Biblical events are typological (more often 

they serve nearly as parallels and analogues) or to suggest that corre

lative types eclipse reference to orthodox figuralism, it is apparent 

that Renaissance writers fami 1 i ar with typo 1 ogy did in fact reshape and 

expand the figural tradition to fit their own reading of history. 

Especially with the popularization qf Calvinistic covenant theology and 

a diminuation in the apprehension of Christ as Antitype, there develops 

a traditionally unprecedented warrant for the introduction of historical 

types appearing after the Incarnation. England, notably in her political 

history as a Christian people, peCOf11eS the harbinger of the eschaton, 

the end-time rul.e of Christ. As a nation whose manifest destiny is seen 

to be complementary and correlative in figural importance to Israel•s, 

England is at once the Christian antitype (as the oody of Christ) and 

yet the typical herald of the New World to be realized in Christ. 
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CHAPTER II 

MONARCHIAL TYPOLOGY 

When Eusebius of Caesarea (A.D. 260-339) writes that 11 kings, whom 

the prophets, after anointing them under a divine impulse, constituted 

certain typical Christs; as they themselves a.lso were, the shadows of 

the royal and princely sovereignty over a11, 111 he reiterates that 

patristic consensus regarding the figural importance of certain God

pleasing Old Testament Kings. Freq~::~ently, however, even among the 

Fathers, kings in general--and after the Edict of Milan (A.D. 325), 

Christian e,mperors in special--were conceived as ontologiGal types 

shadowing the ascended Christ who presently reigns in glory. Homilies 

of the eloquent St. John Chrysostom (A.[). 344?-407), for example, exhibit 

a lively serrnoni.c use of such royal figuralism. In his homily on the 

prologue to John•s Gospel,2 the preacher (in order to magnify the 

splendrous antitypal glory of Christ in his session) emphasizes the 

distance separating pagan kings from the 11 true 11 (~>..nStvos) king. In 

another homily, 3 occasioned by the reconciliation of Bishop Flavian 

with the emperor (whose diadem is a 11 token of the munificence of Him 

who gave it 11 ), Chrysostom reminds his audience that if they discover 

themselves blessed by an earthly monarch, 11 how much more will [they] 

have from God! 11 PreaGhing on Romans 13, Chrysostom urges his Christian 

listeners to reverence the emperor because, among other things~ the 

inspired Pauline text explicitly designates the governing authority as 

80 
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11minister 11 (ot~Kovoz;;),4 implying that in Goct"s economy the emperor is 

one whose office is similar _to that of the apJ1otnted and typical 

ministers of the church. tndeect, f·ar· hts own ttmes Chrysostom asks for 

an even greater obedience to earth~ly ki'ngs· ··precisely because they are 

more 1 ike Christ 11 now that they are· ·beli'evers. fl. Tn a passage contex~ 

tualized by figural exegesis,5 Chrys-ostom tma1J·e·s the Incarnation of the 

heavenly Monarch to be like the· se·lf~camouflaqing of any king who 11 dis

guises himself in the garb of a common soldier .. so that he might more 

effectively do battle against the enemy. Obviously for Chrysostom the 

king in his ceremonial trappings, executive pnwe'Y', and sometimes bene

ficent ways is a type of Christ becau·s-e he encourages the Christi an to 

look above and beyond him to the mor-e sure and· graci'ous rule of the 

Kosmokrator. 

• Understandably the genera·l p·ost-Constantinian understanding of the 

state and its emperors mitigates much of the antipathy expressed by 

earlier Fathers who repeatedly censuy-ed the pol itica:l authorities for 

their policies of intimidation, c·oe·rced id'olatry, and persecution. 

Admonished by Christ himself to 11 rende·r to· Caesar the things that are 

Caesar's 11 (Matthew 22:21) and by Paul to be "subject unto higher powers 11 

(Romans 13:1), the first generati·ons o·f Chrlstians, while critical of 

the state's presumption, sought nonetheless to deinonstra te themse 1 ves 

exemplary citizens insofar as doctrine· and conscience might permit.6 

Payments of taxes were· sancti'oned, a·nd prayers on behalf of authorities 

were made regularly at thristi'an assembHe·s. By and large; however, 

the early Christians abstained from public· governmental offices, declined 

extensive involvement in the military, and universally refused partici

pation in the idolatry·&f emperor-worship. With increase.d Christian 
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1nfluen~e and a subsequent· reali,zat'h:m of a· nomtnally Cbrtstian _empire 

by the end of the fourth century, 'J'Ossi'btttttes fclr viewing the Roman . 

state from• q. typological per·s-pectilfe i'rfcreased. As Chr·istian thinkers 

appl'ied the insights of their· theotogi'ca1 tr·atttti"r:m to their new role 

in soci·ety as regards the ;·rnperiai' yoirernmen't'' more a11t1 more churchmen 

learned to accept the emperm·· a·s· "Gt~'a•s vtccrr i·n relig;hous as well as in 

temporal affairs. Certalrrly, .as· Kcrfl F. 'Morrtson observes, 11 Eusebi us 

of Caesarea was an ear·ly and Vt!ry ·d';<-s·ttnguf5hed· represent·ati ve of such 

men, In his hyperbolic praise ·of Cons·tantine•s conduct of ecclesias

tical affa'irS', Eusebius left a clear model of the b.asJ:s on which the 

doctrine of Caesaropapism,later al"ose. The Syriac bishops, who, 

Constantius II bO"q.sted·, accepted<that ·E'tnp,re·,.,•s word as canon, also 

held this pqsiti~n as did a11 those other prelates who obediently 

fo 11 owed imperi a 1 changes bf creed throughout the Byzantine period. n? 

After the transfer of the legal, political, and administrative 

center of the Christian world from Rome to co.nstantinople in the fifth 

century, . Byzantine monarchs With ecc'tesi asti cal sanction eventua 11 y 

became express types of the almi·ghty Christ. Walter Ullmann describes 

the imperial theology as it cu·lminates in Justinian (A.D. 527-65): 

It was in his function as God's \fi;ca.r· ·€Jft earth that 
the person of the . emper·orr as· we·TT a's- hts office was sur
rounded with a. halo of sacred.r.ress:and sanetitywhich 
underlined his. singu:l:a:trstatus ·amengs:t UJ()).rtals. He per~ 

·formed liturgical ceremonfes in consequence of his function 
as a priest~ ~or instance,. orr Palm S~nday he ~epresented 
in the procession. Chri:st· Himself ent.ering Jeritrsalem; on. 
Maundy Thursday with his own hands he WS'S·h>ed the feet of 
the twe·lve pt:ror men; at Chri.stma:s U1M tlile subsequent twelve 
·days .he dined with. twelve meinire·r·s· ·of the Byza;h tine · 
aristocracy. . . . . 

This quasi-divine position of the emperor was most 
suitably emphasized by the appropriate ceremonial symbolism 
which is a highly important factor enabling 1 ater generati ans 



to reconstruct its under·lyi ng idealogy~ All actions of the 
emperor bore the stamp of divine actions. Thus ceremonial 
imperial feasts appeared as dtvine. services~ all processions 
were introduced and· accompamted with ·a stt.i"at'ly re~ulated 
liturgi ca 1 ceremonia 1 , acclamations, hymns.,. and, §EUiiLiifle~ions; 
an the buildings which formed the inrperial palat& were sa
cred, because its centre,· the· ha-ll of the thrmne, · was. the 
most sacred of any sacred' bi.tfldi.ng in C'en&;t:;'antinopl e. It 
was in this ha 11 that the imperial throne· steed, the symbol 
manifesting the exalted position of· ·il)lperiaJ; majesty. It 

·was here· tha·t· the· emperor·, turtletr ·towa·t•ds· heav·ttn to forward 
the people's wishes and-prayers to_d'tvintty itself, a char
acteristic symbolic gesture denoting the emperor's mediating 
role between Christ and the Christtan peuple. These symbolic 
manifestations were to maker cle.ar that the emperer was the. 
vi car of the Pantokrator.:..:.the omnip,rtent .Ruler-.-_and that he 
himself was the Autokrator on e§rth; the autonomous Ruler, 
unhampered by any human-agency. 
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While it would be erroneous to infer that the Byzantine thurch was in 

~ffect a department of state'or that the emperor was a true king-:priest. 

(there was, as Dena J. Geanakop·los poi11ts out, ~'a complex give-and-take 

of authority and influence on vari'ous levels" betwe·en imperium and 

· sacerdotium),9 for our purposes i't i's a·ppropriate to note that Byzantine 

·monarchs· did attach to themselves titles o·f typol ~g;fcal importance: 

xptcrTo·s Kup\ou ("the anointed of thtr lord") and r,;wcra t1Kwv xp\cr,ou 

("the living i¢on of Christ").lO The·emperor's realm was the universal 

Roman Empire ·which, having become the more perfect Christian Roman 

Empire after Constantine's conversion, was established by God on earth 

in imitation (~1~~cr1s) of the divine nrder· or kih~dom in heaven. 

According to Eusebius ~ for example, .in his Tpu~.KovTapTnP1Ko&, an oration 

in praise· of the Emperor Constantine: DeFt tt:Je th·irtieth anntversary of his 

reign, the emperor's-."character is_formed after the Divine original of 

the Supreme Sovereign" so that his mind·"reflects, as in a mirror~ the_ 

radiance of nif~ vtrtuer-.t~ll Inv~sted with asemblance of he·cwemly 

sovereignty, Constantine "directs his gaze above, and frames his earthly 
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government according to the pattern·ofthat:Divine·original, feeling 

strength in its conformity_to the monarchy of God. 1112 In brief, the 

king 11 directed, in imitation of God himself, the.atlnifriistration of this 

world 1 s affairs ... 13 Certainly such an obsequious definitior~ mf the 

emperor•s place in God•s world descri~esthe '~mi'nistering authority 11 far 

more generously than ever St. Paul did in Romans 13. But after the 

conversion of Constantine the question is no longer the Christian•s 

moral obligation in a pagan state; _rather· a new social order demands how 

best to describe theologically the interpermeation of the sacred and 

secular orders. In the development of a theology adequate to the task, 

obviously thedescriptive possibiltties of typo·logy, notably in its 

ontological mode, play a major role in·tlelineati~g-the person and role 

of society•s highesthuman autho·rity: 'the emperor is 11 the icon of the 

living Christ. 11 

Western medieval theology also exhibits ari ~qually strong percep

tion of the king as.a figure of Chrtst, Whi1e ih pre-Christian England 

pagan·tyningas are never thought of as express types of the gods, 

nevertheless the great sacral characte·r of Anglo-Saxon kingship helped 

prepare the way for a comfortably thorough establishment of the Christian

typo l ogi cal understanding of the royal person. As Willi am A. Chaney has 

demonstrated i'n The·cult of Kingshtp tn AngTo~·saxon England ,14 tni ssionary 
. . ,.,r 

theologians reintroducing Christianity to England after A.D. 597 readily_ 

accepted the pagan idea oftheki·ng'as hei'lerfullt, someone 11 filled with 

a charismatic power (mana] on which his tribe depends for its we l1-

being.•_•15 Because _.~Wode.P~:S:P:rl!ng11 Anglo;..Saxon kings claimed an authority 

by divine descent, 11 the pagan notion of the sacral-able king, .. Chaney 

observes, 11 not only continued .in Christian times but [was} strengthened 
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when translated into ecclesiastical terms.1116· Importantly, because the 

fundamental basis pf Anglo..;;Saxon kenn·ing·s for 'God is the concept of the 

Deity as the World-ruler.:, the typologtca·l r'elationship between God and 

the king is 'nota,bly idiomat~c- tn post~co·nvers-iirn Eng·land~ T-hus whereas 

the Anglo-Saxon monarch is corrrnon"ly cyning, f'olcfrea, helm· Scyldinga, 

and beaggi'fa; · Ged himseif is· ht!o1p~:YTrt~!1, eJt"!f'l'B. 'ft'ea; lffes _ frea, 

dryhtfo lea helm-, and sawl a symbe}!l'f-fa·. -~£:0' s·eowulf (3054~55), for -

example, ·after the fire-dragon and· tragically fallen Beowulf are found 

dead, the narrator cautions that no one touch the hoarded gold nefne ~ 

sylfa l sigera sea cyning, sealde bam~hewold C'unless God himself, 

the true King of victories, should give· it to wtmm he would"), Through~ 

out Old English literature one of·the-most domi'nant ·images of God is 

that of the So.o c,xning which nreans;. of· course, ~at in post~conversion 

England (~s previously) the earthly king continues to be a sacred figure 

-in his Christian setting. Chaney summarizes: 

This image of the earthly ktn·g rulin~ unde·r· the heavenly one 
runs throughout· the Old· English period afte-r the Ce-nversion. 
It is found in the e~rly priv.tlege· in whi:ch lc W'thtred · eoYiJ 1 i c 

--c~ng, ·fram .. a an. heewen·Ttte ~h19e' o.rit>-rycr gra:nts:-a privilege to 
t e ecc1 esnstrca1 foun-da·ttons· at Kent as, at the end of 

· Angl a-Saxon-rule, tn· the eonfes·s;:or' s charter t€l C'h~istchurch, 
Canterbury~·· by the s,Yng and E:h~la'l'andes· weal-·den& tmder· Christe 
1mr heofenliean eywrnge'.---rnusdthe o1a spec+al relationship of 
king and gods'in pa§ani-sm con-tinues in Chris'tian terms, God 
is aethelinga helm, and princes serve under their Lord's rule'• 
"Just as Augustus reigned over ·all the· earth ere Christ came," 
says an Anglo..,Saxon homi-1 isf/ 11 SO -rmw· Christ has the aldordom 
of this and the next rule." 

Ethel red, king of Wessex from 866~71, says it succinctly: Cri sten 

c,xning jj_ Gristes gespelia geteald .Q.!! cri'stenre peodel8 {A Christian 

king is accounted Christ 1 s vicegerent among Chrfstian people.). 
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Chaney's study is. valuable because it calls our attention to the 

importance of the" Anglo~saxon cutt af kingship which so effectively 

anticipated the i ntroc.!uction of" C:h'rtsti'a:t'l monarchia 1 typology. Even 

more significant for <:>Ur-p;urp·oses,, howe·v:er, is Ernst H. Kal'ttorowicz's 

.examinaticm of. later· deve1opmer:rts' lrr' nmdi·eva1·; theology and jwrisprudence 
~ 

defining the ro,ya"l persona. ln Ther Kiirg·•s 1'WO''B"odtes: A Study .i!l. 

Medi·eva1 Political Theo]o§y~ 19 Kantorowi cz carefully traces the genetic 

development of the idea of the Pking:•s tWin·-born majesty 11 from the 

eleventh to the sixteenth century-.· Begi·nning with the Tudor mystic 

fiction of the· king's two bodies (particularly as it helps explicate 

Shak~speare • s· Richard l!), Kantorowi cz deta.'i"ls the movement of the corpus 

· mystic;:um by rehearsing the transfer· of theological and ecclesiastical 

qualities and symbols to the. secular· power. By iiwestigating the origins 

and implications of the theory of· the· erown· as corporation, of the 

inalienability of th.e Crown and the royal fisc, of the emotionally 

· charged concept of pa tria , and of the theory· of ·the d i gn it as of the 

Crown, Kantorowicz demonstrates how· and·why the early.medieval.quality 

of the king as 11 man by nature, Christ by· gra·ce 11 was replaced in the 

twelfth· and· thirteenth centuries'by"1egal categori'es which in effect 

institutionalized thesupra-personal nature of.the king's person and 

offi.ce. Thus the early theological irrragery di·d not merely halo king

ship; it served--paradoxi.cally--to· fuY:'ther a secular construction of 

authority. 

In an i 11 umi nati ng· chapter· on ·~•ehri st;..center·ed Kings hi p 11 which 

makes full use of the so;..called Norman Anonymous'' De cons.ecratione 

regum et pontificum as a source for the theology of kingship prevailing 

in the· Ottonian and early Sali9n period, Kantorowicz summarizes: 
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the anointed kings of the Old Testament, ·who have been 'fore
shadowing the advent of the true· roya·l thr.tstus 11 the Anointed 
of Eternity._ After the- advent of Christ 1n the flesh, and 
after his ascension and exa1tati9n· as King of Glory, the. 
terrestrial· kingship underwent·,-·very consfsteTTtly' ·.a change 
and received its proper function· withit(th·e economy of sal-' 
vation. The kings of the· New·cov'enanf no longer would appear 
as the 11 foreshadowers 11 of Christ, butr..a.ther was the 11 Shadow.s, 11 

the imitators of. Christ. . Thl{ Christi arr ruler became the 
chri stomimetes--1 iter ally the 11 actor~·~ of-' ••·;mpersona tor 11 of 
Christ--who on the terrestri aY stage· ·presented the 1 i vi ng 
image of· the two-n.atur·ed God .. , even witfi'regard to the two 
unconfu~ed .natures~ The· divine·:prototype afltl his visible 
vi car we.re taken .to display great simflar:ity, as they were 
supposed to reflect each other; and there wa.s, according to 
ttie Anonymous, pe-rhaps only a· sing1 e::..:.though: ess:t!Tlti a 1--dif
ference between the Anointed in Eternity and his.terrestrial 
antitype., the anointed.inT.ime: · Christwas·K!firg~-a-ridChristus 
by his very· nature, wherea,s' hfs· deputy'orr earth was k1 ng and 
christtisby grace only. For whereas the Spirit 11 leaped 11 into · 
the terrestrial king at the moment of his consecrati-on to make 
his 11 another man .. (alius vir} and transfigure him within Time, 
the se 1 f -s arne Spirit was. fronl Eternity· _one with . the King of 
Glory to remai n·one wltn him· in all. Eterhtty.· ln other words, 
the· ki·ng becomes 11 dei fi ed" for a br·ief spati· by v"i"rtue of grace, 
whereas the ce 1 esti al King .:!1_ God bf ·nature eternally. 20 
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After the twe·lfth century and during the time when jurisprudence develops 

. as a science, the ontological dimensirrn· of· cnri'stomimesi"s said to exist 

in the king as gemina persona· gr·ows pa':ler' whi'le 11 functiona·lly the ideal 

of the Prince'stwin-Hke cluplication'was·still active.,. and 

become[s] manifest in the king·•s new-relattonshlp to Law and· ·Justice, 

.whi'ch replaced his former status· in· regard· to Sacrament and Altar.u2l 

· Thus, as Kantarowi cz notes, in· the PUll"craticus of J·ohn of Salisbury 

(c. 1115-80), the king i"s ~ ima1]o aeguitatis, 11 the image of Equity ... 22 

While such variation in title, as Kantorowicz· aTso:rilakes clear; does not 

necessarily replace the older nottbrrof-,'r-ex-''irrrcrgn- Christi· (for Christ is, 

after· all, Christus ipse ipsa tustitia), it does mean that eventually 

the jurists--rapidly becoming the redefiners of medieval social truth-· 



prefer to emphasize certain attributes· of "Christ's person which dis

ti"nctly stress the king' s lega·l prerogatives. The king no longer 

appears so much as the oraculum of divine power (as he was for the 
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Norman Anonymous), but he has become th·e lex animata, the "livi.ng Law," 

and "finally an incarnation of .Justice. n 23 The changes in his title 

are, of course, not of kind or degr~e"; t·he transftton rather involves 

a change in perspective and the· introduction of jl:rristic nomenclature. 

· Furthermore, as Kantorowi cz reiterate·s throu'g'hemt rhe King's Two Bodies, 

English political theology always mailltained·a strong ''Christological 

undercurrent" we 11 into· and beyond the 'fudor era. Indeed, Kantorowi cz 

states that F. W. Maitland, the· great ·ninete·enth·-century historian of 

English law, "was perfectly correct when lie said that those English 

Crown jurists of the sixteenth century were building up 'a creed of 

royalty which shall take no shame· ·if set beside the Athanasian symbol.' 

It was indeed a 'r-oyal Christology' which the judsts estab-

lished .. , , 11 24 In short, while the typo·logical definition of 

medieval kingship was transmuted in service to a new political idiom 

(eog., the king is the hypo·stasis--11-the. standing:..under11 ':"-of lustitia), 

the essential figural paradigm remai·ns· undisturbed. the.monarch is 

a-lways typus:..:..whether· vi-c·a1·•ti:rs Dei·-, Lex ·atrilrrat'a:, ·err· imago aeguitatis-

of a greater, more trans·cendent~ fit;)~ ontological reality. 

The mona·rch's permanent clai'm to· any high sacral, .typological, 

and juridic importance depends on th~ ·proper a-dministration of sacred 

· oits (oteum sanctum) upon hi•'s ··body du·ri·n-g· the· coronation service. 25 

No'lrunsurprisingly, this s~rvice, noticeably rich intypoligical 

imagery, appears preeminently concerned to reca 11 the historic fi gura 1 

character· of tl:le king's person and office.· In particular, an examination 
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of the rite and ceremony: of· the· tiber Regalts·""'-l:fsed without.interrup

tion· from: the· ttmer of Ri·chard' r·I down tn 1685 and tf'ansJa ted into English 

for· the coronation of James I 'i'n 1603-;..demons·trates precisely the manner 

by-which the king is invested with f"igural importance. 

The tiber Re§alis consists of three parts:- an introd~Jction with 

·the· 11 election 11 · of· the king· by the lrobi1ity antf· his :oath te govern to 

the best··of his ability; the rite of' unm·on ·'i.tself; and the delivery 

of· the· royal ornaments and subsequent enthronement.· On the day before 

his coronation (always a Sunday or ho1y day) the king rides bare-:-headed 

from the Tower of London through the city to his palace at Westminster 

in order to be seen by the people. On the night before his coronation, 

under the direction of the Abbot· of Westminster, the king is to 11 give 

·himself· up to heavenly contemp1aUon· and to· prayer·) meditati-ng to what 

a high p·lace he had been ca·lled, and how he [Christ] through whom kings 

reigned has appointed him in especial to govern his people.and the 

Christian folk 11 (p. 113). In his prayers tlie monarchial candidate is 

rubrica1ly encouraged to consider 11 the royal dignity [which] has been 

given him by God as to a mortal· man'' (p, ·113). In particular, the king 

is specifically recommended·to· 11 imitat·e the pr·udence of Solomon .. 

(p.· 113)~ the Old Testament· type· of· Christ the King. Then early in the 

morning of the appointed coronation day, after a brief confirmation by 

the prelates .and nobles, an·d 11 after· being cTbthed with spotless apparel 

[the shirt· of whi·ch was· made with s·Hts that could be opened for his 

anointment at the breast, ~lbows, -and stiatrldersl and shoed only with 

socks 11 (p.· 114), the king is carried on· a lofty chair in solemn pro.,. 

cession to Westminster· Abbey; on the way' the' cH~rgy chant 11 those anthems 

which areusually sung at the receptton· of kings'' (p. 114). Upon arrival 
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at the Abbey, the king is seated on the throne and ceremonially recog

nized by name with acclamations·. As the choir s·ings Psalm 89, the king, 

with the Archbishop and other episcopal attendants; approaches the high 

altar, offers his first oblation (a pall and pound of gold), and pros

trates himself upon the floor as· one of the bishops prays: 11 0 God, 

·which visitest those that are' humble, and doest comfort by the 1 ight of 

· thie holy Spirit, send down thie gface upon thte ~ervant, [name], that 

by him wee may feele thie· presence amongst us, through Jesus Christ our 

Lord 11 (p, 251). Immediately thereafter the king is escorted to a chair 

before the altar, and the coronation sermon is delivered. The sermon 

ended, the king promi se·s by solemn oaths to grant and keep the 1 aws, 

customs, and franchises granted to the people of England. After the 

oaths, the choir sings Ve'Yri Creutor Spiritus. One of the bishops then 

offers prayer asking for the king•s enrichment in grace and goodness, 

As a litany is· sung, another bishop presents four long orations, each 

remarkable for its juxtaposing mention of the new king with important 

Old Testament types of Christ. A portion of the first prayer: 

0 Almightie God, and everlasting Father, Creator of all 
things, King of K1ngs, Lord of Lords, wh·oe didest cause thie 
faithfull servant Abraham, to Triumph over his enemyes, didst 
give· many_ victories tu :Molses ·and Joshua t~e Governers of thi e 
people; d1dst· exalt th1e· · ow1y servant bav1d unto the he1ght 
of a Kingdome; and didst inrich Salomon with the unspeakeable 
guifte of Wisdome and Peace: Give eare wee beseech thee unto 
our humble prayers, and multiplie thi~ blessings uppon this 
thy Servant [name], whome in lowly devotion wee doe consecrate 
our King, that hee being strengthened with the faith of Abra
ham, indued with the mildn·ess of Moses, armed with the fortl
tudeof Joshua, exalted with the hum+litie of David, beautified 
with the Wisdome of Salomon, hee may please thee in all 
things, , , • May hee·by th"ie mercie· royally ascent upp to 
the Throne of his Forefathers ... (p. 255). 



In the second prayer: 

0 Lord: thou that governest all Kingdotnes from ever
lasting: Blesse wee beseech thee this our King, that he may 
rule 1ike David, and by thie mercie obtain his reward. Grant 
that by thie inspiration hee may governe with the Mildenesse 
of Salomon, and inioy a peaceable kingdome ... let Nations 
adore him (p. 256). 

From the third prayer: 

Visite him as [thou] did 1 st Moses in the Bush, Joshua in 
Battell, Gideon in the Field, and Samuel in the Temple, 
Besprinkle him with the dewe of thie W1sdome. Give unto 
him the blessing of David and Saloman (p. 256). 

With the conclusion of these prayers, the first part of the service 

concludes. 
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With the anointing of the king•s body in the second part of the 

coronation service, the prayers which surround the ceremony reca 11 even 

more vividly many of the most important typical persons, events, and 

things in the Old Testament. In the preface to the anointment: 

It i~ verie meete, right, and our bounden duties that wee 
should at all times, and in all ~laces, give thanks unto thee 
0 Lord, holy Father, Almightie and everlasti·ng God, the 
strength of thie Chosen, and the exalter of thenumble, whoe 
in the beginning by the powring out of thie· Floude, didest 
chasten the Sinne of the World, and by a Dove conveying an 

·Olive branch, didst give a token of reconcilement unto the 
earth: And againe didest consecrate thie servant Arona 
Priest, by the annoynttng of O*le and afterwards by the 
ef"fus·i on of ~' did est make i ng~ and Prophets to gove~ne 
th1e people ISrael: and by the vo1ce of the Prophet Dav1d 
didest fortell that the Countenance of the Church should be 
made Chearfull with~: Wee beseech the Almightie Father, 
that by the fatnesse of their Creature, thou wilt vouchsaffe 
to blesse and sanctifie thie servant [name] that in the sim
plicitie of a dove hee may Minister· peace unto his People, 
that hee may imitate Aron in the servtce of God: That hee 
may attaine the perfect1on of Government, in Councell and 
Judgement: And that by the annoynting of this ~'thou 
maist give him a Countenance alwaise Cherfull anaamiable, 



to the whole people, through Jesus Christe our Lord. Amen 
(p. 257). 
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After this prayer the king lays aside his robe, the choir sings Psalm 20 

(Domine,_ de potentia tua leatatur rex) with an antiphon recalling the 

anointing of So 1 oman by Zadok the priest and Nathan the prophet in 

I Kings l: 38-'39' and the Archbishop undoes th;e 1 oops of the king Is 

apparel and shirt in order to open 11 the places to be annoynted 11 (p, 257), 

The assisting Dean of Westminster pour·s oil from an ampula into a 

floriated spoon, and with the spoon the Archbishop anoints the sovereign 

first on the pa·lms of the hands with chr·ism 11 as Samuel did annoynt 

David•• (p, 257). Then before continuing with further anointings, the 

·Archbishop offers another prayer which says in part: 11 Looke down 

Almightie God, with thy favourable Countenance, uppon this_glorious 

King; and as thou didst blesse Abrahanr,._ lsaac, and Jacob, so vouchsaffe 

wee beseech thee with thy power to water him pl entift.~llY with the 

·· blessings of thy grace . • . .. ( p. 257). Immed·i a tely the Archbishop 

proceeds to anoint the king further·: 11 0n the Bre,st,11 11 between the 

Shouldiers,•• 11 0n both the Shouldiers,•' 11 0n the two boughts [the insides 

of the elbows] of both Armes, .. and 11 0n the crowne of lheHead, in 

manner of a Crosse11 (p. 258). To confirm this unction, the Archbishop 

then blesses the anointed king with this prayer: 

God the soone of God, Christ Jesus our only Lord, whoe is 
annoynted with the oyl e of gladness above his fellowes, hee 
by his holy anrioynting power downe uppon thie head, the 
blessing of the Holy Ghost, and make it enter into the bowells 
of thie hearts, so that by this visible guift, thou mayst 
receive invisible grace, and having justly executed the govern
ment of this imperiall Kingdome, thou mayst raigne with him 
eternally , .. (p. 259). 



and from the prayer· thereafter: 

Kindle 0 Lord his hart with the love of thie grace, by that 
holy Oylk wherewith thou hast annoynted him, as thou did 
annoynt ings, Preistes and Prophettes, that he loving 
Justice, and leading hi's people by the wayes oLrighteous.nes, 
after the glorious Course of this life wh.ich thou hast 
appointed, hee may come to thy ete·rn·all ·ioy-, through Jesus 
Christ our tord. Amen (p. 259). 

With these prayers ended, the second part of the service concluded. 

The Dean of Westminster dries the p-laces where the king had been 

anointed, and a coif of finelawnis placed upontheking•s head to 

protect the chrism from irreverence. 

After the unction the service conti-nues whh ·the de 1 ivery of the 

-regalia and the king•s investiture with ttre· cti'lcrbium sindonis (an alb 

or rachet, perhaps a dalmatic), the tunica, hose and buskin,. sword 
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belt, sword armils, the royal mantel, crown, ring; sceptre, and staff. 

After the king is fully vested, th·e -re I'Jeum ts sung. Then after kissing 

·the bishops, he ascends to his th~one tb receive fealty and homage of 

prelates and peers. According to the·ttber Regalis; the coronation 

service is now ended. If a Queen consort is to be crowned, her cere

monial follows immediately. 

With the coronation finished, the Mass be·gtns·; its Epistle is 

I Peter 2:13-19; the Gospel, St. Matthew 22:l5~2l. Within the propers 

of the Mass there appear to be no s·ign:ifi cant typal ogi ca1 motifs except 

for the recalling of two not-able figurae in this remarkable pre-com-

munion prayer: 

Bl esse 0 Lord the verteous ·carriage of· th'i s King, and 
accept the workes of his hands; replenish his Realme with the 
blessing of Heaven, of the dewe o·f the Water, and of the deepes; 
let the influence of the sonne· and the Moone droppe fatnes 



uppon the high Mountaines, and the Cloudes plenty upon the 
lowe Vallies; that the Earth maJ"abound with store of all 
·things. tetth'e blessing of him that appeared in the bush 
discend upon his head, and the ftrllnes o·f this blessing fall 
uppon his Children and posteri ti'e. Let hi·s feete. be dipped 
in 0. h1eh and his horne exalted like the horn·e of an Uni carne, 
by w Tc··, hee may scatter his enemyes from the face of the 
Earth. The Lnrd that setteth ·in Heaven be his defender for 
ever and ever thruugh Jesus· Christ our Lord. Amen ( p. 270). 
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Calling to mind the figure of the unconsumed burning bush of Exodus 3 

(from patristic times a type of the Incarnation) and the unicorn of 

Numbers 23:22 and Psalm 92:10 (the co·rnua rinocercmtis, a type of royal 

Christ), the Archbishop a·sks God to bles·s the newly anointed king as 

· the na tion• s d·efender~-presumably because the· king a Tso qua 1 ifi es as 

typus Chri· s t i . 

In an age when the very mention of great Old Testament personages 

such as Aaron, David, and Solomon cou·ld not be made without associa

tions of 1 aye red typo 1 ogi ca·l significance, the L iher Regal is by itera

tive figural allusion suffuses the ·ktng wi"th ri·ch ·figural bearing. 

When the kin·g in his sacring receives 11 invtsible grace 11 by 11 this visible 

gift, 11 he becomes, as did a l1 ·his predecess~rs, ·an onto 1 ogi ca 1 type of 

the heavenly Lord, Indeed, upon the presentation of the gladium, the 

ki ngl.Y sword, the Archbishop, speaktng directly to the king, says it 

explicitly: 11 thou doest represent tc:uius typum geris (p. 95)] Christ 

our Lord, to whome with the Father and the Holy Ghost be power and 

domi-nion nowe and for ever. Amen 11 (p. 260). 

Although a Christian king's accession, anointing, and coronation 

inevitably guarantees him the .stattrs ·crf· typus Christi, the general 

theory of monarchial typo·logy--based on the injunction of St. Paul in 

Romans 13 and reiterated by most pre~constantinian patristic theolo

gians--conceded that all kings, Christianand non-Christian, are in 
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fact de jur~ figures of the Divine Menardi. -Alfred· Ha·rt notes, for 

example, the aura of mystic sacredness surruundtng every king's body-

a fact universally· acknowledged by· all pre:..;~hakes;pearean dramaticsts: 

[G·eergeJ Peele hr the:-Bairt;let ef Meazar [1594h r·efer.s to. "the 
sacred name 11 of Su1tan· Am~atll, whom ke elsewhere· calls -'1the 
God of earthly kittgs·. "· Lon·gshariks in Edward lis we learned on 
hts return· from· P~lestine "like' an eartfiiy God"· a.nd ·presents 
John Balio•l to the Scottish nobles .as their· "anointed 11 King"; 
three· other pass-ages speak> of"·his wsacred person." The 
reference in D:avid and ·Bathsabe· comes fror.rr the Bible itself. 

- [Robert] Greerie•_s lan_.guage··_,s simil_a-r·. __ ·]n Alh~onsus 1589 
Amutack, "the.· Great Turk, 11 ' speaks of -dove· as 1 s 11 brother 11 ; 

· Fausta, his· wife, addresses h-er· son:..i·n·-'1aw A 1 phonsus as 
"sacre.d pri nee," and Cari nus a 11 udes to his· son's "sacred 
feet. •• The flatterer Ateukin calls· Jam·es IV "my God on 
earth," and Dorothea alludes to her husband as "dear 
anointed King." Marl owe has the same phras·es in- Tambur
laine. Bajazath, the Sultan of Egypt', talks of his 11 sacred 
atms,n the virgins-address the herb as· "sacred person free 

· ftom scathe."26 -

Later in the same essay, however, Hart concludes that most such adjec-

tives as 11 Sacred 11 or "anointed,u when app'lied indiscriminately as 

ornamental descriptive phrases ·appended to the titles of kings and 

·emperors, carried no more metaphysical ·weight than did such Virgilian. 

epithets as pius· or fidus when attaehed to· some Roman war·rior.27 Hart, 

of course,' is correct; the -venerable figural tropes which once des

cribed the auroral splendor· a~ kings and princes had by the time of the 

·early Renaissance became so commonpla~e as scarsely to requir~ comment, 

By the sixteenth century the typological assumptions concerning the 

king's office and person, undergirded by· centuries of dogma and 

preaching, had become so sol idl.Y establi-shed in the common mind that 

· they were rarely, if ever·, questioned. 

It would, however, be helpful to distinguish betwe-en what, on the 

·- one hand,. appear to be-- mere ·courtly~encouraged rhetorical conventions 
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and what, on th_e other hand, ~re obviously· more de-liberate, intentional, 

and conscious referenci;!s to royal typology for expressly· p·ol itical, 

religious, and aesthetic ends. When·, for example, sedition, rebellion,· 

· · or· forei'gn aggression seriously thr-eaten the 'ttlromr, the king and his 

supporters characteristically reinforce their ~tilitafian arguments for 

strict obedience· by advancing i nt~rise fi gura·l descriptions of the 

monarch· .. · Thus· the famous Myrroure fur· Magtstrates~-model ed after John 

Lydgate~ s Pa·n ·of Princes (1438), edited for the most part by Willi am 

Baldwin (fl. 1547-60), and published· many times· in· Elizabeth I's 

rei gn;..-reyularly defines a 11 Christi an monarchs' as· God·' s 1 i eutenants. · 

The· Myrroure assumes, as did Lydgate, that· the king in his antic prox

imity to God-adumbrates the Divine more closely than all other creatures 

in the great chain· of being becau$e ontologically hi~ rank is of the 

highest human order. Baldwin's "Dedication"· leaves no doubt about the 

matter: 

·For it is Gods owne·office, yea hi's chiefs office whyche they 
[the· kings] 'beare and abuse. -For as i.Justtce· i·s the chief 
vertue, so is the· ministract'i'orr therof, thi:r chief'est name, 
honoring and· calling Ki nges, and all· officers under them by 
his owne name, Gods. Ye be all Gods2 as many as have in your 
charge any ministraction of Justice. 8 

Precisely because kings are hedged with God's numinous divinity~ no one 

may resist his· nation's earth·ly god \"ithout disastrous social conse

quence for the common we a 1. - Indeed·, as· Ba'l dwin has tne notorious Jack 

Cade tell it, pitching war against the lawfully· constituted ruler is in 

fact an overtactof rebellion ag-ainst God himself: 

Full 1 itell· knowe we wretches what we do. 
Whan· we presume our princes to resist. 
We war with God, against his g·lory to, 



That placetb i"n hi's office whom he list, 
Therefore was never traytour yet' but mist 
The marke he shot, an·d ccime to shcul1efull ende 
Nor never sh.all til God· be forst to bend •. 

God hath ordayned the power, 'a:l1 ~princes be . 
His Li euter.raur.rtes , · or· debiti'es iii rea lmes , 

-Against their foes· sti·l1 therfbre ·fighteth he,. 
And as his enmi es dri\res them tb .extremes, 
Their w.ise.devi"ses· proves but doJfishodreames. 
No' slibject·ought for any· kind of cause, 
To force the lord·, but yn'·e'ld him to the 1 aw~s. 29 
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Inasmuch as the Myrroure makes so much of the unusually close relation~ 

ship between the magistrate and God (espettirlly when the sovereign acts 

wise·ly, justly, _and responsibly), its portrayal of the magistrate as a 

quasi ;.cli-vi ne figure served· admirably to rei nfnrce both the roy a 1 se~ 

curi ty of the Queen and the la rg·er interests of the nation. 

Especially between 1520 ·and- :1550·; wherr Hehry ·VIJT sought increas~ 

ingly to cu·ltivate the nation·•s s·upport· fur his anti..;papal policies, 

the impartance of the king·•s figural identity and the heinous nature of · 

· rebellion were· incessantly emphasized bY court propagandists. Summa~ 

rizi ng the extent to which Henry:•s apologtsts argued his cause, Franklin 

· Le· Van Baumer indicates how fulsome-ly the commi·ssi .. oned. pamphleteers 

· · · presented their ki ng·•·s case: 

·They appealed:·to divine and natural law to· show that obedience 
is· owed to the king~ and to no' urie el s~, in this world. They 
sunmoned the authority of the· Old and· New Testaments to prove 
that eyen tyrants must· not be· resist.ed. They drew upon his~· 
torical··.examp·les to demonstrate· that· never ·before had rebel~ 
1 ion been crowned with succe.ss., · ex-c-e-pt where God had d i rec tl y 
countenanced tt· himse·l-t·. They exalted the eminently Christian 
virtues of patience and humility to lull the intractable into 
a mood of acceptance.· They kept alive· the metli eval, functi ana 1 

·, idea·l of society to show that the order' established by God must 
not be tampered with. They conjured up all sorts: of imaginary 

· horrors to impress their readers with the chaos into which 
society would be plunged in the event· of' rebellion against the· 
Lord• s anointed. No argument',. it seems, was· overlooked in 



exalting the king as God • s· vicegerent u1r earth, and as being 
therefore· u1timately beyond humaricontrol.30 
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In nearly· all sixteenth;..century· holili·lies, pamphlets; and treatises con

cerned either to educate the prince· or· to clarify· the relationship be.., 

twe·en the· rut~r _and his subjects, deliberatE! menti·on of the king' s 

figural importance is frequently made so that'' re~ders and 1 isteners 

dare not forget their monarch's special typological status. Thus, 

although the early sixteenth-century humanists· and Reformers in general 

had few delusions about the shortcomings of their kings (Luther· himself · 

once said, 11 Princes are commonly the greatest fools or the worst rogues 

·on earth 11 ),31 most were nevertheless careful not to moderate the ethical 

implication~ which derived from the kin~~s figural standing. Erasmus, 

for example·, i·n 'Insti tutio· prtnctpis -christi ani ( 154'0'), comparing his 

pri nee to God, remarks : "God placed a be a uti fu'l 1 tkenes s .of Hi mse 1 f in 

the· heavens;_;..the sun. ·Among· mortal· men he s.et up·a tangible and living 

· image of himsel f;..-the king.u32 · E'l sewhere tn the lnstituti o, Erasmus, 

describing· the moral res pons ibi 1 i ties of the Christia-n pri nee, notes 

the monan:h • s· typql ogi_ca 1 .advantage· as a prince· in Christ: 11 If a 

Hebrew king is bidden to· learn the_law (Deuteronomy 17:16-20), which 

gave but the merest shadowy outlines of justice, how much more is it 

fitting for a Christian prince to fo·llow steadfast·ly the teaching of 

the Gospels ?''33 In other words, because the anti typal Christ has 

already come, subsequent ontological types efthe reigning Lord possess 

a distinct figural advantage over their Old· Testament historical types 

because· by Christ's example Christian rulers know more surely exactly 

how to comport themselves as rulers "in Him [who] is the perfect example 

of all virtue and wi sdom~~~ 34: , Sir Thomas 'E'lyot''s The BOke named the 



Guverneur, ftrst published in 1531 crnd frequel!t·l·y reprinted up to 

·1580, while concerned chiefly to describe the right education and 

training of the statesman, also includes snme s'light figural justifi

cation for th~ king·•s {or· any governm·-Ls) ri'gflts. B'elieving, for 

example, .that· the cons·tttution of .the heaven~y er.ders tnto·· .. divers-e 
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···degrees ca·ned· hierarches 11 provides a fi·gura:T model for earthly soci a 1 

patterns, Elyot deduces that the monar·cl:ty is. therefore anti typically 

endorsed by Gocl. 35 Furthermore, Nature itself assumes. anti typi ca 1 

importance in that it· prolepti cally anti ctpates what human soc i a 1 1 i fe 

· ought to be 1 ike on a typo 1 ogi ca--l 1 eve 1 : 

· · One Sonne rul eth over the day, and· one Moone over- the nyghte; 
and· to descende downe to the· erthe·, in .a li'tell bees t., _whi che · 

· of· all other· is moste to be ma~vayled at:, I meaJJe. the Bee, is 
lefte to' man by nature·, as i·t semett;:., a' ew~etuall f~sure 
[ita 1 i cs· mine] of a juste' governaunce orr rife: who a th 
among-a them one pri nci patl · BeEr far' theyr govern our, who 
excell eth· all other in ·greatnes, yet hath he A& pri eke or 
·stinge, but tn hym is· more khowle'dge thah in the residue.36 

· For· Ely.ot both the marve·l ous order of' God"•·s· heaven'lY rule and the figure 

of the beehive provide complementary antitypelogi'cal signs demonstrating 

·· the va 1 i di ty· of monarchi a·l gevernment. 

For the most· part, however·, it· must b-e emphasized that monarchial 

figural ism in the· earlier· sixteenth· century· is IJsed primari ·1y ·to rein

force the authoritarian demands of· the king. Even in William Tyndale•s · 

·The Obedience of -the Christian Marr (1528}, a ·work wh'ich, as Van Baumer· 

notes, ... thundered ad nauset:~m: that· the ki'ng·•s of'f~ce' imp'lies duty, not 

license.u37 Tynd~le demands an absolutely 'str'itt passive obedience to 

a tyrant· beco.use, from a fi gura1 point of vi-ew·, '•evill. rulers are a 

signe that God is angre with us-.J•- tven Stephen G-a-rdiner, who wrote 

oe·vera Obedientia(l536) under some duress; repeatedly identifies the 



kin;g as 11 God~s vicar11 and 11 lieutenant11 : 

Indeed, God·, according to his exceeding great and unspeakable 
·goodness toward manking·. ! • substttut$:1 men, who, being put 

in· authority· as his vic-egeMmts, shou1ct··requi+e obedience 
which we must ·do untu them with· no l"E!s-s fri.rtt tar Ged • s sake 
thaiT We should do·'·it {What horror StJ'eVer· it we·re) immediately 
unto God himself. And in that' place he hath set princes whom, 

· as· representatives of· his "Image unto ntEm, h~'.·wou:ld have to be 
reputed in the supreme and most high phce', · and to exce 1 among 
an other human creatures.· . . . By··me· (s-ayeth· God) Kings 

· reign , in so much that~· after Paul's s a!Yi ng , who·soever re
sisteth power· res·isteth the ordinance· of God.38 
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Other examples of Henrician propaganda urging non:..:resistance to God • s 

appointed minister include Jhomas Sthrktey•··s~:E'xfrbrtatton··!Q_ the People 

Instructyrrge· nreym to Uniti~s ·"and··o-oecl-i'el'lee (1540)' Edward Fox Is De 
. . 

Ve-ra Di fferenti:a · { 1538) , and Sir Jotm ·ene·ke '·s ·The Hurt of Sedition 

· {l549}'. Though none aY'e es pe·ci ally•·nota-bl e· for· any ri i:h fi gura 1 ism 

{indeed, the entire early sixteenth century lacks any vibrant typo

logical expression), passi-ng referen<i:·es are invariably employed to 

·enhance--the king•s position. Nearl;}l·always the tactical deployment of 

· theologi ca·l argument is· consciously designed to buttress and shore up 

·the· king·•s· political and· ecclesi'astica~ authority·. Any· encroachment 

whi-ch mi·ght threaten the monal"c·h • s:.:..and ulti·mate1y the nation • s--

securi ty is persistently confined by an abrupt· reminder that'd i.sobe

dience to the king· is an immediate affront· to God's will. Lacey Baldwin 

Smith', in a particular·ly well--argued essay· explaini-ng· why sixteenth

century· ·citizens charged with treason· invariably debased themselves 

·before the inscrutable w;-11· of·the crown•-even i'ftheywere utterly 

ihnocent:.;.;makes thts· ten ing observation: 

The Crown was sacrosanct: the Kin-g himself, as the Lord's 
· anointed·, could do not WY'ong, and· although Tudor England had. no 



theory of divine right of Kings, it needed none, for those who 
doubted the di vi ni ty that 11 doth hedge a king'' were voices 
crying in the dark. The brilliant aura of divinity, the in
scrutable light of infallibility which emanated from the royal 
person such that one contemporary dared 11 not cast [his eyes] 
but sidewise upon the flaming beams of [the King's] bright 
sun.". The King, wrote Tyndale in 1528, was above judgement, 
for the man who dared judge a King "Judgeth King; and he that 
resisted the King resiseth God and damneth God's law and ordi
nance .... The King is, in this world, without law, and may 
at his lust do right or wrong and shall give accounts but to 
God only." In less theologica·l terms, Sir Thomas More voiced 
the same opinion when he said 11 from the prince as from.a per
petual wellspring, cometh among the peopl~ the flood of all 
that is good or evil. 11 It was not for a miserable subject to 
judge between royal good and royal evil; his sole duty was to 
obey, and this was a doctrine to which all were expected to 
adhere.39 
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Thus th the realpolitik of early Tudor England, it frequently appears 

that God, ostensibly the king's Antitype and source of being and power, 

is mentioned and nominally recognized primarily for political reasons. 

Not surprisingly, in the Homilies, sets of sermons published by the 

government and ordered to be read in the churches, theology (particu

larly monarchial tyoplogy) often serves as the handmaid of politics. 

J. W. Allen notes the essential utilitarian spirit of the Henrician 

sermons: 

Obedience to the Prince was, it is true, conceived as a duty 
to God: a divine right to· command is vested tn the "common 
authority. 11 · This was believed, but it was believed because 
men felt that magistracy was so urgently needed that this must 
be true. It was not believed because of anything st; Paul 
said. Th~ thirteenth cha~ter of the Epistle to the Romans 
contains what are perhaps the· most important words ever written 
for the history of political thought. Yet it would be a gross 
mistake to suppose that men, at any time, took their political 
opinions from St. Paul. The Tudor theory of subjection was 
fundamentally utilitarian: it has strict reference to imme
diate expediency and to time and place.40 

Although the Homilies. treat a large variety· of subject matter and are 

certainly, for the m0st part, traditionally orthodox in theological 
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expression, when they deal explicitly with po·littcal-theology, they 

tend to demonstrate God not so much as the numinous One whose Justice 

kings ought always to emulate, but rather the homilies are satisfied to 

· suggest a Deity whose antitypal approval of the figural king is pre-

sumed, unquestioned and expected. 

After, however,· the accession of Queen Elizabeth i h ·1558 and the 

developing success of her policies in later years~ one finds a marked 

·change in the nationa·l attitude-regardi-ng obedience to the Lord 1 s 

minister. A comparison, for example, between· the famous 1~71 homily, 

An Homilie Agaynst Dtsohed'iem~e ancl 'WYliftrl Ret-eHion, with previous 

Henrician pulpit exhortations based on Romans 13, reveals not only the 

Queen•s public ·expression of her own responsipilities as a Christian 

monarch, but a·lso a large readiness on the na·tion·• s part to view her as 

in fact a typus DeL That the correspondences betwe·en the prince, i.e., 

the Queen, and_God are expressly figural is clearly stated near the 

-· beginning of the 1571 · homily:_ 

·[Earthly monarchs] should resemble his' [Gnd·•s] heavenly gover
rraunce~ as the maiestie of heavenly thinges may be the bacenes 

·of earthly thinges be shadowed and resembled: And fer that 
similitude that is betweene the heavenly Monar:chie, and earthly 
kyngdomes wel governed, our saviour Chri'ste in sundry pa rab 1 es , 

- sayth' that the kyngdome of· heaven is· resemb·l ed unto a man, a 
king, and a:s the· name of the kyn-g ·is ·very often attributed and 
geven· unto God in the holy scriptures;· so· doth God hym selfe 
in the same· scriptures sometyme ·vouchsafe to communicate his 
name with earthly princes, terming them gods: Doubtles for 
that similitude ofgovernment which the,Y-·have or should have 
not un·lyke unto God their kyng. 

The sermon continues to insist that earthly _princes are' required to 

emulate tn·thetr own courts the ministrations of God in his heavenly 

court: 



Unto the which similitUde of heavenly government, the nearer 
and·nearer that any earthly prince doth come in his regiment, 
the· greater blessing of God·•s merci·e is he unto that country 
and people over whom he· rai gneth·: and the further and further 
that an: earthly prince doth swarve from the example of the 
heaven·ly government·, the greater· pla-gue he is of gods wrath, 
and punishment by gods justice* unto that c:ountreys people 
over whom God for their· sinnes hath placed suth a pri nee and 
governour·. for it is indeede evident both· by .. the scriptures, 
andby dayly experi-ence, that the mayntenaunce of al vertue 
and godli nesse, an·d consequently of· the wealth and prosper
Hies of a kingdome and people, both stand and rest more in 
a wise and good prince on· the one part, then in great multi
tudes of other men ·being subjectes. . · . . 
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· In contrast, homilies issued by the .. government for a nati ana 1 audience 

under Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I often fail to reiterate the 

prince•s typical responsibilities to the degree of those published 

under Elizabeth • s authori za ti on. Indeed, for a·ll her n-po 1 icy, 11 · 

Elizabeth maintained a pub·lic image which outwardly conformed remark-

ably well with high figural expectation. In the 1558 edition of The 

· Book of ·Common Prayer, for example·, this peti·ti'on for the Queen is 

incorporated within the Corrmunion Service: 

Almightie God ... so rule the heart of· thy chosen ser
vant Eli za:beth·, our Queene and governour·, that· she (knowing 

· whuse minister· she is} may· above all things seeke thy honour 
·and· g·lory, and· that· we her subjects (duely' considering whose 
authority· she hath) may faithfully serve, honour, and humbly 
obey her .. ,41 

The inc·lusion of this prayer, echoing the··PauTine theology of Romans 

· 13, reflects a deve·l oped appreciation· for the fi gura 1 integrity of the 

Queen: in effect it but asks that Elizabeth· continue to be what she 

·had already ·become~;.,a re·cngnizable and deeply appreciated typical 

minister of God 11 Whose authority she hath ... 
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· It is, of course; a commonplace to say· that·Tlizabeth inspired 

tremendous efforts and daring ·in her· courtiers and· subj·ects, The poets 

of her· time wrote of her as if she were the object of some great chi

val ric· quest or religious adoration·. Some addressed her as ·Cynthia, 

Diana·, Phebe, Pandora, Glori ana·: others deemed it· appropriate to speak 

of her with titles resonant with figura1 importance or· with epithets 

and expressions· of· worship usually reserved· for the Virgin Mary. It 

escaped no one• s attention, for ·example·, that· their Queen was born on 

the Eve of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary- and that she died on 

··the Eve of the Annunciation. Frances· A. Yates42 has in particular 

detail shown· how pervasive was Elizabeth·•s identtfication with .Astraea, 

the goddess of Justice whose return signaled the return of the Golden 

·Age, and with Mary-, the Virgin Mother of Christ. Yates cites, as one 

example among many, these lines from a song in John Dowland•s Second 

Book 9.!. Airs which· give this· advice: 

When others sing Venite exultemus! 
Stand by and turn to Noli ·e·mul ari! 
For Quare fremuerunt use Oremus! 
Vi vat Eliza! for an Ava Mari! 43 .....--

In another more extreme instance of the figural exuberance which 

thoughts of Elizabeth· sometimes prompted, Bishop John Aylmer; vigor

ous1 y defending his Queen from· ·the misogynous attacks of John Knox, 

marginally notes that nGod· is £n·g-li·sh 11 ;..-presumably because, among other 

things, God•s most beloved nation is.!!!. figure·ruled by an English 

empress. For a brief moment in the history of monarchial typology, the 

figural Elizabeth manages to· predicate her·God•s nationality. More usu

ally, however, both bishops ~nd poets are satisfied to adorn Elizabeth•s 

1 ife and reign with a decorously elegant typology fitting her 
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Majesty•s sta~e-. ln hi-s Orchestf'·a· (1596};· for ·example,- Sir John Davies 

graces hts ·poem with a generous fi:gul".al eorrrpliment to the Queen and her 

·court ·when Penelope· ("'lstricken· dumbe wi·th· wut\der ·qutte")- beholds 11 0ur · 

glorious Engltsh Courts di"vtn·e- i·inage·, I As it- sno(rld~ be in tbi·S' our 

Golden Age.n44 Butit is, however~·in his·Hymnes'~toAstraea(l599), 

an acrostic, that one finds Davies·-at· his- ftgutaY6est: in twenty-six 

· Hymnes ;. the-·initi·al letters~ of· the' lines· of which-, when read downward,_ 

spell the royal name ELISABETHA REG·INA, Davies .. sings crf."Our State•s 

fatre· Spri ng-,n- his 11Swe·et -~of· ·Mai esti'e,•• .II Eye of·" the World' II and 

11 Rich sun;.,beame of th'' Eternall light~~ .. Hyrin;le XX'ITI, ••of Her Justice, .. 

·aptly rehearses the them~: 

E xil~~ Astraea is· com~ againe,_ 
L o here she· doth :all thi ngs .. matntaine 

· l n numberr·, · wetsht·~ an~· measure . 
She rule$ u~w1~h dellghtfu11 pa1ne~ 
A nd we obey with pleasure.· 

.· B y Love she ·rules m0're t1i~rr by Law 
·• E vem· her _gr-eat ·mercy· breedeth- awe; · 
: T his i s·her· sword and· scepter; · 
· H· erewith she hearts· di'd e\rer draw, 
A nd· thi's guard ever- kept her. 

Reward doth ·sit in her right-hand, 
T ach vertue thence takes her· garland 
G ather·• d in. Honor·•s garden; . 
I in her left· hand (wherein· should be 
Nought but· the sword)·sits Clemency 
And conquers Vice with ~ardon.45 ·· 

· No't only dues Elizabeth· prove true· the figural promise of the pagan type 

Astraea·, but· li'ke Christ· himself whose. grace·; s the antit,Ypa 1 fulfi 11- . 

· ment .of the· law .{John, 1:17), Elizabeth images forth in her session the 

ruling· Christ whose· greater mercy breeds· awe. It is in this poetry-

and in many more poems li"ke· i t;..~that one continually' senses a joy some 

new appreciation and h·appy de'l i ght for the i nteg:t::i ty and reputation of 

the English c;;ourt· whose· centra-l· Figura encourages ·ami in fact releases 
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a full·complement of typological idiom by· which one may praise God and 

laud his empress in a· rhetorical and poetica·l tradition that is Biblical, 

catholic·, and humanistic in· the best· sense· of the word. 

Elizabeth thus epitomizes the favorab1e application of royal typol

ogy and in many ways becomes the standard by· which one may measure the 

success or failure of typtca·l approbation wittlr-egard to other English 

monarchs·.· In severe contrast to her own ·figural significance, for 

example, any English king·, when generally recognized a tyrant, imme-

diately disallows himself any traditional Christ;...oriented typological 

-identification. lndeedt in such an instance, the tyrant (if not said 

to be God•s ministering· 11 Scourge 11 ) images forth the Prince of the Dark 

Kingdom. John of Salisbury ( 1115-80) is quite· c·l ear about the rna tter 

irr his Policrati cus: 

The pri nee· bears the stamp of di vi ni ty, whi 1 e the tyrant • s 
·image is that· of a perverted strength and satanic wickedness, 
·in that· he copies Lucifer· who forsook virtue and strove to 
p·l ace his seat· in· the· north· part of heaven and become 1 ike 

·unto· the most High ... 
As the image of the Deity the· prince is worthy of love, 

reverence and worship·; the· tyrant, being the image of wicked
ness, for the most part merits assassi~ation.46 

Five centuries later the poet Philip· Sidney, according to his bio

grapher' Fulke· Grevi ll e' he 1 d tyrants to II be not nursing fathers but 

stepfathers·, and so anointed deputied· of God but rather lively images 

of the· Dark Prince, and sole authpr- or dts;...creation and disorder. u4? 

Yet even with the obvious exclusion of tyrants, few English 

·enjoyed the hearty approbation of a rich and fulsome· royal figural ism. 

Quite· understandably, when the king·•s political claim· to the throne is 

gained by usurpation, few·, ·if any, are· willing to call such a one typus 

Christi. Thus in Shakespeare•s Richardii, while the legitimate 
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Richard ('~'the· figure of· God's majesty/' IV. i·~-125") is repeatedly haloed 

with sun imagery, the typical sign· of· divine· "glory, conspicuous silence 

declines any· suggestion that· Henry Bolingbroke· as· the new king typifies 

· the Deity. Although Bolingbroke· is c-ertatn·ly a super·b pol i ti ci an, his 

politics· are the product· ofa body natura·l, and· hts ascent to the throne 

necessari·ly damages· the traditiona·l sanction of·mnnarchia·l figural ism. 48 

Or again, when the throne repeatedly changes hands in prolonged civil 

strife, even the most ambitious· supporters of' the leading contender 

rarely pr'esume to aggrandize· their· politica·l maneuverings with typolog-

. · i ca·l endorsements. No one to· my· know·l edge, fo'r· example, urges a typo

logical role for the· Yorkist Edward IV, who for· a time claimed victory 

in· the murderous· melee of· the Wa~ of Roses~ 4R finally, even when a 

king is self:..consciously Christian·, if· his national policies are notably 

ineffectual, his political ineptitud~ ustially· precludes· any expected 

comp·l ement of figural attention. Thus a·lthough the ·stxteenth.,.,century 

Tudors· encouraged a· cultic reverence· for the unhap-py, other-worldly, and 

politically inept Henry VI ·(d. 1461)-,50 in· his lifetime Henry's own 

sanctity was clearly· not s·trong enough· to· warrant· an noti'ceabl e fi gura 1 

accolade·. Genera·lly speaking, a riyornus, enthusiastic, and consistent 

application of monarchial typology is reserved for· those· kings who not 

on·ly exhibit· an accepted· c·laim· to the· throne·, but· wno· also· demonstrate 

themselves· to be worthy· of· the· natitm's· trust·. Thus while· a venerable 

·typological tradition· stood ready· at· a·H times to invest any king with 

exalted figural importa-nce·, the majority of Engl i'sh monarchs--either 

for reasons of political·fai·lure, personal impiety or absence.of legit

imatetenure--did not noticeably adorn· their· person and office with a 

tru·lyexparisive and memorable roya·l fi gura1 ism·. Among England • s rulers 
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· on·ly· a select· few· stand -out· as warmly· enaerseC::t and y:enuinely cherished . 

.. · tyPoi Christi:· Henry V (whom Shakespe-a:nr describes· a's ~•twin~borne with 
. 51 
greatness u}, · · Henry VTH·,52 ··and pr·e~minentl y t)ut:!en E'l i zabeth as no tab 1 e 

fifteenth;;..· and si xteenth;;..century ·examples·. ·· Indeed·, when Ben Jonson in 

his 11 Pahegyre-,n. celebrating· the· arrival of uariles~l'to·· his· first high 

· session· in· Parliament in· 1603·, remtnds· him· J•tna·t" ·f<ings .. I' Are her on 

·Earth the most Conspituous· things·: t That· they·, ·by ffeaven, are plac•d 

upon· hls throne, I to Rule tike~Heaven, .. 53 the poet writes precisely at 

that· time in the history' of royal figuraTisrflwhen· the expression of such 

a·typological· idiom was at its height.· After 1603 the Stuarts; basking 

·in the· reflection ofc Tudor glory, deliberateiy sought·' to· enhance their 

·royal position by· publicly exhibiting· as exemp·lary types· of the divine 

· · muni fi cem;:e·. -rn fact·, however·, ilames a:nd the· 1 ater Stuarts were but 

standing in a· borrowed··light;..;..:a· ·light which seemed more and more to be 

··of their own· making· and device. As the· Stuart· kings in· particular 

·attempted trrreinforce·their· figural irilportance with a doctrine of 

.·absolutism, they· eventually·conceived of themse-lves as· beyond the 

purview of conventional morality and accounted th"ems·elve·s· answer.able 

only to· God. Traditiona·l, -Biblical, orthodox figura,ism, of course, 

ma·intains ·no· such giori ficati ons of the· earthly· type. Figures are but 

·intimat-ions·,· adumbrations, shadows, signs; and 'an·titipci'tlons of a more 

splendrous· futur~· in· Christ and earthly patterns of heaven•s or hell•s 

present· rea 1 ity. 

WhE'm medieval and· Renaissance artists understood', ·appreciated, and 

knew the· Christian figural tradition intimately~ often· their use of 

typo·l ogy- proved to· be a· val uab'l e contribution· toward· the design of 

exceptional literature· and· art·~ ·Monarchial ·tyrmlogy,·however, as an 
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especially important species of" Ctrr~·sticrn fi-gura:·asm, ·underwent in the 

1 ate ·REmai ss a nee· suth· a ·momentous exami·Jiatiun of its purpese ~ n thea 1 ogy 

and· po-litics that· by· the· end of· the· seventee11th· centt:rry· its usefulness 

in the figural idiom was severely dimild'shed·, · Thus· a·ltn·ough.- fourth

century· Christians were· agreed that ·Ktng Oavtd was an· Old Testament 

historical type of the· roya·l Christ·, and· whi·H:! ·twe'l fth.:.c-entYry scho-

. 1 asti cs c-oncurred· that their king· 'was· tn fact--'!!!{ 'imago Dei , in the 

seventeenth century not al-l Christians could agree in what sense, if 

· any, Char·l es I was a figure of the· Divine Majesty. 

While this study does not· pretend to be a genetic study in the 

· many vi ci ss itudes of monarch i a 1· typal ogy, it· will examine both the 

heights and· the depths to which· roya·l- figura·li·sm' rose and· fell between 

the· compass of approximate-ly sixt~t"years, from l590 to the time of the 

regiCide of· Charles I in 1649·. In. parti·cular I projJose that by exam

hring the figural expression· of Renaissa11ce kiir~rship in selected 

writings·of three major poets;..-Edrilund· Spenser-';· W'i·lliam Shakespeare, and 

John· Mil tori;.;..we may· trace· not only the rise· and· decline· of a venerab 1 e 

figural tradit-ton·~- but we may· aha· observe· hew politics and .. theology 

'so· often interact in· such all' intimai:e rrranner· as to ·qualify the direction 

of doctr·ine and the pursuit· of· God·•s· wi'll'as .. ·Christians- believe it 

requisite for their lives. 

· Por' Edmund· Spenser· at· the close· of-- the sixteenth· century, the 

figural vision s tin· ho·l ds ; - indeed·, with· s·peci a ·1- regard to .roy a 1 

figuratism, Spenser brings it to a ·last great· f·lowerhrg: In The Faerie 

Queene, for example, Spenser so suffuses his· empress with such typo

logical significance that· in her· awesome terrestria-l· majesty she becomes 

the penultimate sign of the Church•s eschatological ·glory in Christ. 
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Although she is clearly the· nexus· of a htghly elaborate romance 11 clowdily 

enwrapped in Allegorical devices~• whose general end is 11 to fashion a 

gentleman or· noble person in vertuous and· gent·le d.istipline/• 54 the 

Virgin Queen,- at a 1 evel more· profound-ly· Chri"sttan trra-r.1 allegori a ever 

permits, is the utter·ly histbrica:l---and hence fi·gural---promi se of an 

uncomparab·ly greater romance-----the ulti"mate res'cue---which, to Spenser • s 

mind, the Queen so rightly typifies. 

After Elizabeth•s death in ·1603·, the figura·l aura emanating from 

the imperial crown diminishes. ·With· the accessi-on of the Stuarts and 

their subsequent insistence on royal prerogatives, absolutism, and the 

· divine right of kings, England • s early seventeenth:..cel1tury monarchs, 

actively promoted themselves as indispensable to God~s providential 

plan regarding England•s· destiny. ·The roya·l types, ·in brief, appear 

to outfigure their antitype. In the midst of this growing presumption, 

it is Shakespeare, I suggest, wh·o·tn C}l!llbe1ine manages delicately to 

remind his audience that although James ·r may wen be a type of the 

Divine, nevertheless his typical importance is exclu·sively the gift of 

God and ought to be recognized as· such·. · Notably i"t· i:s in Cymbe 1 i ne 

· that Shakespeare (whose· works are otherwise·· not ·remarkable for this 

employment· of typal ogy) ·rehearses· the f·igur-a·l assurances whic:h God once 

gave to England at the time of the Incarnation. With· subtle discretion 

Shakespeare· 11 refi gures, 11 as it were·, the typical guarantees .. which God 

once made for· England under the successfully peaceful reign a·f Cunobe

line. Thus while never denying (indeed complirilenti~g) James r•s 

figural importance as a monarch for England~s·present success, in 1610 

Shakespeare urges· a larger· and necessarily more historically inclusive 



vision of God's providential care"of·the· is·land·scrb·bviously favored 

among the nations of the world. 
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By the· middle of the seventeenth century, afte·r the disruption of 

the Ci vi 1 War, the- vision of the monarch typi fyihg G·od • s rule is 

thoroughly shatter-ed with the regicide of Charles l. Only the most 

ardent royalists manage somehow·;..-often desperately;..:..to discern in 

Charles• execution the figurae significance oftlie king•s death. Thus 

while figuralism as a Christian vision of history continues well into

the next· severa1 centuries,55 the· notion of the king as an express type 

of God, while revived briefly in· the early Restbration, retains in 

effect only a pale semblance of· his· once· historic role in Christian 

figural thought'. As spokesman for· the legal, the·ologic'al, and political 

justifications of Cromwellian policies, John Milton~ of course, proved 

critically instrumental in the defigura·lization of the· king•s office and 

person. Intimately acquainted with- the· whble-t,Ypulogical tradition from 

its Biblical and patristit ~ources~ Milton i~ effect so qualifies and 

redefines royal figuralism as to· be· the one person most responsible for 

its eventual demise. 
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CHAPTER I II 

SPENSER 1 S FIGURAL VISION OF ELIZABETH TUDOR 

Throughout her long forty-four year reigns Elizabeth I did not lack 

for praise. As Elkin Calhoun Wilson in his large representative gather

ing of laudatory verse written for the Queen has showns1 Elizabeth was 

praised in a seemingly endless manner for her consummate beautys powers 

talentss prudence, mercy, and wisdom. In broadsidess masques, pro-

gresses, popular and court dramas chronicles, and all varieties of lyric 

poetry, she was variously acclaimed a 11 Debora Christianissima 11 ; Cynthia, 

the Lady of the Sea; Urania, the heavenly Muse; Floras the Lady of May; 

Diana, goddess of Arcadia; Laura of the sonnets and romancess among a 

host of other anciently wonderful titles. 2 Frances A. Ya.tes, for 
3 example, in an especially fine study, 11 Queen Elizabeth as Astraea, .. 

amply demonstrates how extensively Elizabeth was identified with the 

classical goddess of justice whose return to earth from the heavens as 

Virgo was said to herald the reprise of the Golden Age. Elizabeth•s 

person and reign symbolized an imperial renovatio: she was, among other 

figurae, a second Augustus whose Tudor pax reestablished 11 the concept of 

the Holy Roman Empire, reaching out in ever-widening influence to include 

the whole globe, both the old and new worlds, under the rule of the One 

Monarch 11 ; 4 as the imperial and just virgin she was acclaimed a second 

Constantine whose sacred Protestant empire replaced the decadent papal 

kingdom. 5 Of the importance_of these and other such convictions, Yates 

116 



summarizes:· 

The symbol of the Virgin Queen~-in whatever way unciers1;ood, 
and all the more intensely because of the conflicts inherent 
in it--touched tremendous spiritual and historical issues. 
The destiny of all mankind is at sta.ke in the idea for which 
the virgin of the golden age stands, and above both papacy 
and empire is Christ, praying in t.he words of St. John's 
Gospel 11 that they mayall be one; even as thou, Father, art 
in me, and I in thee ... This is the sacred imperialism of 
the Prince of Peace, the Christian blend of Hebrew and 
Virgilian prophecy, uttered by the Messia.h in the universal 
peace of the Roman Empire, that time of which Dante says th,at 
there wi 11 never be another like it for then 11 the ship of the 
Human Family be a sweet pathway was hastening to its rightful 
heaven. 116 
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The spectrum of praise, compliment, and laud which Elizabeth received is 

wide indeed; Thomas Dekker in his Old Fortunatus (1599) says it well: 

11 Some call her Pandora: some Gloriana: some Cynthia, some Astraea; all 

by several names to express several loves.117 Charmingly, the empress is· 

fair Oriana 11With angel's face and brightness 11 ;
8 pastorally, 11 the shep

herd of her people's souls 11 ; 9 and majestically--awesomely (even terribly, 

or to use Spenser's epithet 11 dredfully 11 )--the representative of the. Most 

High God, the Prince in the steaci of Christ, the Prime Mover of the 

world. 10 

Although no one verse may be said to demonstrate the broad range of 

compliments given to Elizabeth, th,ese stanzas from 11 a famous dittie of 

the joyful receaving of the Queens most excellent maiestie by the worthy 

citizens of London, the xii. day of November, 1584 [the Queen's Accession 

Day], at her Graces coming to Saint James,'' provide at least one example 

of the happy sentiment found in the more us·ual laudatory verse: 

The. daughter of a noble king, 
Descending of a royall race 

Whose fame through all the world doth ring, 



Whose vertues shine in every place:. 
The di amend of de 1 i ght and joy, 
Which guides h,er countrie from anoy; 
fl. most,e renowned virgin queen; 
Whose like on earth w&s never seen. 

The peerless pearle of princes ·all, 
So ful of pitty, pe~ce, and love, 

Whose mercy is not proved sma 11 , 
When foule offenders doo her moove. 

A phenix ofmoste noble minde, 
Unto her subjects good and kinde; 
A moste renowned virgin queen, 
Whose like on earth was never seen. 11 

Spenser, of course, shares all these and many more suGh sentiments. 
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Thus in one sense his own 1 i fe-long devotion to the Queen qy means of a 

poetic offering is but one more effort among many which S,ought to praise 

the sover~ign. Yet with Spenser there is more. Not only does he share 

England's enormous adulation for Elizabeth, but he--more than any other 

poet--sums up and transcends his countrymen's vision. Thus while Spenser 

recapitulates his nation's more conventional glorification of Elizabeth, 

he additionally served as her faithful apologist and counselor; and 

above a 11 , provides a thea 1 ogi cal vision of his Queen and her country 

that surpasses all other attempts which were made in Renaissance England. 

Spenser wrote the first of his many-panegyrics for E,lizabeth Tudor 

in the 11fl.pril 11 eclogue of The She,pheardes Calendar, 11 the finest and most· 

elaborate blazon in all English pastoral poetry,"12 according to Hallett 

Smith. Within this eclogue which Spenser in the argument admits to be 

11 pl(rposely intended to the honor or prayse of our most gracious 

sovereigne, Queene Eliz(l.beth, .. l 3 Hobbinol, rehearsing Colin's lay, cele

brates the Queen by singing -fa bathing nymphs, virginal muses, graces 

three, and shepherds • daught.ers, who offer homage with garlands and 

dance for 11 fayre Eliza, Queen of shepheardes all 11 (1. 34). Even, 
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Hobbinol declares, the gods themselves blush to look upon the beauty of 

the Queen: 

I saw.e Phoebus thrust out his golden hedde, 
upon her · to gaze: 

But when ·he. sa we, how broade her be ames did spredde, 
it did him amaze. · 

He bl usht to see another $unne ·bel ow, · 
Ne durst againe his fyrye face out showe: 

Let-him, if he dare, 
His brightnesse compare 
Wi. th hers, t.o have t.he overthrowe. ( 11. 73..-81) 

Indeed, if Thomas H. Cain is correct to suggest that in this eclogue•s 

description of Eliza as 11 that blessed wight: 1 the flowre of Virgins .. 

(11. 48..-49) who 11 in her sexe doth all exc.ell 11 (1. 45), Spenser 11 seems 

to be following the daring convention of the literary Eliza ... cult whereby 

qualities traditionally associated with ~he Virgin were transferred to 

Elizabeth, .. 14 then even in Spenser•s earliest poetry hints of a later 

and more explici~ figuralism are already eviclent. Certainly, as Yates 

herself-observes; E.lizabeth•s Marian associations are not without possi ... 

bi 1 ity: 

To emphasize the worship of 11 diva Elizabetta,u the imperial 
virgin, in place of that of the Queen of Heaven, to carry 
her gorgeously arrayed through street and countryside that 
she might-show her div,ine Justice and Clemency to the people, 
was a way by which the virgin of the imperial reform might 
draw ancient allegiances, to herself .. The bejewelled and 
painted images of the. Virgin Mary had been cast out ·of 
churches and monasteries, but another bejewelled and painted 
image was set up at court, and wenf5 in progress through the 
land for her worshippers to adore. 

Perhaps, however, it, is best to conclude such a Marian reading of the 

eclogue delicate, inferential, and te.mpting at best: it may be that in 

the 11Apri 1•• eel ague the vi rgi na 1 Eli zabeth ...... the shepheardess, mother, 

and nurse of England•s true c~urch- ... is presumed a worthy figural 
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complement (or substitute) to the Mother of Christ. Whatever one's 

opinion, of this one can be sure: in this· 11 Botticell.ian idy11., 11 as 

Pe.ter Bayley so ap~ly describes it, 16 we h~ve. the first sure intimation 

of what wi 11. eventually become for ~penser a 1 i fe devoted entirely to 

Elizabeth's service, not only by the admini.stration of her policy in 

Ir~land, but. especiall,y and most memorably b,y the offering of poetry 

ded.icateq to her sovere.ign person. As E .. K. suggests in his gloss to 

the 11 0ctober 11 eclogue, no one. b~t the Queen herself serves bes~ for the 

poet's 11 display 11 : ..... if the Poet lis.t showe his skill in matter of 

more dignitie, then is the homely AEglogue, good occasion is him offered 

of higher veyne and more Heroica,ll. argument, in the person of our most· 

gratious soverQign, whom (as before) he calleth Elizau (pp. 100-01). 

From at least.l579, ~he year in whi~h The Shepheardes Calendar was pub

lished, on to 1596, the year in which Books IV through VI of The Faerie 

Queene were published, Spenser never relinquished this vision of 

Elizabeth the Queen; indeed, at or n.ear the heart of all his poetry one 

is able to discern always the image and presence of Elizabe~h before 

whom Spenser continuall.y writes without embarrassment. 

Many of the minor poems throughout his career reflect Spenser's 

strong commendatory impulse. Th.us even though 11 The. Tears of the Mu.ses .. 

(1580) ostensibly laments the state of English art and letters, the 

case for sacred verse under the tut,el age of Polyhymnia is somewhat ex

cepted largely because Elizabeth herself inclines toward the muse's 

inspiration: 

One. onelie lives, her ages ornament, 
And. myrrour of her Makers ma,iestie; 
That with rich bountie and deare cheri shment,, 
Supports the praise of nobl.e Poesie: 



Ne onel ie favours th-em which it professe, .. 
But is her selfe a peereles Poetresse. 
Most peere,less Pri-nce, most peere,less Poetresse, 
The true Pandora of all heavenly graces, 
Divine El1sa, sacred Emperesse: 
Live she for ever, and. her roy a 11 P '1 aces 
Be fi 1 d with praises of divinest wits, · 
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That her eternize with their heavenli.e writs. (11. 571-82) 

Although undeniably excessive in his praise for Elizabeth's literary 

achievement, 17 Spenser appreciatively shares with hiS, Queen a common 

love for .. noble Poesie ... More significant,. h,owever, than this common 

observation of Spenser's disproportionate praise for Elizabeth's slight 

verse is our notice of his unobtrusive turn to an explicit figural idiom 

for his. gratuitous ·aside. After lamenting th.e profanement of 11 goodly 

Poesie, 11 by 11 the base vulgar, that with hands uncleane I Dares to pollute 

her hidd.en mysteries I ... Which was the care .of Kesars and Kings 11 

( 11 . 567 ff.) , Spenser, within the space of two 1 i nes, announces a 

double frame within which his 11 peereles Poetresseu may be pictured as 

both type and an"f;itype. First, as the 11 DivineEliza, sacred Emperesse,''· 

she is the 11 myrrour of her Makers maiestie. 11 In context such a declara

tion ech,oes Philip Sidney's conviction that all poets are makers, shapers 

of reality who imitate and mirrqr:- ·the creative activity of God as he 

majestically sustains th,e world. by the power of his Word ''when with the 

force of a givine breath he bringest things forth fa_r surpassing her 

[poetry• s] dooi ngs. . . . ~~ 18 In short, by h~r ver:-se the poetess 

Elizabeth, 11 the myrreur of her Makers rnaiestie~·· typifies God's far 

greater poetry, the making of the universe itself. Second, as 11 the true 

Pandora 11 --and now the. antitype (the epithet 11 trlle 11 being -the figural 

indication)--Elizabeth, completes and brings to perfection all which 

mythology's first woman was meant to be; the gift of the gods to men. 
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Perhaps one is. to infer that Elizabeth, as Pandora•s antitype, redress.es 

her namesake•s mistake by m~intain5ng policies which effecthely keep 

vices and troubles 'from spreading aqroad. No fernmefatale, Elizabeth 

11 is her selfe a peereles Poetresse,11 a wornan whom men may trust without 

hesitation or fear of embarrassment. Thus i.n her Christ.ian setting the 

Queen as verse-maker reflects and irnages forth Goq, the. great Maker; by 

pagan reference, moreover, she is said to restore the true meaning of 

woman•s presence in this world. In such fashion, Spenser, calling the 

figural tradition to the service of poetry, adroitly frames his expansive 

compliment from two perspectives, indeed, from two worlds--pagan and 

Christian. ~1ore than Panqora but less than God, she becomes in fact 

both the restoration and anticipation of all that monarchs and women 

ought surely to be. 

Hore notable, however, for its sustained enthusiastic praise of 

Elizabe,th is 11 Colin Clouts Come Home Againe 11 (1595) in which Colin exalts 

the ~ueen as Cynthia in spite of his obvious disappointment with court 

1 i fe. For Co 1 in (and Spenser) her ~1 ori ous presence is almost beyond 

description; her spiritual virtues are clearly indescribable; only those 

who somehow k.now God intimately are able fully to find words sufficient 

for the Que.en•s praise: . . . 

But vaine it is to thinke by paragone 
Of earthly things, to judge of things divine: 
Her power, her merc;y, and her wisdorne, none 
Can deeme, but who the Godhead can define. (11. 344-47) 

In spite of suc.h difficulty, however, the Queen is lauded in Coli.n•s 

report, notably in ll. 590-615, as Bayley summarizes, 11 in lavishing 

hyperbole ftJll of Old Testament.evocation--honey, ripe grapes, the 
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fruitful vine, beams of morning sun, frankincense, sweet odours--and 

under ·the name of Cynthia (the nam~ Raleigh hadchosen for his poetic 

celebrations of the Queen) ... 19 Indeed, precisely because Elizabeth is 

'•the image of the heavens in shape humane'• (1. 351), a large port,ion of 

Colin's-report in .this passage is pointedly figural and not.merely, as 

the editors of the Variorum would suggest, 11a graded necklace of sensu

ous Hebraic images rising to a Platonic jeweL .. 20 Thus, for example, 

when Colin replies that 11 her lookes were like beames·of the morning Sun, 

I Forth looking through the windows of the East 11 (11. 604-05), his 

orientation of the Queen in such fashion tacitly assumes typological 

reference. By describing Elizabeth as one whose appearance is as morning 

1 igh.~ shining through apsidal glass, Col in immediately allies his encomi

urn with a major strand in the figural tradition which marked the East 

and its associations of light, time, and color as prominent ontological 

types of ~hrist. As David S. Berkeley has oqserved, the orientation of 

worship in Christian communities reqects a typological ~on vi ction that 

the .. east imports rising, life, hi;~,ppiness, and resurrection ... 21 The· 

Geneva Bible, for example, reflecting usual figural exegesis, glosses 

Malachi 4:2 ( 11 But unto you that feare my Name, shc;~.l the Sunne of 

righteousness arise, and health shqlbe under his wings••): 

Meaning Christ, who with his wings or bearnes of his grace 
shulde lighte,n, & comfort h,is Ch,urch, Ephe. 5.14, and he is 
c~lled the sunne .of rig~teoljsness, b~cau~e in h.im self -he 
hath all perfection, .and al~o th~ justice of the father 
dwelleth in him: whereby he reg~ner~teth us into righteous
nes, clenseth us from the filth of this worlde, & reformeth 
us to the image of God. · 

Because the New Testament in John's Gospel records Jesus• appropriation 

of the title. 11 Light 11 to himself, and inasmuch as St. Paul in Second 
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Corinthians 4.6 and.Ephesians 5,.14, along with ~h~ writer _of the 

Apocalypse in 2l:.Z3,. describe Christ as th€ light who dispels darkness,· 

Christians ever since have looked upon th~ East both, as a perpetual type 

of Chris~'s continued presence in th~ world a~~ as a daily figure of his 

Second Coming. Traditionally therefore Ch.ristians stand and face the 

East in prayer; architecturally the positioning of~ ~hurch's longitu

dinal axis is from west to ea~t so that its m(lin altar IJlay be plac;ed at. 

the ~astern end an<;i so be the focal point of the liturgical celebrations; 

as an expression of eschatological hope, Christians in various countries 

have buried t,hei r dead with faces toward the East. 22 When, consequently, 

Izaak Walton reports . that Donne caused his shroud-wrapped face to be 

p~inted while it .. was purposely turned toward the East,,•• 23 one may 

assume that Donne was searching for some for!Jlula--in this instance a 

typological one--by which he might.dramatize the intensity of his 

eschatological expectations. Certainly the words Donne appointed for 

his epitaph make this otherwise st,r(lngely eccentric gesture at least 

more understa.ndable: hie licet in occiduo cinere aspicit eum cujus 

nomen est Oriens [Here in the decline and decay of ashes~ he watch.es 

for him whose naiJle is the. Rising Sun.i4 When Colin, there.fore, urges. 

that his Cynthia's. 11 lookes were like beames of the morning Sun, .. he 

figures Elizabeth a queen who, like the dawn itself, heralds the present 

and coming activity of-Christ,- true Light of the world. Moreover, with 

rich figural imagery of honey; "ripe .grapes,'' 11 Windows of the East, 11 

and 11 the f~me of-Frankince11ce, 1 Which from a golden Censer forth doth 

rise: I, .. throwing forth sw,eet-odours;'' Colin's portrait of the 

Queen scarcely veils some high and solemn cathedral Eucharist in which 

a celebri;int queen, bathed in light and incense--recalling, as it were, 
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the Jus.tinian mosai-cs--speaks with words that 11 mel t ~he hearers heart 

unweeting•• (l. 603). Indeed, an apot~eosized Cyr:lt~ia-Elizabeth, now 

the Pantokrator's figure, looks down fro~ the high vaults of the apse 

to behold 11 1;he cradle of her own crea tion 11 ( 1. 613) unti .. l Colin • s 
' ' ',' • < ' ' ·- ' ' - '. 

encomium transfigures Elizabethto 11an Angell in a.ll forme and fas~ion 11 

(1. 615). It is a,s thqugh ~he ecstatic Colin has momentarily forgotten 

that his Cynthia, for all her figur(!.l possibility, cannot in person and· 

office, according to general sixteenth-century Anglican theology, type 

Christ as the High Priest nf Hebrews 8 and 9. Indeed, ~s E. r. Davis 

in his examination of the implications of royal supremaGy in the Tudor 

era makes evident,25 any sacerdotal functions of the prince were expli-

citly denied in the Anglican formularies. Although the Supreme Head of 

the church au~horized the. appointment and con~ecration .of bishops, he 

or -she as re~ or regina. is not therefore sacerdos. · The XXXIX Articles 

of 1571 make th~ distinction explicit: 

Where we attribute to the King • s Majesty the chief · 
government, by which Titles we understand the minds of some 
slanderous folks to be offended;. we give not to our Princes 
the ministering either of God's Word, or of .the Sacraments, 
the which thing the Injunctions also lately set forth by 
Elizabeth our Queen do most plai.nly testify; but that only 
prerogative, which we see to have been given always to all 
godly Princes in Holy Scriptures by God himself; that is, 
~hat they shquld rul.e a 11 estates and degrees committed to 
their charge by God, whether they be Ecclesiastical or·Tem
pora l, and restrain with the c i v1l sword the stubborn and 
evildoers.26 

Yet in Galin's burst of rapturous hyperbole which he 11 50 feelingly .. 

spake 11 (1. 649}, Eliza,beth is made sacerdos in spite of her obvious 

typological limitations as monarch and woman. It is in fact a daring, 

but muted, suggestion th.at the figural Queen is Christ's own priestess--
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and Cuddy, uncomfortable ~ith the i~plications, quickly interrupts Colin 

to remind thim that 11 thou hast fqrgot Thy self, me seemes.; too much, to 

mount so hie 11 (11. 616-17). 

But it is to. such a Queen that Spense.r through_ Coli,n unhesitatingly 

dedicates the whole of ·his being: 

I do professe to be 
Vassall to one, whom all my dayes I serve; 
The beam of beautie sparkleci.from above, 
The floure of vertue an~ pure ch.astitie, 
The blossom -of sweet joy and perfect Jove, 
The pearle of peerlesse.grace and modestie: 
To her my thoughts I daily decli cate, 
To her my heart I nightly martyrize: 
To her my love I lowly do prostrate, 
To her my life I wholly sacrifice: 
My thought, my heart, my love, my life is shee, 
And I her ever onely, ever one: 
One ever I all vowed hers to be, 
And ever I, _and others 11ever none. ( 11. 466-79) 

Couched in the rhetoric ·both of the lover prostrate before his mistress 

and of the religious oblate offering himself to God, Spenser•s but 

slightly veiled commitment to his Queen is surely exceptionally unre

served_ expression of monarc;hial devotion. Only the generic conventions 

of the laus tradition save it from idolatry._ More than mere pretentious 

flattery, it is rather the sentiment of a man who sees in his Queen 

something which sanctifies life itself in his highest calling and c!uty. 

Inq.smuch as Spenser dedi_cated the whole of ~Faerie Queene to 

~l i zabeth I, explicit reference!) of a panegyric nature are expectedly 

numerous in the poem. In the dedication itself, an imitation of Virgil•s. 

proffer of the Aeneid to Augustus, Spenser immediately establishes him

self as an epicist writing within th~ patri-otic Virgilian tradition in 

ser-vice to his QW.n 11 Most High., Mightie and Magnificent Empresse Renowned 

for Pieti-e, Vertue, and All Gratious Governmen1;.11 Thereafter his praise 
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Book IV r~hearses his enthralled. adulation: 

But to that sacred Saint my soveraigne Queene, 
In whose chast breast all bountie natura.ll, 
And· treasure~ ·of t.rue 1 ove en locked been~, 
Above·all her ~exe that eyer yet was seene; 
To here I sing ~f lovei that loveth ~est~-
And best fs loy'd of all alive I weene: 
To her this song most fitly is. addrest, 

The Queene of,love, and Prince of peace from heaven blest. 
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And nqt on'y does each Proem to each Book so laud the Queen, but her 

rare accomplishments and peerless qeauty are continually extolled. In

deed, as he does alsewhere, the Proem to Book VI decries the total ab~ 

sence of any models worthy enough to blazon forth his Queen's virtues: 

But where shall~ in al Antiquity 
So fa ire a : pa tterne fi nde, where may be s eene 

The goodly praise of Princely curtesie, 
As in your s~ lfe, 0 So vera i gne Lady Queene, .. 
In whose pure ~inde. as in a mirrour seen~, 
lt showes, and with her bri ghtne.sse doth inflame 
The eyes of all, which thereon fixed beene; 
But meriteth inoeede in higher name: 

Yet so from 1 ow to high up 1 i· fted is your name. 

Precisely because no sin~le 11 patterne•• sufficiently mirrors 

Elizabeth's royal person, her monarch i a 1 office and feminine virtues, 

Spenser:, as he. indicates in his letter to Raleigh, chose to create a 

constellation of figures which individuall.y and in consort ,image forth 

his vision qf the Queen: 

In that Faery Queene I meane glory in my general intention, 
but in my particular I cqnceive the most excellent and glori
ous person of our soveraigne the Queene, and her kingdoms in 
Faery 1, and. And yet in some p 1 aces e 1 s, I doe shadow her. 
For considering she beareth two persons, the one of a most 
roy a 1 Queen e. and E,mpresse, the other of a mast vertuous and 
beautiful Lady, this latter part in some places, I do 



expres.se in Belphoebe, fashioning her name according to your
own exc;ellent conceipt of Cynthis (P·hoebe and Cynthia t?eing · 
both names of Diana)~27 
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In addition, however, to Spenser•s specific identification of Belphoebe 

as that private aspect of the Queen•s person, a whole matrix of other 

figures work together to defin~ the totality of the Queen's personal, 

political~ moral, and theological significances~ Thus Elizabeth, while 

always mirrored as Gloriana. and Tanaquill, is variously (though not con.

sistently) Una, Britomartis, Venus, and Marcella, among others·. Una,· 

for example, while more explicitly identi.fied with the nee-Platonic 

notion of Tr-uth in th.e argument of Cantos ii and iii of Book I, is also,. 

as Lawrence Rosinger ably argues; nothing less than a veiled epithet for 

the Queen herself~ 

When Spenser chose Una as the name of the heroine of Book I~ 
he was paying a high personal camp 1 i ment to. E.l i zabeth and was 
making ·it clear to readers who knew the Queen • s motto [SEMPER 
EADEN], i.e., 11Always One .. that he was indeed writing about 
he.r. The oneness of -the religious truth Elizabeth espoused 
was being represented as inseparable from the oneness of her 
own life a11d conduct.28 

Certainly for those who knew of the Queen's personal motto, Una•s name 

must have sounded lik.e. another name for the Queen. 

Yet for all that which Una rnay,shadow forth, Britomartis is more 

certainly a stronger figure for t~e Queen. As the lady knight of 

Cnastity in Books III through V, Britomartis in her yari·ous trials,com

bats, and enc;ounters with such as Malecaste, Bragg(ldocchio, Argante, 

Blandamour, and Ragimund, a.mong others, clearly adumbrates the glprious 

progeny of Brute which culminates ill the .. royal Virgin 11 who shall 

11 Stretch her white. rod over the Belgicke shore 11 (Ill.iii.49,6}. In the 

chaste courage of this anGestress of Elizf).beth, we see in figural 
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promise--sealeq with _Merlin's. revelation--that Spenser's Queen must by. 

providence be admi tteq to sub que with i mpecGab 1 e integrity "4he forces 

of disGord, ha,tred, perverseness, fear, and cowardice. Impelled always 

by her de~ire for the nuptual consummation of a marriage with Artegall,. 

the exemplar of Justice, Bri.tomartis -is the type, the expectation, and 

the rehearsal of Queen Elizab,eth's manifest destiny. 

Some critics, of course--notably those of the earlier twentieth. 

Gentury--have, described The Faerie Queene to be most assuredly an 
. -- ,- \ 

elaborate historical allegory .depicting eithe.r ever so much veiled 

Tudor history or the ups and downs of the Protestant·reformation. 29 

C. Bowi_e Millican has summed up much of that general critical awareness: 

''Spenser scholars.hip of recent years, despit~ occasional yagaries,-hq.s 

come increasingly to see The Fi3,erie Queene as an integral part of an 

intensel_y nationalistic age. 113° Certainly that estimate is true. Yet 

precisely because the hist.orical is now so apparent within The Faerie. 

Queene, is it necessary to b.e reminded qf C. S. LewiS,'s gentle aqmoni

tion about the limitations of explic;:ating so-called 11 historical alle-

gory'~: 

The movement qf the interpreting mind is fromthe real people 
into the work of art, not out -of the work to them. For, -after 
Q.ll, the end of the process is supposed to be the recovered 
work of art. In short, for the reader of The Faerie Queene 
the histo'rical is a point of departure, and no more than· 
that. . . . Certainly Belphoebe 11 iS 11 Queen El,izabeth. ·But 
we must remember the principle established earlier for the 
interpretation of historical allegory: the meaning of 
Belphoebe cannot be discovered by thinking about Elizabeth, 
since Spenser was complimenting Elizabeth by saying that_ she 
was like. Belphoebe. Indeed, far from having a topical signi
ficance, Be 1 phoebe is an archetype. She is a type of the 
chaste and somewhat terrible Huntress. Behind her lies 
Artemis, the dreaq Artemis o{ the Hi ppo,lytus .. 31 
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One does not, therefore, read Spenser as cryptic history, nor does 

Spenser provide instructive fqotnotes to the study of Eliza.betnan in

trigues. In general it i$ well to rememberj as r-1· Pauline Parker sug

g,ests, ·that 11 the only logical conclusion [to the question of SpenseYI's 

use of history] is that Spen~er treats history as he treats romance, 

simpl,Y as a source of material. for his .moral allegory and his romance 

epic. u32 

With this caution in minq, however, it is requisite for several 

reasons t.o say that upon occasion Spenser does demand that his poetry 

be read within a more usual historical context, even as Parker herself 

suggests, that 11 in Book V, by general agreement the most ·'historical' 

of all., Spenser takes car·e to leave. no doubt about the c;hief persons and 

events concerned, even though, the details may remain obscure. 1133 First, 

it is apparent that at times Spenser clearly fashioned hi.mself as an 

apologist for Elizabethan policy. In thi,s role he not only sought 

overtly to buttress, for example, ~lizabeth's claim to the throne by 

providing an elaborate genealogical support for her title in Canto III· 

of Book, III, but he also attempted to defend Elizabeth's domesti,c and 

foreign policies. Rene Graziana, for example, reflecting the critical 

consensus, indicates that it 11 is fairly generally held that the tria.l 

of Duessa at Mercilla's court ... allegori-zes Mary's trial. 1134 He 

himself ·argues well. that Britomart's night at Isis Church (~.vii} con

cerns Elizabeth's handling of Mary, Queen of Scots; and demonstrates how 

Elizabeth • s dilemma was eventually resolved through Parliament repre

s.ented as Isis Church. 35 Elsewhere Douglas A. Northrop also suggests 

that Spenser's allegorical treatment of Queen Elizabeth's justice and 

mercy in Book V is not idle ad.ulation but a deliberate attempt to .answer 
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specific charges of her critics. 36 In particular Northrop sees Book V 

as S~ens~r•s attempt to defend Elizabeth•s .claim to the throne, her 

treatrnent of subjectst and her foreign relati-ons: 

If the episodes are revi;ewed in the order of th.ei r appearance 
in Book.~, it is seen that Sp~nser has shown. that Elizabe~h 
is just in her claim to ~he throne because sh~ is the divine 
exception to the rule of men (Ragimund episode), that she. is 
just and merciful in her treatment of subjects protecting 
them abroad from insult and injury (Aamient and Souldan epi
sode) and a~·home from seditious infl~ences (Malengin, 
Malfront, and Duessa episodes), and that she 'is just in her 
dealings with other sovere.igns and other people by waging 
only just wa~s (Belge~ Burbon, and Irena episodes).37 · 

In such a manner S_penser attempts .to rescue the Queen from those who 

waul d vilify her good name and character. 

Sec;ond, although Spenser gave himself unreservedly to his Queen, 

he nonetheless felt compelled upon occasion to inject both his frustra

tions and his unsought advice to the Queen into his poetry. In the 

Mother Hubberbs Tale; published in 1591 but probab·ly written earlier, 

while not all critics are convinced that Spenser sought in part to warn 

Lei ces.ter of the dangers of Eli.zabeth • s proposed marriage with the Due 

d 1Alencon, 38 it is generally agreed that Spenser does in fact give vent 

in this poem tohis private antagonism against William Ceci.l, Lord 

Burghl.ey, who apparently effectively interfered with Spenser•s .expected 

pfe·ferment. 39 La~er, in 1596, with less ranGor and considerably more 

good wi 11, Spenser in The Faerie Queene offered his conci-liatory advice. 
. - .. 

to the Queen on behalf of h.is friend, Sir Walter Raleigh. Though it 

has been noted by others,40 H. M. English has persuasively reinforced a 

reading of Cantos vii and viii of Book II I (the Bel phoebe, Timi as, and 

Amoret episodes) which convincingly encoura·ge.s us to see these. pCl,ssages. 
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as Spenser • s att,empt to achieve a reconcilatton between Queen Elizabeth 

and Ralei,gh when the latter fell out of her favor dl!ring his affair 

with Lady Throckmorton.4.1 

Su_ch topical asides, however, whether motivated by rage against 

Burghley or a friendship .for Raleigh, are relatively minor literary 

events in Spenser's poetry. More critical to our preception of the 

poem's fundamental preoccupation with history (requisite, of course, 

for any typological reading) is -the validity of Edwin Greenlaw's thesis 

which he developed in his famous -article of 1918, ~'Spenser's Fairy 

Mythology. 1142 Greenlaw states his central proposition clearly: 

S enser conGeives the Tudor rule a~ a return of the old 
British line: he conceives Elizab~t T~dor as t ~ particular 
sovereign, coming out of Faerie~ whose return ful fi 11 s the 
old prophecy. That is to say, the poem is at once a glori
fication of El,izabeth's ancestry and a glorification of the 
Queen as an individual~ Had England's greatness in the last 
two decades of the sixteenth century, Spenser's time, an era 
which the poet recognized as not only putting the realm on a 
new footing of prosperity and power but also as marking the 
beginning of a far-reaching -imperial policy,--had this great
ness come during the rule of a ~udor kfng, Spenser would have 
figured that king under the name of Prince Arthur. · But his 
sovereign was a woman. The prophecy, then, is fulfilled 
through personifying, in Arthur, the spirit of Great Britain, 
now united to the Faerie Queene herself.43 

By emphasizing the importanc;e of the Bri·tish and Elfin Chronicles (II,x) 

and Merlin's prophecy concerning Britorr~art's offspring, Greenlaw calls 

attention to the poem's .large historical vision as central to its theme 

and structure. f\nchoring his romance to the moorings of a we.ll-defined 

national history of epic propqrtions~ Spenser's Faerie Queene, according 

to Greenlaw, is the celebration of both promise and fulfillment of 

England • s manifest destiny focused in Elizabeth Tudor. 
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A num.ber of more recent studies confirm the importance of ·Greenlaw's 

obs~rvat,ions. lsqbel E. Rathborne in The Meaningof Spenser's Fairyland 

(1937), 44 for example, U\ges that·"Spenser aspired to do for England· 

what Vergil h~c;l c;lone for Rome: t,o write an epic whiqh should vindicate 

the excellency of the English tongue and celebrate the glorious destiny 

of th.e British Empire as heir of all ages." 45· Indeed, comparing The 

Faerie Queene to Augustine's De Civitate Dei, ~athqorne suggests that 

Spenser's preoccl!pation with the redemption of history reveals his con

viction t~at a thircl city (Cleopolis/London) stands n:Jidway between the 

corrupt Babylon (Rome) and the heavenly Cit,y of God to bear figural. 

witness to the true Jerusalem. 46 ~hereas, however; Rathborne's thesis 

te.nds to suggest that the Tudor peri ad adumbrates the ide a 1 in stasis, 

Harry.Berger Jr. in the Allegorical Temper47 underscores the idea of· 

movement and <;lynamic process in~erent in the poem's sense, of history as 

an .ongoing phenomenon. · Thus while it is true that the two chronicles--

Arthur's ','Briton Moniments" and Guyon's "Anti quitie" .. -consti tute a 

deliberate juxtaposition of two levels of reality in the poem (i.e., 

Englancl herself as she has been in th~ past and England as the nuptual 

consuiTJllation of Fairyland), in the act of reading we are moved by the 

poem t.oward an utterly eschatological ending. ln Berger's view, th.e 

poem is not sq much incomplete as -it;is ope~-enc;led--and necessarily so 

for expressly Christian reasons:. 

The presentation of hi story in Canto x. [of Book 11] further 
embodies the traditional Christi.an attitudes toward the mean
ing of .earthly existence, and it is only in this context that 
the problems of British history assume a poetic, rather than 
a merely political or didactic, function. 

We find not only the individual memory ,of Arthur, or of 
Guyon, in the third chamb,er, qut also the corporate memory 
synedoch.ically represented. The poet, that.is, describes 



English history to the English reader; in Canto x English his
tory comes to represent uniyersal his~ory, for it is informed 
~fth the meaning of man•s ·Sojourn on earth, and ·of God!s · 
int"ervention in hu.man affairs.48 
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Convinced that nei.t.her comm~ntary on the poem•s 11 historical allegory" 

nor refe-rence to Tudor historiography ~at_isfactorily e,xplains the dyna

mic of The Faerie Queene, Berger contends that 1110re adequate description 

of.the poem•s vitality requires a greater emphasis on the futuristic. 

(anagogical) impulse animating the entire narrative line. From Be-rger•s 

point of view it is imperative tha~·the reade.r fully perceive the inter

action (and tension) be~ween the human and the Faery--qe~ween dynamic 

striver and the static goa 1. For Berger, ~here fore, Glori ana as the 

Que~n of Faeryland is th.e ideal, 11 the suspended image, 1149 toward which 

Arthur strives, and Faeryland is the ideal toward which a turbulent and· 

imperfect Britain must strive. As Frushel.l and Vondersmith make clear, 

the importance of Berger•s contribution to our understanding of The 

Faerie Queene can hardl.Y be over~sti111ated: 

Berger's remarkable essay, in spite of its difficult 
style and its obvious alignment with the snook-cocking New 
Critics, crystallizes the poetic of Spenser•s poem which is 
implicit in Greenlaw•s and Ra.thborne•s studies. This is a 
new poetic, not exactly typological, though akin to it; for 
in the relationship qetween Faeries and human beings, between 
the El,vish royal line a,ncl the British, we have something 
quite different fro111 the relationship between primary and 
secondary term in metaphor, 6r between 1 iteral and tropologi
cal significance in allegory as traditionally conceived.50 

v.Jhile-Berger•s 11 new poetiC 11 n:Jay not be 11exactly typological .. one may,· 

however, suggest that typology does in fact inform The Faerie Queene 

in several significant ways. 

Ce.rtainly, as recent studies indica-te, Spenser is thoroughly 

acquainted with the figural tradition and makes frequent inclusion of 
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its idiom thro~ghout his p9etry._ In "!;heir review of twentieth-century 

criticism, for e~ample, Frushnel.l an,c,t Vondersmith observe generally that 

the identification of typological parallels is widespread in Spenserian 

criticism and specifically note thai; 11 S,penser shows his awareness of 

the [fi.gural] device. when he ca,l.ls Gloriana the 'true glorious type• of 

Oizabeth (F.O~ I, Proem, iv. 7); Gloriana~ living at some -indefinite 

time in the past, foreshadows the glory of Elizabeth 1. 1151 Indeed, the 

clegree to wh i c~ typo 1 ogi ca 1 conmentary is now commonp 1 ace- can eas i.lY be 

seen in the critical notation which Robert Kellog and Oli.ver Steele pro

vide in their -recent edit;ion of Books I and II of Th.e Faerie Queene. 

In the 11 Introduct;ion, 11 for example, Kellog and S,teele consider it 

important to distinguish b,etween allegqrical ~nd typological perspec

tives: 

The tradition of Greek allegoresis tnus took on an unmis
takable Christian character during- the Middle Ages -when such 
heroes of pagan 1 it;e.rature as Aeneas and Herc;ules came to be 
understood.as types of C:hrist. Corresponding to the renais
sance synthesis of Christian and pagan philosophy, and inti
mately relatecl to it;; the .renaissance synthesis of traditions 
by which significance was attached to poetic images produced 
in Spenser • s a 11 egori ca 1 poetry an extraordinary ri chn.ess qf 
meaning. In both Books I and II of The Faerie.Queene Prince 
Arthur is at timesa recognizaole type of Christ. The hero 
of Book I, the R,ed Cross Knight, is also represented as a 
human being who must conform himself to the image of Christ 
anq whose career, therefore, follows roughly the spiritual 
plot line of the Bible .. Sir Guyon, however, th.e hero of Soak 
II, is not a type of Christ, his career does -not follow the 
same 1 i ne as Red (;ross, '·s, and he is not represented as a 
human being. He can probably best oe understood as the repre
sentation of a,classical ideal, of man as he ~as conceived in 
classical ethics. He may at one point represent temperance 
and at another point the temperate man, but he. does not repre
sent the Christian for whom temperance is only a means tqward 
the ulti:mate end of spiritual perfection. For his two heroes, 
Re.d Cross and Sir Guyon~ Spenser draws in Book. I upon 1;he · 
mqdes of thought, representedin Christian typology and in 
Book II upon the modes of thought represented in Greek alle-
goresis.52 --
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While, however, it mus.t be said that Kellogg and Steele sometimes use 

the concept of type and antitype in a very loose sense (e.g., 11Arthur's 

attack on Orgoglio is a type ·Of Christ's crucifi-xion'' [I,x, 10.8-9] and 

the cup of ~irce is 11 the antitype of the cup of the Eucharist 11 [II,xii, 

49.3]), by and large their. commentary on Spenser's typological intention 

is judicious and balanced. Certainly their work. inqicates that Spenseri

an criticism as a whole h~s become notably cons.cious of. the pervasive 

figuralism found throughout Spenser's poetry. More recently, for 

example, Suraiya Farukhi h~s demonstrated the existence of pagan

Christian typology in The Faerie Queene by 11 interpreting the myths that 

form 'the allegorical cores' [the phrase is C. S. Lewis's] of the various. 

books from a humanist typological point of view."53 Specifi-cally Farukhi 

observes that 11 th.e Bower of Bliss and Acrasia are types of Hell and 

Satan, [and] the Garden of Aqoni s, Venus and Cupid [serve] as 1;ypes 

of the heavenly paradise, the Virgin Mary and Christ, respectively. 1154 

In addition, ·moreover, to the profuse figural ism found throughout· 

~Faerie Queene, -one must remember ·always that the poem in its entirety 

is dedicated to an utterly typical Queene. Again, a reminder from C. S. 

Lewis is appropriate: 

We must not, of course, forg.et that Gloriana is also Queene 
Elizabeth. Thi.s was mt,~ch less chilling and shocking to the 
sixteenth century than it is to us. Quite. apart fro,m any 
prudent c;tesire to flatter his prince (in an age when flattery 
had a ceremoni.al element in it) or from any romantic loyalty 
which he may have felt and probably did feel. as an individual, 
Spenser knew that even outisde poetry all reigning monarchs 
were ex officio viceregents and images of God. No orthodox 
personqoubted that in tbis -sense Elizabeth was 1'an idole'i of 
the divine magnificence~55 

For Spenser therefore to speak of Elizabeth as. Gloriana is ultimately 

t.o express that antitypa,l ancl eschatological vision which his Queen, 
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typus Christi, affords, for sh~ is, the "Dread ~overayne Godc;lesse, that 

doest. highest s.it -1 In s~ate of judgement, in th• Almighties stead" 

(f. . .Q.. V. proem. ll, 1-2). Throughout The Fcterie .Ql.leE!ne Spenser so 

suffuses his empress with such .typological significance th.at in her 

••most exce.llent and glorious" person she becomes the penultimate sign 

of every Christian•s fi.nal glory in Christ. As M. Pauline Parker rightly 

note.s, "historically, the service of the Virgin Queen is a type of that 

higher service, and her c;apital city of Jerusalem abqve. 1156 Indeed, 

when concluding the long .rehearsal of Briti.sh history which for the. 

moment culmina~es in the reign of ,the 11 royal virgin 11 (III.iiL49. 6), 

M.erlin is emphatic tq remind us ~hat 11 the ~nd is not yet•• (50. 1). The 

implications are clear: 'although El.izabeth•s lineage is ancient and 

glorious, neverthel,ess her cqming provides but a vision of a greater· 

kingdom reserved. tor those who quest in Christ. 

Spenser, of course, knew thi.s world to be. disa,ppointingly transient, 

mutable, and fallen. ··And yet, as Catherine R. Myers observes in h,er 

fine study, 11 Time in the Narra:4ive of Th~ Faerie Q1,1eene, 11 Spenser holds 

us by means of the narrative to .. an imCI,ge of the 1. imits pl a,ced upon our 
·-· !::,.·;·_;~ .. 

achievements in our ·awn time as he remin~ds us of the promises made con-

cern·ing the great events that .will come to pa,ss in .the unfolding of all 

time.•• 57 As knight and lady e.nter their quests to attain but partially 

the precious objects qf their search, so ~penser himself in the end of 

the poem, recalling for the last time the whole figural tradition sur

rounding the Sabbaoth as a .type of the final. Reality, concludes his· 

abortedc;anto viii with this poignant supplication: 11 0 that great 

Sabbaoth Goq, graunt me that Saqbaoths sight·~ (VU.viii. 2. 9). In the 

meantime Spenser looked to h,is earthly sovereign to prol,(ide him with 
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those figural assurances which 11 proud change 11 ca.n neyer guarantee. 

Mediating between earth and hea\'en, Gloriana dwelt in England in the 

person of -El. i zaoeth Tuc;tor, a great queen for whom service was the road 

to present aq'(ancement and enduring glory. Certaiqly as a panegyrist, 

apologist, .and advisor to his Queen, ~penser served his Elizabeth well. 

But as she was to him the image of his ultimate romance, he served his 

God even better. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ROYAL TYPOLOGY OF SHAKESPEARE 1 S CYMBELINE 

In view of our more recent appreciation of the pervasive nature of 

typological reference in medieval and Renaissance literature, it is re

markable that Shakespeare himself has remained, for the most part, immune 

to any extensive consideration of typological .investigation. In recent 

criticism, for example, only three studiesl to my knowledge have dealt 

explicitly with fi~uralism in Shakespeare. Certainly, of course, it is 

reasonable to surmise that Shakespeare, as in other matters, would re

flect and would upon occ,sion (perhaps frequently) incorporate into his 

drama th~ typological Weltanschauung which permeates so much Elizabethan 

and Jacobean thought. I should like to suggest, therefore, that typo

logical patterns so native to the Renaissance mind in its apprehension 

of historical reality are also present in Cymbeline, one of the last 

plays which Shakespeare wrote. Indeed, as a historical romance, 

Cymbeline is delicately imbued with an express royal and national fig

uralism which has yet to be fully appreciated. 

While twentieth-century criticism has always maintained a large 

interest in'Shakespeare•s romances as a group, nonetheless as recently 

as 1958 Philip Edwards found it necessary to conclude that 11 a retrospect 

of this century • s work on the 1 as t p 1 ays has 1 ittl e progress to report. 112 

Of Cymbeline in particular, J. M. Nasworthy, in his introduction to the 

New Arden edition (1955}, observes that 11 Cyrnbeline has evoked relatively 

1.43. 
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little critical conment, and no completely satisfactory account of the 

play•s quality and significance ca,n be said to exist. 113 Since the 

1950s, however, a number of important studies have increased our percep

tion, understanding, and appreciation of the play. Thus,within the past 

twenty years Cymbeline has .been described in one or more ways as a bio

graphical catharsis, 4 the embodiment of some mythic truth, 5 a Christian 

allegory, 6 a Jacobean coterie-piece/- and a relativel~ successful exper

iment in romantic dramaturgy. 8 While such studies are often valuable in 

their own right, on the whole th.ey remain refinements and expansions of 

older suggestions. Importantly, however, since Edwardts survey and 

Nosworthy•s edition, new perceptions of Cymbeline have also arisen which 

do in fact-provide fresh insights into the meaning and themes of the 

play. These studies, although often diverse and at times inconclusive, 

share a firm conviction that Cymbeline is somehow more than a well

mannered romance or a reasonably· successful experiment in tragi .. comedy. 

Moreover, while these new critical directions in no way mitigate the 

acknowledged artifice of the play, they also indicate that reading 

Cymbeline from a typological perspective may well add significant dimen

sions to an already highly complex work of art. 

In a valuable essay published in 1958, J. P. Brockbank9 provides 

nascent intimations of a typological reading by emphasizing the large 

historical moorings to be found in Cymbeline. Remarking Shakespeare•s 

eclectic choice of dramatic material from the Brut tradition in 

Holinshed•s Chronicles, Brockbank urges us to think of Cymbeline•s 

historical concerns as genuine in that the play seeks 11 to express certain 

truths about the processes which have shaped the past of Britain .. (p. 42). 

Agreeing with G. Wilson Knight•s earHer estimate that Cymbeline is to 
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be regarded 11 mainly as an historical play 11 (p. 42), Brockbank argues 

that an examination of Shakespeare's chronicle sources provides us with 

perhaps the best clues about the play's creation and purposes. Accord

ingly, the chronicle.histories are said to be sburces in the sense that 

they provided occasions for Shakespeare to demenstrate his preoccupation 

with 11 the ancestral virtue and destiny of Britain 11 (p. 44). Thus, for 

example, the time of the play is set in Cymbeline's reign because 

11 Holinshed's (or Fabyan's) brevities noticing the birth of Christ arid the 

rule of Augustus may have stimulate.d in Shakespeare's imagination a com

parable range of thought 11 (p. 46). Preferring, however, to comment on 

various aspects of 11 the prevailing transparency of artiftcett (p. 47} tn 

the play which, in his opinion, tend to mitigate its ntstortcal stgnifi

cance, Brockbank concludes that Cymbeline is unsuccessful in its attempt 

to fuse the chronicle tradition with that of the pastoral-romance. 

But the historical concerns of Cymbeline are more compelling than 

Brockbank allows. In 1961, for example, Robin Moffet in a fine contri• 

bution, 11 Cymbeline and the Nativity, 11 lO notes that Brockbank 11 is content 

to suggest rather than try to state or explain 11 (p. 207). Precisely be

cause Moffet can find no reason for Shakespeare's choice of Cymbeline 

other than the fact that this kirig is said to have ruled Britain at the 

time of Christ's birth, Moffet concludes that 11 there is quite a strong 

presumption that we may expect to find in this detail his [Shakespeare's] 

principal reason for wishing to set a play in the reign of Cymbeline 11 

(p. 207).ll Inasmuch as the play is 11 much concerned to show the insuffi

cency of Britain and Britons without divine aid 11 (p. 209), Moffet sees 

the Cymbelinian setting as Shakespeare's attempt to suggest a theological 

resolution to dramatic conflicts which reflect national problems: 



The reign of Cymbeline is of unique importanGe because it 
is to see the birth of the saviour of mankind, thus the cen
tral idea will be the need of mankind for a saviour; the 
content of the play-- 11 holding up a mirror 11 to reflect in 
little the essential truths of the theater of the world-
will show the straits into which men have fallen as a result 
of sin, error, and misfortune, followed by a supernaturally 
effected restoration and reconciliation which'will be both 
an imperfect analogue of the full restoration to come and a 
fitting preparation and greeting for the divine child soon 
to be born-- 11 peace upon earth, good-will towards men" (as 
with those mediaeval chroniclers who saw Cymbeline as pre
eminently a man of peace) (p. 208). 
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The value of Moffet•s suggestion is twofold. First, he makes abundantly 

clear that Cymbeline as the play•s title figure is dramatically important 

only insofar as he is historically the British counterpart of the Roman 

Caesar Augustus in order that Britain may have her own just role in the 

fullness of time. Second, as the Incarnation is the implicit center of 

the play, so the implications of the Nativity permeate its entire struc

ture. The careful selection and reconstruction of source material, the 

strained rhetoric, the near-abstract characterization of Posthumus and 

Imogen, the thoroughly pagan undercurrent, the pervasive bondage imagery, 

the revelatory devices, the vision of Jupiter, and the closing prophecy 

all cohere most fully in relation to the birth of Christ. When the mir

acle of the Nativity is fully recognized as the central event of 

Cymbeline•s life and this drama, then the unity of Cymbeline becomes 

significantly less problematical. Occurring within the time. of 

Cymbeline•s reign, the Incarnation, which according to Christian theology 

is the preeminent fact of history, lies hidden but fully present (though 

necessarily unreported and offstage) as the silent event controlling the 

redemptive progress of the play. In short: 11 the end of Cymbeline is a 

unique world supernaturally altered for the Incarnation 11 (p. 210). 



Other studies published in the 1960s confirm the importance of 

Moffet's observations. In an article ostensibly reviewing J. C. 
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Maxwell •s Cambridge edition of the play, Emrys Jones 12 suggests an inti

mate relationship between Shakespeare's choice of Cymbeline as the 

nominal protagonist of the play and King James I who styled himself as 

the peacemaker of his world and time. Because Cymbeline's only pretense 

to historical importance lies in the fact that he ruled Britain at the 

time of Christ's birth during the great~ Romana of Augustus, Jones 

concludes that 11 the peace-tableau with which Cymbeline ends must have a 

dual reference: it presents dramatically the stillness of the world 

awaiting the appearance of the Christ-child, but it also pays tribute 

to James's strenuous peace-making policy 11 {p. 89). 

Although Bernard Harris believes that recent criticism on Cymbeline 

has not sufficiently given 11 proper regard for its Stuart mode, as a 

dernier effort, 1113 he does in fact concur with Brockbank, Moffet, and 

Jones that royal eulogy coupled with topical historical and patriotic 

reference is vitally important to the play's interpretation. Indeed, 

while Harris is concerned to emphasize the play's aesthetic relationship 

to the Arcadian world of Giovanni Battista Guarini's ll pastor fido, he 

nevertheless underscores the play's topical allusions both to James I 

and to the sacred destiny of.Britain. For Harris, the Jacobean refer-

ences are unequivocal: 11 It seems certain that the Stuart audience would 

be c~pable of reading into that final peace and pardon a testimonial to 

King James's larger desires, even if those have sc;arcely been directly 

represented in the play's conduct: and it is possible that the early 

audience was able to move beyond the temporal framework of the play's 



references to the event of promise [Christ's birth] which glorified 

Cymbeline•s reign 11 (pp. 227-28). 
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The work of Brockbank, Moffet, Jones, and Harris provides new per

spectives from which we may assess Cymbeline•s meaning. By investigating 

the dramatic potential of the chronicle source material, by exam-ining the 

strong topi ca 1 a 11 us ion to James I, and by probing those correspondences 

which Cymbeline effects between past and present, this new critical di

rection restores many of the possible preconceptions of the dramatist. 

and the expectations of the audience. 

Certainly it is now necessary to think of Cymbeline as more than a 

11 mosaic of romance motjfs [with] little· political purpose, .. as Irving 

Ribner14 once described it. Indeed, recent criticism not only urges a 

consideration of the play•s political implications, but also suggests 

necessary attention to its pervasive theological idiom and ethical 

vision. In contrast to Richard Noble, for example, who in Shakespeare's 

Biblical Knowled9e (London: SPCK, 1935) has contended that 11 the play•s 

Scriptural interest is not large 11 (p. 244), Naseeb Shaheen argues that 

11 there are upwards of forty allusions to the Bible in Cymbeline, besides 

a large number of religious terms and images. 1115 More importantly, how

ever, as both· H. H. Furness in the Variorum16 and Nasworthy in the Arden 

edition note, Cymbeline contains numerous allusions to matters of 

Christian doctrine. Thus, for example, Imogen clearly alludes to the 

Calvinistic doctrine of election in her heated exchange with Cymbeline 

over Posthumus•s banishment (l.ii.67-68). 17 Later when Posthumus openly 

confesses his guilt (5.iv.3-29), he pointedly employs the language of 

Catholic theology inasmuch as he carefully distinguishes the three stages 

of true repentance: contrition, penance, and satisfaction. 18 During 
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the dramatic vision of th~ descending and eagle-mounted Jupiter (5.iv.93 

ff.), the same Posthumus hears the god•s message which is much like that 

of the Biblical Jehovah•s in that it comforts the repentant lover with 

assurances paraphrasing Proverbs 3.12 and Hebrews 12.6. Indeed, as 

Howard B. White notes, it would appear that 11 Shakespeare is here evoking 

the mystery of the relationship between free will and predestination, 

time and eternity, natural virtue and grace ... 19 Finally--whatever one 

thinks of the denouement--the play is, as Swander observes, a .. religious 

drama of atonement [which] resolves itself ... into a revelation of 

the tranquility of the state of grace ... 20 

What then do we make of this dramatic commingling of romance, poli-

tics, theology, history, and national vision? Certainly it is remarkable 

that Nasworthy himself, perhaps the most able apologist for a romance 

reading of the play, demonstrates the fragile nature of his own argument 

by evoking visions of transcendence which surely exceed the generic ex

pectations of tragi-comedy: 

It is not extravagant to claim that Cymbeline, in its end, 
acquires a significance that extends beyond any last curtain 
or final Exeunt. There is, quite simply, something in this 
play which goes 11 beyond beyond, .. and that which ultimately 
counts for more than the traffic of the stage is the Shake
spearean vision--of unity certainly, perhaps of the Earthly 
Paradise, perhaps of th~ Elysian Fields, perhaps, even, the 
vision of the saints. But whatever else, it is assuredly 
a vision of perfect tranquillity, a partial comprehension. 
of that Peace which passeth all understanding, and a contem
plation of the indestructible essence in which Imogen, 
Iachimo, atonement, the national ideal have all ceased to 
have separate identity or individual meaning.21 

Nasworthy, of course, is perfectly right. There is something numinously 

haunting about the play; its intimations are of larger realms, expansive, 

and supernatural. Indeed, of Cymbeline and the other plays Philip 
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Edwards in his 1957 survey notes that 11 by far the biggest and rnost influ-

ential school of criticism 11 is united in its conviction that all are 

11Written in a form of other-speaking, and must be translated before 

their significance can be understood. 1122 In a more recent examination 

of the critical direction, Hallett Smith confirms Edwards' observations 

by reporting a continued strong emphasis on t~e plays• mythiG, symbolic, 

and allegorical possibilities. Influenced largely by G. Wilson Knight, 

the leader of allegorical criticism, many see the romances as 11myths of 

immortality 11 or 11 myths of reconciliation and regeneration." Thus, ac .. 

cording to Shaheed, 11 myth[s] haunt the reader with suggestions that 

there is a hidden meaning to be found. 1123 For Derick Marsh, who in The 

Recurring Miracle is tempted 11 to say that these last plays have a direct .. 

ly allegorical structure, 1124 Cymbeline's central theme is the announce

ment that 11 life is established as the greatest gift of all 11 : 

More particularly still, since this is the story of Imogen 
and Posthumus and their love, love is seen as one of the 
great forces which liberate the individual from the bonds 
of self. To care more about sorneone or something than one 
does about oneself is a way to freedom, perhaps the great 
way. From there, the next step is an easy one, for the 
value of life lies in the joy it can give, and if that joy 
lies in service to something outside oneself, death is less 
likely to be regarded as a great tragedy. This is the most 
difficult of all the themes ~o define, for this acceptance 
does not imply an apathetic resignation, which would mean 
a death of soul before physical death. It .means rather a 
sort of courage, which will not allow the realization that 
everything passes away to cloud the enjoyment of being 
alive.25 

For Marsh the allegorical significance of the play lies in its hopeful 

affirmation that 11 life, with all its pitfalls and all its suffering, and 

even with death at the end of it, is worth living ... 26 Bonamy Dobree, 

believing that the final plays are, at least in some degree, symbolic, 
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agrees: 11 In all of them life has been horribly broken up, made negative 

and sterile, but now it moves on, renewed, healthy, fecunct. 1127 Of the 

religious significance of the last plays, Robert Speaight is convinced 

that 11 a Christian theophany work[s] on the materials of myth 1128 and sug

gests that 11 What Dante had achieved by an allegory in which the Christian 

reference was explicit, Shakespeare, working in a differen~ and coarser 

medium, achieved more obliquely but with a refinement of art no less 

astonishing. 1129 

And yet a number of sensitive critics--even those working under the 

rubrics of historical allegory--remain unconvinced that Cymbeline main~ 

tains a satisfactory thematic cohesion. Derek Traversi, for example, 

contends that the play is only provisionally successful, an unequal 

piece-- 11 a strangely incoherent and incomplete performance": 

Once more ... we are faced with a discrepancy, frequent in 
Cymbeline and perhaps the fundamental problem of the play, 
between expression and effectiveness. The 1 anguage, concise 
and compact, is that of 'the mature tragedies, and the senti
ments are related, by' means of it, to tha,t exploration of 
moral realities which is characteristic of Shakespeare at his 
best; but the themes stated are not adequately defined [and] 
fail to make themselve$ felt in the course of an action that 
remains basically conventional. Nowhere is the provisional 
quality of the inspiration of Cymbeline more clearly appar.,. 
ent.30 

Others· also are unsure about the play's success. For Moffet, who re

marks the thematic importance of the Nativity along with its ~'allegorical 

paganism, 1131 the play is nevertheless less than complete: 11 ... we find 

in it a striving after union, disparatE\! pieces artifiGially yoked, rather 

than unity itself. 1132 J.P. Brockbank, while acknowledging that 

11 Cymbeline is, about a golden world delivered from a brazen by the agency 

of a miriculous providence, 11 nonetheless agrees with F. R. Leavis that 
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the play is not 11 organized from •a deep centre• like The Winter's 

Tale ... 33 And Emrys Jones concedes that 11 the play remains obscure in 

places; largely because one is uncertain how far an allegorical reading 

is pertinent ... 34 

Certainly problems remain. As a complement to recent advances in 

Cymbeline studies, l should like to suggest, however, that a close exam

ination of the play's royal figuralism will enhance our perceptions of 

Cymbeline•s intent and themes. As drama presumably produced at the 

Stuart court before His Sacred Majesty, Shakespeare's Cymbeline performs 

two services. First and most importantly, the play artfully compliments 

King James I by acknowledging him as a true and recognizable monarchial . 

type of the heavenly Prince of Peace. The play encourages its audience 

to understand and celebrate James as a 11 Second Cymbeline, 11 the king whose 

rule in the seventeenth century of Britain's Christian history continues 

the figural promise of Christ's peace-filled coming among men and na

tions. And second, the play gently encourages the king not to incline 

himself tow9,rd an undue enlargement of his own figural importance. By 

characterizing King Cymbeline as one who is absolutely dependent upon 

the good favour of the gods, the play reminds James (and all kings) that 

even as figurae they' too are recipients of grace. In short, Cymbeline, 

along with all its complexities and artifice, is both figural accolade 

and a word of caution to James I, England's imago Dei in the early 

seventeenth century. 

Although the reigns of Cymbeline and James I are separated by some 

sixteen hundred years, there are good reasons to believe that James would 

have found the chronicle reports--and especially Shakespeare's rew·ork

ings--unusually interesting and attractive. Emrys Jones, 35 for example, 
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arguing that Cymbeline alludes to the character and foreign policy of 

James I, posits a number of important links between the Stuart king and 

Shakespeare's portrait of Cymbeline. By rehearsing James's need to 

identify himself with previous "monarchs and, person~ges memorable to 

British history, Jones first.demonstrates the king's almost megalomanic 

fondness for grandiose claims: as 11 the second Brute1136 James I reunites 

the whole island under his rule, the first to do so after the death of 

Brute, the legendary eponymous founder of Britain; as 11 the second 

Arthur1137 he appears in the West to restore the nation's fortunes; as 

11 the second Augustus .. 38 he signifies an even greater reign of universal. 

peace than that of the~ Romana in which Christ was born, The impli

cations are clear: James I might well be disposed to think of himself 

as a 11 second Cymbeline,11 the one,who enlarges, expands, and perhaps 

brings to completion the earlier vision of Britain's first.monarch. 

Moreover, because King James I was repeatedly addressed in court masques 

as the 11 Great Monarch of the West, .. 39 Jones contends that the play's 

emphasis on Cymbeline's status in 5.v as a western king reihforces 

Cymbeline's strong topical dir~ction. Furtherl)1ore, inasmuch as James I 

prided himself in the fact that Henry VII was his great-grandfather, 

Jones believes the play's emphasis on Milford Haven to have clear dynas-

tic significance: 11 at the time Cymbeline was written Milford Haven was 

chiefly associated with the landing there in 1485 of Henry Earl of 

Richmond; with, that is, the accession of Henry VII to the throne ... 40 

Because Milford Haven as a place-name does not occur in any of 

$hakespeare's known sources for Cymbeline, one can only conclude, Jones 

suggests, that Shakespeare here makes gratuitous reference to this Welsh 

harbor only because it was important to King James and his personal 
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appreciation of history. Finally, Jones concludes with several pertinent 

observations on the pervasive theme of peace in the last scene: 

It seems to me that the character of Cymbeline--at any rate, 
in the final scene, with its powerful peace-tableau--has a 
direct reference to James I, before whom it was, presumably, 
acted .... it is perhaps of interest that 1610 [the prob
able year of the play•s first performance] was the only 
year o •• in which all the European states were at peace . 
. . . Cymbeline 1 s final submission to Rome, even after he 
has won the war against the Romans ... might have had 
some topical value in view of James•s efforts to enter into 
friendly negotiations with Papal Rome. When, towards the 
end of the. play, therefore, Cymbeline emphatically announces: 
11 We 11, my peace we wi 11 begin . . . , 11 the audience must have 
made a complex identification: the peace is both.the peace 
of the world at the time of Christ•s birth, in which Britain 
participates, and also its attempted re-creation at the very 
time of the play•s performance, with Jacobus Paciftcus":'-who 
was a 11 figure 11 of Augustus--on the throne.41 

Although Jones later concludes that artistically Cymbeline suffers pre

cisely because the play•s allusions to Shakespeare•s royal patron are 

so close as to present dramatic problems not easily resolved (we must not 

be allowed to infer, for example, that Cymbeline•s Queen is in any way 

to be identified with James•s consort, Anne of-Denmark), nevertheless 

Jones correctly remarks Cymbeline•s concern with the monarchy of James I. 

Several critics not only confirm Jones•s conclusions but also ex

tend his thesis. Bernard Harris, for example, recognizes that 11 Jones 

is surely right to demonstrate ourlost understanding of those e1ements 

in Cymbeline which assumed familiarity with Jacobean panegyric, pageant, 

and masque occasions .. 42 and proceeds further to note that Imogen•s 

praise of Britain in 3.iv .. l39 ff. bears close resemblance to Giles 

Fletcher•s patriotic blazon in stanza 21 of Christ•s Triumph after Death 

(1610) which is marginally noted as 11 Shadowed by the peace we enjoy 

under our Soveraigne ... 43 Furthermore, in Cloten•s 11 Britain 1 s a world 
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by itse lf 11 ( 3o i. 13), a phrase properly traced by editors to Virgil 1 s et 

penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos (Eclogues I, 66), Harris notes the 
' ' 

clear echoes of 11 a Stuart conceit which Wind [Pagan Mysteries ..:!!!. the 

Renaissance (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1968), Po 226] pursues as far 

as the seal of Charles II, which showed the British king as ruler of the 

seas with the 1 altered 1 egend': Et peni tus toto regnantes orbe 

Bri tan nos .• A4 Additionally, Glynne Wickham doct,Jments a reawakened inter

est during Jacobean times in the New Troy epic--in which King Cymbeline 

plays an early and important role--and suggests an oblique tribute to 

James•s three children: 

Cymbeline [is a play which] one might well describe as dedi
cated to the royal children~ With Imogen and the two boys, 
out of Wales [Guiderius 'and Arviragus], audiences are ex
pected to associate the Princess Elizabeth, Prince Henry, 
and Prince Charles: Shakespeare signposts this message 
clearly in his repeated references to Milford Haven, 11 bless
ed11 because Henry VII, 11 the first Uni ter, 11 1 anded there as 
Henry Tudor, Duke of Richmond, and [because] James and his 
children•s claim to rule England was derived from the mar
riage of Henry•s daughter Margaret to James IV of Scotland. 
•I.Oeoeeooooooo••••••o••••••cooQe 

If Imogen and her marriage to Leonatus Posthumus are 
placed at the centre of Cymbeline, it is because Whitehall 
was at this very time buzzing with speculation about who 
the Princess might marry, and aware of James•s intentions 
to supplement the 11 inward peace 11 of domestic union with 
11 0utward peace 11 that could be secured oy the reunion of 
Britain with the continent of Europe through appropriate 
marriages for Elizabeth and her brothers.45 

While it may be difficult to describe exactly the degree to which the 

play necessarily implies a relationship between the court of Cymbeline 

a~d that of James, it may be safely concluded that King James I as the 

11 British Augustus 11 did in fact seek to promote a peace resembling that 

of the celebrated~ Cymbelini. D. Harris Willson makes it quite clear 

that James•s dedication to international peace was of paramount concern: 



11 Peace be to you in the land of peace under the King of 
peace. 11 So begins a tract of 1619, The Peace-Maker, or 
Great Britaines Blessing, of which t~King probably wrote 
small portions and Lance lot Andrewes the rest. 11 Peace hath 
conceived and smiling Isaac hath left us Jacob, a new Israel, 
a Prince of God, a man that hath prevailed with God to plant 
His peace am~mg us. 11 PeacE;!, the tract continues, was born 
with the King in Scotland where he nursed it for many years 
and brought it with him to England. He has now lived a full 
half-century in peace. 11 0 blessed jubilee! Let it be cele
brated with all joy and cheerfulness, and all sing Beati 
Pacifici! Let England (the seat of our Solomon) rejoice in 
her happy government, yea, her governmen1;,.of governments; 
and she that can set peace with others, let her enjoy it 
herself. We 1ive in Beth-salem, the house of peace, then 
let us sing this song of peace, Beati Pacifici!46 

Filled with the passion and sentiments of a man consciously imitating 

the irenic virtues of recognized 01 d Testament types, The Peace ~1aker 

reveals James I to be a sovereign intensely aware of his providential 
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role in Christian history. As the Christian king who sought to banish 

devilish discord from Britain•s realm, James I is no doubt remembered as 

he wished to be in the twenty-sixth stanza of Phineas Fletcher•s The 

Apollyonists (1627): 

Now there (next th• Oath of God) that Wrastler raignes, 
Who fills the land and world with peace, his speare 
Is but a pen, with which he downe doth beare 

Blind Ignorance, false gods, and superstitious feare. 
( 11. 6-9) 

Certainly, as Izaak Walton thought of him fifteen years after his death, 

11 King James, whose motto beati pacifici did truly speak the very thoughts 

of his heart, endeavored first to prevent and after to compose the dis-

cords of that discomposed state. u47 

Precisely because Cymbeline ends so dramatically with the theme 

and realization of international peace--a program of first importance to 

James l--one concludes that Shakespeare intends to establish a relation 
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between the two monarchs. In fact, the established relationship is 

threefold: as the British~ Cymbelini extends the~ Augusta to 

anticipate the coming of the greater peace of Christ Himself, so by way 

of figural imitation the later British pax Jacooi as a correlative type 

in effect reaffirms and provides sovereign witness to that eternal and 

transcendent peace which, according to St. Paul, 11 passeth all under-

standing, 11 That such a notion might, well be appreciated by James I can 

be seen from his own commentary on St. Matthew 17 when he observes that 

[it had] not beene fitting that the Saviour of the World 
" .. should have beene borne but under a King of peace, as 
was Augustus, and in a time of peace, when the Temple of 
Janus was shut, and whEmas a 11 the World did pay him an 
universall contribution, as is said in the second of Saint 
Lukes Gospel. Of which happy and peaceful time the Sibyls 
(though Ethnickes) made notable predictions, painting 
forth very viuely the blessed Child that then was to bee 
borne.48 

Here James I reiterates what had become a typological commonplace ever 

since the early fourth century when Eusebius in his Demonstratio 

Evangelica proposed the~ Augusta a necessary prelude to the Incarna

tion.49 Moreover, accepted sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century 

historiography (including that of Robert Fabyan, John Hardyng, and 

Raphael Holinshed) 50 interpreted Cymbeline•s reign--contemporary with 

that of Augustus Caesar--to provide the British complement to Rome's 

establishment of an international peace which readied the world for the 

coming of God•s peace in Christ. John Speed, for example, writes this 

summary in The Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain (1611): 

[Cunobeline] lived atRome, and in great favour with 
Augustus Cesar th~ Emperor, by whome he was made Knight, and 
by his meanes the peace of Britain was continued without the 
paiment of their Tribute, as Fabian out of Guido de Columna 



hath gathered. ln. the foureteenth yeede of his raigne. the 
Day-star of Iacob appeared, and the ro . out of Isha1 dla
flourish from the wombe of ~ Virgin, whe.n the wonderfull 
Counsell or, the mi ght.Y God and the Pri nee of Peace, the 
Emmanuel with us was borne at Beth-leheni of his maiden
mother theblessed Virgin Mary, and was made man 1. ike unto 
~in all things, si.nne only excepted. These wer~ the times 
that great ~ings and Prophets desired to see, but saw them 
not, when t e Wo 1 fe and the Lambe, the Leopard .and the Kid, 
tne carre ar;a the 1lQ!!_ fecrtofiether-;Tor war was norheard 
~then in the worTO;D'iJ"trat~er their sworas were m~de into 
iTiattOcT<s:-anospeares tli'rned into s 1 thes., as t'fi"e"lYrO'j)li"ets:-
Sibyls, aneflJoets from them have affl rmed. 5T-

--:-- ·. -- --. - --. -

Here Speed, in a pass~ge representative;of other chronicle citations, 

brings together the antitypal rule of 11 the Prince of Peace 11 with two 

tYPical pagan reigns--the~ Augustus and the~ Cymbelini--so that 

all coalesce to fulfill the promise of-Isaiah 9 and ll. 
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But for Shakespeare to have chosen Cymbeline as the titular protag

onist for a play undoubtedly presented at the Stuart court-52 is not only 

to remind the king of Roman and British history largely informed by ty

pology; it is also to reinforce whatever figural self-identity James I 

may have maintained about his own person and office. Conventionally, of 

course, James I argued from the philosophy of Order that monarchial rule 

was in fact superior to all others because it was the most 11 natural 11 

form of government. 53 Thus, for example, in 1609, James I presents his 

understanding of the monarchy quite clearly as a series of multiplane 

correspondences between four primaries--God, king, father, and head: 

The State of MONARCHIE is the supremest thing upon earth: 
For Kings are not only GODS Lieutenants upon earth, and sit 
upon GODS throne, but even by GOD himselfe they are called 
Gods. There bee three principall similitudes that- illustrates 
the state of MONARCHIE: One taken out of the word of GOD; and 
the other out of the grounds of Policie and Philosophie. In 
the Scriptures Kings are called Gods, and so their power after 
a certaine relation compared to the Divine power. Kings are 
also compared to Fathers of families: for a King is trewly 



Parens patriae, the politique father of his people. And 
1 as tly, Kings are compared to the head of this Mi crocosme 
of the body of man.54 
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Of the four correspondences, the first is plainly figural, and argument 

informed by ontological typology: 

Kings are justly called Gods, for that they exercise a 
manner or resemblance of Divine power upon earth: For if you 
will consider the Attributes to God, you shall see how they 
agree in the person of a King. God hath power to create, or 
destroy, make, or unmake at his pleasure, to give life, or 
send death, to judge all, and to be judged nor accornptab1e 
to none: To raise low things, and to make .high things low at 
his pleasure, and to God are both soule and body due. And 
the like power have Kings: they make and unmake their sub
jects: they have power of raising, and casting downe: of 
life, and of death: Judges over all their subjects, and in 
all causes, and yet accomptable to none but God onely.55 

James expresses such an understanding of his own person and prerogatives 

throughout his writings. For example, in the first section of the 

Basilikon Doron (written in 1599; published in 1604), James urges his 

young son, Prince Henry, to know and love God for two reasons: 11 first, 

for that he made you a man; and next, for that he made you a little GOD 

to sit on his Throne, and rule over all men. 1156 11 Kings, 11 James declares 

in his Remonstrance for the Right of Kings (1615), are 11 the breathing 

Images of God upon earth. 1157 Indeed, as C. J. Sisson notes in a fine 

reassessment of James•s literary abilities, 58 James thought his monar-

chial relationship with Christ so intense and felt the burdens of his 

own kingly office so deeply that in his Meditations on fl Matthew of 

1619 he described himself as one ruler who shares the bitter crown of 

thorns borne by the King of Kings. Furthermore, as both a patron of 

literary endeavors and a poet himself, James also, according to Lily 

B. Campbell, 11 fancied himself in the role of successor to both David 
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and Solomon as a king on whom God had bestowed his special grace and 

wisdom, and as penman to the Hqly Ghost. 1159 Or as Willson describes him: 

[As a Christian poet] he was, he believed, the elect of 
heaven, chosen not only to rule the State and to be a nurs
ing father of the Church, but also to publish,to elucidate 
and to defend the Scriptures. Even as David and Solomon 
had written of the works of God, so the young King of Scots., 
their sixteenth-century equivalent, would writ~ in his own 
day. This conception, merging .with his vanity, became 
deeply embedded in his character and remained with him 
through life. He was to fancy himself a David as he rewrote 
the Psalms in doggerel English verse; a Solomon as he set 
forth golden sentences and pious precepts in the Basilikon 
Doron. He was to think of himself as St. Paul as he com
posed 11 An Epistle to the Whole Church Militant in whatever 
part Qf the Earth 11 ; and as one of the early Fathers as he 
defended the Church of England against the errors of Rome 
and the heresies of the Dutch Arminians.60 

Whatever one may think of the literary and intellectual quality of his 

poetry and prose, it is apparent that in his own estimation James I was 

thoroughly convinced that in politics, theology, and the literary arts 

he was singularly and fortuitously blessed by God to serve as an agent 

of Providence in the first quarter of the seventeenth century. 

Moreover, many in and around the Stuart court shared such senti

ments. A large number of court masques, 61 important royalist defenses, 62 

and numerous occasional verses63 honored the king as the visible stamp 

of God•s invisible presence and power. It would therefore be neither 

unusual nor unexpected that Shakespeare might add his compliment by way 

of Cymbeline to that of his fellow dramatists and poets. Certainly he 

had done as much in Macbeth with its many royalist allusions to the 

house of Stuart and to James personally. 64 And three years after 

Cymbeline, in 1613, Shakespeare again provides in Henry VIII, with 

Cranmer•s prophecy, a vision~-already realized, of course--of national 

concord and security under Elizabeth I•s successor: 



but as when 
The bird of wonder dies, the maiden phoenix, 
Her ashes new create another heir 
As great in admiration as herself, 
So shall she leave her blessedness to one 
(When heaven shall call her from this cloud of darkness) 
Who from the sacred ashes of her honour 
Shall star-like rise, as great in fame as she was, 
And so stand fix 1 d. Peace, plenty, love, truth, terror, 
That were the servants to this chosen infant, · 
Shall then be his, and like a vine grow, to him; 
Wherever the bright sun of heaven shall shine, 
His honour and the greatness of his name 
Shall be, and make new nations. He shall flourish, 
And like a mountain cedar, reach his branches 
To all the plains about.him: our children's children 
Shall see this, and bless heaven. 

( 5. i v. 39-54) 

That Cranmer•s final speech and the closing lines of Cymbeline share 

common themes has been noted. 65 
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What, however, has not been remarked is the diffuse royal figural

ism which informs both passages--especially that of Cymbeline. In his 

second interpretation of a pre-battle dream, the Soothsayer in 5.v.467-

77 revises his earlier explanation of 4.ii.346-52 in light of Cymbeline•s 

victory over Lucius• Roman army: 

For the Roman eagle, 
From south to west on wing soaring aloft, 
Lessen•d herself and in the beams a• the sun 
So vanish•d; which foreshadow•d our princely eagle, 
Th 1 imperial Caesar, should again unite · 
His favour with the radiant Cymbeline, 
Which shines here in the west. 

Commenting on the passage, Nasworthy thinks the flight of the eagle 

11 symbolizes the return and rehabilitation of Posthurnus, .. 66 and Hartwig 

suggests 11 the eagle 1 s disappearance into the sunbeams signifies [politi

cal harmony] as well [as] the return of Posthumus to the truth of 

Imogen•s goodness ... 67 Moffet, after noting 11 We are probably right to 
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see in the image further ideas of the transference of Roman virtues to 

Britain (as Wilson Knight) and the •lessening• of the political power 
I 

(Rome) when subsumed in the more spiritual (Britain), with possibly a 

hint also of the familiar sun/Sun pun,11 .concludes that 11 the eagle's 

flight into the sun becomes an augury ... of general rejuvenation and 

renewal of life and vision, applicabrle to all the s.urviving persons of 

the play and to the whole world in which its action tak.es p1ace. 1168 
I 

In that Moffet•s suggestions are multiple, precise, and expansive, they 

are worthy of further comment. 

First, it is apparent that in the revised interpretation of his 

dream, the Soothsqyer announces nothing less than the transfer of true 

dominion and power from Rome to Britain. Indeed, in the lessening and 

diminishment of the Roman eagle in her westerly flight, the Soothsayer 

perc~ives tn figural vision ... the .. foreshadowing .. of what Greater Britain 

--the audience of Cymbeline--knew to be true: the genius of Christianity 

has fled from east to west, from Rome to Canterbury. Certainly, as Yates 

notes , 69 this conviction and sentiment. was integra 1 to Britain • s own 

understanding of her role in Christi.an history; she was in fact the 

second Rome, the second Constantinople. George Herbert; in an early 

poem, 11 The Church Militant .. (written perhaps in the early 1620's) says 

it well: 

The course was westward, that the sunne might light 
As well our understanding as our sight. 

Religion went to Rome, subduing those, 
Who, that they might subdue, made all their foes. 

But England in the higher victorie: 
Giving the Church a crown to keep her state, 
And not go lesse then she ·had done of late. 
Constantines British line meant this of old 
And did this 111Ysterie wrap up and fold 



Within a sheet of paper, which was rent 
From times great Chronicle, and hither sent" 
Thus both the Church and Sunne together ran 
Unto the farthest old meridian. 

(11. 18-19, 61-62, 90-98) 
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Second, the Roman eagle•s westerly flight is directly into the sun. As 

the strongest and most prevalent of all royal images, the sun and its 

beams are easily interpreted, of course, by the Soothsayer as signifying 

11 the radiant Cymbeline, I Which shines here in the west 11 (11. 476-77). 

But the sun is a symbol of all kings; and, as Orgel reminds us, 11 the 

idea of the king as sun would not have seemed farfetched to a Jacobean 

--k roi soleil was a commonplace even to the seventeenth century. 1170 

In 11 The Epistle Dedicatory 11 of the Authorized Version (1611), for exam

ple, the translators express their debt of gratitude to King James I for 

his accession to the throne by declaring that 11 the appearance of your 

MAIESTIE, as of the Sunne is his strength, instantly dispelled those 

supposed and surmised mists; especially when we beheld the government 

established in your HIGHNESSE. 11 In Jonson•s Vision of Delight, a masque 

presented at court in 1617, the dramatist capitalizes on the sun as a 

monarchial symbol when in response to Wonder•s question, 

Whence is it that the ayre so sudden cleares, 
And all things in a moment turne so mild? 

Pant•sie replies, gesturing, no doubt as Orgel suggests, 71 for the 

first time in the masque directly toward the royal James, 

Behold a King . 
Whose presence maketh this perpetuall Spring, 
The glories of which Spring grow in that Bower, 
And are the marks and beauties of his power. 
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Certainly in Cyrnbeline, a play already wonderfully anachronistic for its 

mingling of first-century Britons and Romans with Renaissance Italians, 

the syn as the greatest of all monarchial symbols is entirely capable of 

holding both Cymbeline and James I, two kings who in one shared image 

magnanimously radiate Peace to their world. Precisely because the Sooth

sayer's announcement ends emphatically on the locative ~'west" and inas

much as James I was acclaimed 11 Great Monarch of the West, 1172 the Sooth

sayer implies a double allusion. 

Lastly, it must also be said that Cymbeline's ending points to one 

final and remarkably dramatic reference to James and his quest for peace. 

Although the Soothsayer openly acknowledges that Rome wi 11 no longer con

tinue as the political and spiritual center of the world (the Roman1 eagle 

11 lessen'd herself and in the beams a• the sun 1 So vanish'd 11 ), neverthe

less the future portends a peaceful reunion between the world's two 

great powers so that "a Roman, and a British ensign wave I Friendly 

together 11 (ll. 481-82). One dare not mitigate the force of King 

Cymbeline's radical assertion; it is a firm declaration that Rome (and 

everything she represents, Papacy included) and Britain will some day 

enjoy an awesome peace, a peace previously and totally unknown in Christ

ian history. Such a promise--figural indeed of "the peace which passeth 

all understanding 11 --could only have been uttered in the years 1609/1610, 

the time of Cymbeline's writing and first production. Two events urge 

this consideration: first, in 1609/1610 there were in fact no major 

wars being fought between or among the great European nations; and sec-

and, in 1609 James himself maintained particularly high hopes for the 

realization of true international concord, especially between the sees of 
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Rome and Canterbury. C. J, Sjsson describes both the king and his nota

bly irenic attitudes: 

As a controversialist, King James has qualities which 
are rare in his day, the fruits of hi gh:-mi ndedness. There 
is dignity and good temper in his debating as in his expo
sition. He is as reasonable and measured as Hooker, seeking 
to arrive at the truth of the matter rather than to bear down 
opposition. "I am· not unwilling to be persuaded, 11 he wi 11 
write, and we are apt to believe. Throughout-his gr.·ievous 
quarrel with Rome, though it were a matter of his own Crown, 
and of his personal safety, as he saw it, he is never stam
peded intq violence, and held firmly to a more tolerant 
position than was natural in his time. There is food for 
much thought in considering the possible implication of his 
comments upon the Hierarchy of the Western Church and the 
Patriarchate: 

And for my selfe (if that were yet the question) I 
would with all my heart give my consent that the Bish
op of Rome should have left the first Seat: I being a 
Western King would go with the Patriarch of the West 
["APremonition" (written 1609; published 1616), PWJ, 
p. 127]. 

For [James] is haunted by thoughts of the unity of the Christ~ 
ian world under one faith.73 

Emrys Jones is quite right to observe that "Cymbeline•s final submission 

to Rome, even after he has won the war, ... might have some topical 

value in view of James•s effort to enter into friendly negotiations with 

Papal Rome." 74 Furthermore, Jones• notice that Cymbeline•s peaceful 

conclusion "is both the peace of the world at the time of Christ•s birth, 

in which Britain participates, and also its attempted re-creation at the 

very time of the play•s performance with Jacobus Pacificus•>175 rightly 

implies that James•s program for Christian concord and international 

peace is intrinsically typological and entirely apposite to the require

ments of figural drama. Moreover, although we do not know precisely at 

what time of the year Cymbeline was first presented at court, neverthe-

less it.would not be gratuitous to suggest that the play was probably 
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produced sometime during James I's Christmas revels--as indeed it was 

later performed in 1634 11 0n Wensday night the first of January, 1633(4) 

... QY the Kings players [and] well likte by the kinge; 1176 Charles I. 

Such a Christmastide performance would, of course, marvelously exploit 

all the figural possibilities which the halcyon pea<;e of Cymbeline re

veals. As Christ's birth is celebrated throughout the Christian world, 

the Stuart court is privileged, under Shakespeare's guidance, to cele

brate not only Britain's first intimations of grace in King Cymbeline's 

reign but also her present enjoyment of that continuing peace which the 

notably pacific role of King James I provides in anticipation of that 

transcendent and consummate peace which passes all understanding. 

Shakespeare's compliment is graciously extended and generous indeed. 

But it is, however, not without qualification. Cymbeline, after a11, is 

neither an attractive nor a particularly memorable king in his own right. 

As a British monarch he possesses few, if any, of those ••king-becoming 

graces 11 which Duncan's son, Malcolm, in Macbeth deemed requisite for an 

ideal king: 11 justice, verity, temp'rance, stableness, I Bounty, perse

verance, mercy, lowliness, I Devotion, patience, courage, fortitude 11 

(4.iii.92-4). Deceived by the Queen, untrusting, and arbitrary, 

Cymbeline is butan earlier (though far less tragic) Lear, a misguided 

King of Britain fostering evil and folly near the throne. Though not 

quite a despot, Cymbeline, as Howard B. White remarks, is nonetheless a 

near-tyrant: 

Britain pretends to have an orderly and fixed succession, a 
rule of law, and advisors to the king. True, the counsel 
which Cymbeline accepts is chiefly that of his queen. While 
his power is not absolute, it comes close enough to being 
arbitrary. He himself, through caprice, determines the 
alignment of the most important party in the play: the 
party of the exiles. Unjust in war, merciless in victory, 



ill-counselled in peace, and untrusting of the true, 
Cym~eline has mqny of the characteristics of the tyrant. As 
far as this play, taken by itself, is concerned, the Caesars 
and their legions, emerge as models of propriety by compari
son.77 
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Pointedly, it is not.until the very end of the play that King Cymbeline 

manifests any royal prudence which serves the very best interests of his 

family and nation. King Cymbeline, in brief, is remembered only because 

divine Providence intervened to rescue him from folly, stupidity, and 

arrogance; as a monarchial type of Christ's advent and peace, he owes 

everything to activities other than his own. Shakespeare's figural 

identification of James I with Cymbeline mitigates therefore any undue 

suggestion that the monarchy is somehow immune to all the limitations 

traditionally associated with types. At best, all figures of Christ, 

even the most kingly and virtuous, and themselves unprofitable servants 

of the heavenly Monarch who guides even the destiny of kings so great as 

James. 

In the early ninth-century Pontifical of Egbert, known today as 

the First English Coronation Order, there is a post-communion collect 

which, though no longer in use in Jacobean times, nonetheless reaches 

back in thought to the time of Cymbeline to ask that the~ Romana 

continue in the lives of all Britain's princes: 

DEUS .9.!!1. ad predi can dum eterni reai s evange 1 i urn 
romanorum imperium preparasti. preten e fq.mulo tuo regi 
nostro arma celestia. ut egx eclesie tue nulla turbetur 
tempest~ellorum. ~ C ristum dominum nostrum. 

0 God, who didst prepare the Roman empire that the 
gospel of the kingdom of heaven might be preached unto 
the world, give unto thy servant now our princes the 
heavenly armour of justice, that the peace of thy church 
may not be broken by any times of trouble, through Jesus 
Christ our Lord.78 
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It is nothing less than the spirit of this ancient prayer which Shake

speare has transmuted into the drama of Cymbeline. 
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CHAPTER V 

MILTON AND THE DEFIGURALIZATION OF THE MONARCHY 

After relating an unsuccessful assassination attempt against the 

life of King Henry III, the culprit of which 11 Was drawne in peeces with 

horses at Coventree, 11 John Speed in his History of Great Britain (1611) 

po.intedly remarks that such punishment was done 11 Worthily: for •.. in 

wounding and killing a Prince, the. Traitor is guilty of homicide, of 

parricide, of Christicide, nay of Deicide. 11 1. Thirty-eight years later, 

immediately after the execution of .King Charles I. on January 30, 1649, 

John Milton in his first regic.ide. pamphlet, The Tenure of Kings and Magi

strates, argues that in the instance of killing· tyrannous kings 11 they 

may be as lawfully deposed and punished as they were at first elected ... 2 

In supporting such an action~ Milton, of course,.did not consider himself 

guilty of homicide~ parricide, Christicide, or deicide. For Milton, the 

beheading of King Charles I was an act of righteous indignation and su

preme justice; preeminently lawful,. it was in fact sanctioned .by divine 

approval. While tbis conclusion .is thoroughly informed by extensive 

politi-cal, social, economic, and theological concerns,3 its argument.is 

also animated by MHton•.s den·ial ~of.any typological significance regard

ing tbe king•s person and office. Precisely because any such seven

teentb.,.century. refutation of the k.i.ng • s fi gur.al. importance necessarily 

flouts the.usual, traditional, .and generally accepteq figural under;..·~' 

standing of the royal identity and because Milton himself is a 

1.75 
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remarkably".ad·ept' typologist whose ·writings are especially characterized 

.:by. figural ism, this radical ·defiguralization of the monarchy deserves 

examination. In divesting Charles I of any figural pretension, it may 

be sa·i'd ,that· Milton. not. only .. frustrates.much sentimentally inspired 

tyJ:)oiogical imagery frequently attached to the Stuart monarchs, .but that 

.he.also proves h'imseH instrumental in the subsequent secularization of 

.. roya 1 . power. 

It is·, ofcour·se,·.well to remember that Milton. was not always so 

detel:!mined·ly"an anti::royalist .. In.both his early poetry and prose there 

.are notab]e references.ta kings .. which reflect an acceptance (and upon 

: .:.:~ ... occasion, commendat'ion)· of the .monarchy. For example, at the age of 

.: ..... seventeen, Miltcm,.i.n.the.antbpapal: 1~1n Quintum Novembris 11 (1626), 

.. celebrates the deliverance of 11 pius.:extrema .Jacobus, u4 his own Prates-

.tarrt' .. king. whom God·. had. favored :by .. thwaroting. the outrages. of diabolical 

.papa.l ·assassins". Fifteen years later., .in his first acknowledged prose 

.. - .. work, the .antipre~a't'ica~. On Reformation Touching Church-Discipline ..:!..!l 

·England (1641), Milton speaks of the royal dignity in the highest terms: 

There is no. Civ:H 1 6o·vernment . that hath beene known, no 
not the'Spartan, not the Roman, though both for this respect 
:so :mueh prai.sed by the .wise Polybius, more divinely and harmo
niously tun 1 d, more equally. ballanc 1d as it were by the hand and 

. scale .of Just]ce, .then is the .Common,-wealth of England: where 
under a free, and untutor 1d Monarch, the noblest, worthiest, 
and·.most prudent .men, with full· approbation, and suffrage of 
the People"have in their power the supreame, and finall deter
mination'of·highest•Affaires.5 

· .. Later in tbe:same.year, in his four.tbantiprelatical tract, The Reason 

:of ·Chtn::ch~Bover.nment Ur.g):d against Prelaty, Milton not only acknowledges 

·.Charles I as .11 the. Lor.d 1 s Anointed, 1 ~ but urges the king to emulate 

Samson by rising up against those who would betray him: 
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I cannot better liken the state and person of a King then to 
that mighty Nazarite Samson, who being disciplin'd from his birth 
in the precepts and the practice of Temperance and Sobriety, with
out the strong drink of injurious and excessive desires, grows 
up to a noble strength and perfection with those his illustrious 
and sunny locks the laws waving and curling about his god like 
shoulders. And while he keeps them about him undiminisht and 
unshorn, he may with the jaweone of an Asse, that is, with the 
word of his meanest officer st:Jppresse and ·put to confusion thou
sands of those that rise against his just power.6 

That Milton, eight years later, should become the great apologist for 

those regicides who rose up against Charles I's 11 just power 11 is obvi-

ously one of the many ironies of the.century. Yet.in 1641 Milton is 

satisfied to believe that a desirable harmony is possible and assures 

his readers that 11 We acknowledge that the civi 11 magistrate weares an 

autority of Gods giving, and ought to be obey's as his vicegerent. 11 7 

Concerning Milton's position before the_outbreak of the Civil War in 

1642, Mark Pattison summarizes it.well:. 11 When .he wrote his Reason of 

Church Government (1641), Milton is still a royalist; not in the cava-

lier sense of a person attached to the reigning sovereign, or the Stuart 

family, but still .retaining .the.belief of his age that monarchy in the 

abstract has somewhat of divine sanction. 118 

In the early years of the Civil War (after the ecclesiastical pam

phlets but before the execution of Charles), there is little to infer 

.about .Milton's political thinking .until the publication of his first 

. · ... regicide apology and his subsequent appointment as Secretary for Foreign 

Tongues to the Council .of State. Indeed, as Arthur Barker reminds us, 

.~it is .only under the pressure-Of-the events which culminated in the 

execution of Charles I in January, 1649, .that Milton's political 

theory became explicit. 11 9 Douglas Bush describes the ecclesiastical 

and political tensions within which Milton decides against the monarchy: 



From the Middle Ages onward, the central question in 
political thought had been that of popular resistance to civil 
or royal authority, and this, like all political questions, had 
its r~ligious as well as secular complications. . . . In 
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England the general problem was exacerbated by the changing 
character and relations of the crown and parliament and by the 
personal character and principles of King James and King Charles. 
The Stuarts insisted on their divine right and their responsi
bility to none but God, in a way the chief Tudor sovereigns 
had been much too wise to do. On the other hand, parliament, 
while respectful to the last toward the Lord's Anointed, was 
increasingly determined to maintain what it regarded as its 
ancient rights against the new absolutism. Political conflict 
was complicated and intensified by the conflicts between 
Anglicans and Puritans and, from about 1645 onward, by the 
splitting of the Puritans into Presbyterian, Independent, and 
more or 1 ess antinomian sects. Further, the army, in which 
Independency was strong, had become a formidable political 
power, though it also had its internal divisions, notably 
between Cromwell and other "grandees" and the Levellers 
headed by John Lilburne,lO 

Because the crown adamantly refused to separate its interests from a 

prelatical form of church polity, by 1649 Milton, totally convinced that 

Charles's rule was anything but desirabl~, concludes that the king has 

become a "tyrant" in his refusal to accommodate himself sufficiently to 

the requisites of true Christian liberty. 

No party, however, satisfies Milton for long. Throughout the 1650's 

he discovers to his dismay that each new and promising experiment in 

governmental policy becomes as oppressive as its predecessor. Already 

in 1646 Milton's famous "New Presbyter is but Old Priest writ Large"ll 

expresses in the particular a conviction applicable to more institutions 

than that of the Presbyterian parliament. Thus while it may be difficult 

to determine whether or not Milton's reference to the "short but scandal-

ous night of interruption" in Considerations Touching the Likeliest 

Means to Remove Hirelings Out of the Church (1659) alludes to the 

Protectorate of 01 i ver Cromwe 11 or to that of his son, Richard, 12 never

theless this sharp expression of Milton's near-final disappointment 
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reflects his usual dissatisfaction with any political institution which 

fails to secure and promote true religious freedom--the most important 

good any state can guarantee. Indeed, from 1649 until the Restoration 

Milton had not only concentrated nearly all his literary energies on 

the defense of new forms of governmental structure and action; time and 
'" 

again he also calls upon his nation and its leaders to construct and 

realize an ever more perfect polity based on both classical and Biblical 

precedents.l3 In the end, however, one is not surprised to learn in the 

11 Digression 11 to Milton•s History of England, that the great apologist 

for Puritanism came to conclude that no one--not 11 Ruler, Priest, or 

People 11 --was able rightly to make full realization of 11 Liberty so long 

desired .. : 

For a Parliament being call 1 d, to Redress many things, 
as •twas thought, the People with great Courage, and ex
pectation to be eased of what Discontented them, chose to 
their behoof in Parliament,. such as they thought best af
fected to the Publick Good, and some indeed Men of Wisdom 
and Integrity; the rest, to be sure the greater part, whom 
Wealth or ample Possessions, or bold and active Ambition 
(rather than Merit) had commended to the same place. 

But when once the superficial Zeal and Popular Fumes 
that acted their New Magistracy were cool•d, and spent in 
them, straight every one betook himself, setting the Common
wealth behind, his private Ends before, to do as his own 
profit or ambition led him. Then was Justice delayed, and 
soon after deny•d: Spight and Favour determined all: Hence 
Faction, thence Treachery, both at home and in the Field: 
Every where Wrong and Oppression: Foul and Horrid Deeds 
committed daily, or maintain•d, in secret, or in open.l4 

The monarchy, then, is only one form in which tyranny may take shape. 

But as it is privileged and hedged with divinity, it is also peculiarly 

(and in Milton•s thinking, invariably) prone to idolatry and corruption. 

Moreover, as it is the least satisfactory of all possible contractual 

arrangements to be made between a free people and their leaders, the 
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monarchy is especially in need of constant scrutiny and examination. 

Milton believed the monarchy of Charles to be wanting--and seriously 

so. As the chief apologist for the regicides, he was in fact utterly 

convinced that the execution was unmistakably justified and absolutely 

necessary. In his personal attacks on the king•s integrity, piety, and 

ability to manage the kingdom, Milton castigates the king with a vehe

mence that has at times been not unjustly compared to our own abhorence 

for Adolf Hitler.l5 Thus even though it is true that in the argumenta

tive development of the regicide tracts the unqualified guilt of Charles 

is supremely assumed and ••the main intellectual content of the treatise 

[~Defense] is concerned not with Charles I himself, but with the moral 

justification of the rights of people to remove a tyrant, .. l6 neverthe

less Milton does upon occasion forcefully reiterate the nature of the 

king•s despotic tyranny. In Eikonoklastes, for example, after detailing 

the despicable treatment of the parliament by the king, Milton demands 

answer to this question:· 

And what signifies all this but that still his resolution was 
the same, to set up an arbitary Government of his own; and that 
all Britain was to be ty•d and chain•d to the conscience, judge
ment, and reason of one Man; as if those gifts had been only 
his peculiar and Prerogative, intal 1d upon him with his fortune 
to be a King[?] WheD as doubtless no man so obstinate, or so 
much a Tyrant, but professes to be guided by that which he 
calls his Reason, and his Judgem~nt, though never so corrupted; 
and pretends also his conscience. In the mean while, for any 
Pa rl ament or the whole Nation to have e'i ther reason, judge
ment, or conscience, by this rule was a 1 t?gether in va i ne, 
if it thwarted the kings will; which was easie for him to 
call by any other more plausible name.l? 

Throughout Eikonoklastes, as Timothy J. o•Keeffe has demonstrated,l8 

Milton continually demotes the king to the company of history•s worst 

despots: Charles is but another tyrannical Caesar, a ruthless Pharaoh; 



he takes his place among such Biblical oppressors as Nimrod, Herod, 

Agrippa, Ahab, Nebuchadnezzar, and Rehoboam. 
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Few assertions irritated Milton more than the royalist claim that 

King Charles I was not only a Christian saint and exemplar of martyr

dom but also an honored, if not special and extraordinary, t_ype of the 

King of Kings. Certainly it must be said that many Caroline regiphiles 

were not merely content to invest their sovereign with the usual medi

eval and Elizabethan sacramentalism generally associated with the monar-

chy. 11 There is, 11 as Malcolm M. Ross rightly suggests, 11 in the Stuart 

period something rather like a debased Christology 11 19 quite apparent in 

the amplification of Charles•s figural role. As an indication, for 

example, of the astonishing veneration of the Carolines for their king, 

Horton Davies notes that 11 even befoY{e what they [the royalists] consid

ered as his •martyrdom• at the hands of the regicides, it should be 

observed that the east window of Lincoln College [in Oxford] shows Christ 

with a Vandyke beard, bearing a clear resemblance to the royal 

•saint• ... 20 Charles's close identification with the antitypal Christ of 

this window, remarkable for its panorama of typological personages, is 

hardly surprising. Milton himself complained about the outrageous 

suggestions implicit in the frontespiece of the Eikon Basilike, a 11 COn

cei ted portra iture 11 which para 11 e 1 ed the doomed Charles with the suffer

ing Christ of Gethsemene: 

In one thing I must commend his op•nness who gave the title 
to this Book, E1Kwv f3acnA1Kn, that is to say, the Kings Image; 
and by the Shrine he dresses out for him, certainly would have 
the people come and worship him. For which reason this answer 
also is intitl 1d Iconoclastes, the famous Surname of many Greek 
Emperors, who in thir zeal to the command of God, after long 
tradition of Idolatry in the Church, took courage, and broke all 
superstitious Images to peeces. But the People, exorbitant and 
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excessive in all thir motions, are prone ofttimes not to a reli
gious onely, but to a civil kinde of Idolatry in idolizing thir 
Kings; though never more mistak•n in the object of thir worship.21 

Especially after his death, Charles•s identification with Christ tended 

at times to become to intense (and frequently sentimental) th~t, as 

Ross notes, 11 the royalist rhetoric of the age ... sometimes exceeded 

and even contradicted the dictates of the faith and the demands of 

dogma ... 22 Merri~t Y. Hughes describes one aspect of the phenomena: 

The king•s posthumous path to something like canonization was 
being paved by sermons seriously hailing him, like one by bishop 

, Juxon, as 11 Britaines Josiah." More balding and much more fre
quently Charles was being compared with Christ in sermons like 
that which was preached before Charles II by the bishop of Downe, 
Henry Leslie, at the Hague in 1649--its title: The Martyrdom of 
King Charles, or His Conformity with Christi!!_ His Sufferings. 
Soon there were pamphlets like the anonymous The Life and Death 
of King Charles the Martyr, Parallel 1 d with Our SavTOur in All His 
Sufferings. The vengeful corollary was explicit in a sermon by 
John Warner ... : The Devilish Conspiracy, Hellish Treasons, 
which made Charles 11 by his death, your Martyr, your Sacrifice, 
and your Saviour ... 23 

This blending of Charles and the Saviour in Bishop Warner•s royalist 

sermon is further reinforced, as Helen W. Randall observes,24 by his 

use of the deliberately ambiguous abbreviation 11f..b..11 in the printed form 

of the sermon text: 

... for the Church inheritance, is enough to bring CH: the 
King to his death, that the Jew by the Devils help may have 
the inheritance of the Church; which rather than CH: the 
King waul d surrender up unto them, it being his ri ghtfull in
heritance, and committed to his trust by God himselfe, he 
would rather·suffer this ignominious death; and for this he 
deserves to be everlastingly Chronicled as the Churches nursing 
Father, Patron, Protector, and Martyr, in that he was killed in 
defence of the Church.25 

At this level of veneration King Charles I is no longer conventionally 

11 God•s sacred picture, .. 26 11 God•s true image choicely wrought, .. 27 or 
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even "our visible God";28 he is in fact almost, if not entirely, indis

tinguishable from Christ. 

And at times there are intimations that charles's apotheosis in 

royalist literature is even more daring. In particular, Ross calls 

attention to some of the elegaic verse of John Cleveland and Richard 

Lovelace in which he notes that the traditionally symbolic meaning of 

the crown "is destroyed by [a] preposterious identification of the 

king and Christ,"29 Thus, for example, in "AN ELEGIE Upon King CHARLES 

the First, murthered publikely by His Subjects," Cleveland, after ad-

mitting that his "faith, resting on the original [Christ], I Supports 

itself in this the copy's [Charles's] fall," concludes with this bold 

assertion concerning the meaning of his king's death and subsequent 

pasage into immortality: 

... how like a King of death He dies; 
We easily may the world and death despise: 
Death had no sting for him, and its sharp arm, 
Onely of all the troop, meant him no harm. 

In His great Name, then may His Subjects cry, 
Death thou art swallowed~ i!!_ Victory 

And thus his Soul, of this her triumph proud, 
Broke, like a flash of lightning, through the cloud 
Of flesh and bloud; and from the highest line 
Of humane virtue, pass'd to be divine.30 

Ross's comments on the theological implications of these verses are 

apropos: "If anything, Charles has more divinity in him than Christ. 

Death has no sting for him at all. Spared the real agony of Christ, he 

demonstrates on the scaffold a light-hearted .i·ndifference to the world, 

the flesh, and the devil. And his audience now may justly cry 'Death 

thou are. swallowed up in victory.' What a pity that the Second Coming 
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of Charles was to be rather less than Christ-like in its epiphany. 11 3l 

Here, in other words, the copy (Charles) is made to transcend the pat

tern of the original (Christ) so that as a type the apotheosized king 

paradoxically (and illogically) 11 0utfigures 11 his antitype. From any 

reasqnably orthodox Christian point of view, Cleveland•s poetry, long 

disti~guished for its affectation and wrenched metaphors, may also be 

said in this instance to express bad theology. 

~ut Cleveland is not the only royalist whose enthusiasm for the 

king sometimes produces a distortion of traditional Christian theology. 

Even the more conventional royalist poetry, like the elegaic verse col

lected in Monumentum Regale (1649), frequently strains to emphasize 

Charles•s strong figural identity with the suffering and crucified 

Christ--although such an identification obviously does violence to the 

historicity and meaning of Jesus• passion and death.32 In A Second 

Defense of the English People, Milton himself expresses his shock at 

Peter du Moulin•s horrific suggestion in the Regii Sanguinis Clamor 

(1652) that somehow the execution of King Charles I was more lamentable 

than the crucifixion of Jesus Christ: 

The following assertion is ... more shocking and blasphemous. 
In comparison with our crime, you say, 11 the crime of the Jews 
who crucified Christ was nothing, whether you compare the 
purpose of the Jews or the effects of their crime ... Do you, 
a minister of Christ, make so light of the crime committed 
against Chfist that, whatever the 11 purpose 11 or 11 effect, 11 you 
dare to sa~ that the murder of any king whatsoever is equally 
wicked? Certainly the Jews could by means of the clearest 
proofs have recognized the Son of God. We could in no way 
perceive that Charles was not a tyrant. Moreover, to mitigate 
the crime of the Jews you foolishly mention its 11 effect. 11 But 
I always notice that the more enthusiastic a royalist a man is, 
the more he is inclined to bear any offence against Chr-ist 
more easily than one against the king.33 

Apparently the fears which Milton expressed in his 11 Preface 11 to the 
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lEikonolastes were not entirely unfounded, for many proved themselves 

11 ready to fall flatt and give adoration to the Image and Memory of this. 

Man [Charles], who hath offer•d at more cunning fetches to undermine 

our Liberties, and putt Tyranny into an Art, then any British King 

before him. n34 

Although it may not be difficult for a sympathetic observer to 

understand why, in the heat of conflict, men of the royalist persuasion 

were sometimes moved to extremes and excesses which would not usually 

occur in more tranquil times, nevertheless, as Douglas Bush rightly 

notes, the sacral Charles did become 11 a figure whom some royalists 

could look back upon as •christ the Second•.n35 For Milton, of course, 

any such suggestion or its approximation is worthy of immediate anathema 

and must be handily exposed as utterly false, presumptuous, and thor

oughly offensive to sound doctrine. And inasmuch as figural exposition 

was extensively used to define the king•s sacred character,36 Milton 

necessarily refutes the typological argument. To this end, his anti

royalist program of defiguralization is simple and effective: he 

asserts, in brief, that no king--Christian or not--is ever an honored 

type of Christ after the historical fact of Christ•s antitypal coming. 

As a versatile typologist whose conscious employment of the figural 
' 

idiom is second to none, Milton in his mature view reflects a thorough~y 

rigqrous understanding of typology•s proper function. Thus while it is 

true that in his early poetry, Milton employs typology in an extraordin

arily sophisticated, complex, and generous manner,37 nonetheless his 

early anti-prelatical tracts of the 1640 1s, his anti-monarchial trea

tises of the early and mid-165o•s, and his later poetry reveal a 

deliberately controlled use of typology which is at once more reserved, 
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qualified, and conservative.38 In the same way, then, that critics 

perceive a difference in style between his earlier and later prose--a 

difference characteri,?ed by an increased plainness and directness in 

the later works39--so we are able to discern a change in Milton's 

typological thinking and method. By the time of Paradise Lost, for 

example, Milton has ceased to see any true typology in the pagan myths 

which might have pointed to the truth of Christianity. Thus in contrast 

to his earlier use of figuralism in which, for instance, he allows Pan 

and Hercules to typify Christ,40 the later Milton is observed rather 

often to qualify rigorously such possibilities as in his description 

of the pagan version of Satan's fall from heaven in Book I of Paradise 

Lost: 

Nor was his [Satan's] name unheard or unador'd 
In ancient Greece; and in Ausonian land 
Men call'd him Mulciber; and how he fell 
From Heav'n, they fabl 1d, thrown by angry Jove 
Sheer o'er the Crystal Battlements: from Morn 
To Noon he fell, from Noon to dewy Eve, 
A Summer's day; and with the setting Sun 
Dropt from the Zenith like a falling Star, 
On Lemnos the AEgaean Isle: thus they relate, 
Erring. (738-747) 

Throughout Paradise Lost and in Paradise Regained Milton customarily 

stigmatizes pagan myth (traditionally susceptible to typological inter

pretation after the manner of Clement of Alexandria) as "fabulous," 

"fabled," and "erring."41 

The mature Milton is also opposed to any suggestion that monarchs 

living after Christ serve as types of God. Convinced that under the 

liberating power of the Christian Gospel men have acquired a new inner 

freedom which release's them from the need of images, external ceremony, 
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and lordly authority,42 Milton saw no need whatsoever for the contin

uance of types now that Christ, the substance of all adumbrations, 

has come. This argument for the extraneous nature of post-Biblical 

royal types--that is, the baselessness of ontological royal typology-

first appears in Of Reformation (1641), Milton's first anti-prelatical 

tract, in which he only obliquely refers to the dispute between the 

king and parliament. Writing as an undoubted Puritan, Milton declares 

that "Faith needs not the weak, and fallible office of the Senses, to 

be either the Ushers, or Interpreters, of heavenly Mysteries, save where 

our Lord himselfe in his Sacraments ordain'd" and immediately proceeds 

to upbraid the defenders of prelacy for their needless imitation of the 

Hebrew priesthood: 

They began to draw downe all the Divine intercours, betwixt 
God, and the Soule, yea, the very shape of Gbd himselfe, into 
an exterior, and bodily forme, urgently pretending a necessity, 
and obligement of joyning the body in a formall reverence, and 
Worship circumscrib'd; they hallow'd it, they fum'd it, they 
princl 'd it, they be deck't it, not in robes of pure innocency, 
but of pure Linnen, with other deformed, and fantastick dresses 
in Palls, and Miters, gold, and guegaw's fetcht from Arons old 
wardrope, or the Flamins vestry: then was the Priest set to 
con his motions, and his Postures his Liturgies, and his Lurries, 
ti 11 the Soule by this meanes of over-bod,Y!i ng her sel fe, given 
up justly to ·fleshly delight, bated her wing apace downeward: ' 
and finding the ease she had from her visible, and sensuous 
collegue the body in performance of Religious duties, her pineons 
now broken, and flagging, shifted off from her selfe, the labour 
of soaring any more, forgot her heavenly flight, and left the 
dull, and droyling carcas to plod on in the old rode, and 
drudging Trade of outward conformity.43 

Here Milton reproaches the prelates for justifying their heirarchy and 

polity by sharply rejecting the Anglican view that Old Teastament types 

continue to be fulfilled in the Church and that the visible church with 

its liturgical accouterments may reflect the inner life of the 
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Christian.44 A year later, however, with the publication of Reason of 

Church Government, both the prelacy and the monarchy are together casti

gated for the manner in which they continue to usurp a figural preroga

tive which belonged exclusively to people and times antedating the com

ing of Christ. In the fifth chapter Milton adroitly refutes the ~rgu-

ments of a number of Anglican churchmen, who, in Certain Briefe Trea~ 

tises,. Written Qt Diverse Learned Men, Concerning the Ancient and Moderne 

Government of the Church (1641), had issued a compilation of essays 

defending the episcopacy. Milton in particular mentions Bishop Andrewes 

(for whom he had earlier written his 11 Elegia Tertia 11 ) as representative 

of the group and proceeds to demonstrate that the arguments favoring 

the episcopacy are impossibly circular. In developing his thesis that 

the 11 Apostolical traditions were taken out of the Old Testament, 11 45 

Andrewes had begun by observing that 11 the High Priest as a figure of 

Christ 11 and plainly admitted that since Christ 11 being now come in the 

flesh, the figure ceaseth. 11 46 With so much, of course, Milton agrees. 

But when Andrewes continues his argument by suggesting that because 

Christ is typed by kings both before and after his coming ( 11 Christ 

[today] being as well King as Priest 11 ) so that by the logic of inclusion 

he must also be typed by his priests, then Milton can only stand in 

mocking awe of Andrewes• fallacious reasoning: 

Marvellous piece of divinity! ... Here we have the type 
of the King sow'd to the type of the Bishop, suttly to 
cast a jealousie upon the Crowne, like Meleager in the 
Metamorphosis. . . . [But] the whole ceremoniall law 
and types ... comprehends nothing but the propitiatory 
office of Christs Priesthood, which being in substance 
accomplisht, both law and Priesthood fades away of it selfe, 
and passes into aire like a transitory visionJ and the right 
of King neither stands by any type nor falls.q7 
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According to Milton, typology has nothing to say about the necessity or 

usefulness of the monarchy, and whether or not a free people wish to 

order their civil life under the pattern of monarchial rule is a deci

sion uninformed by any typological considerations. In that all Old 

Testament priests and kings were types of the Messiah, this honor has 

long since been wholly engrossed by Christ whose advent makes any sub

sequent figures thoroughly unnecessary. Indeed, to suppose any contin

uation of post-Biblical types is to suggest that the antitypal Messiah 

is somehow less than the complete fulfillment of all promise and the 

substance of all hope .. 

It would be inappropriate to conclude, however, that Milton•s 

disdain for the English throne--and for Charles in particular--stems 

only or largely from his displeasure over the king•s vaunted figural 

pretensions or from Milton•s own insistence on a point of theology. 

Nor do Milton•s anti-royalist sentiments necessarily create subtle and 

unresolvable tensions in tone in th.e later poetry because the very God 

whose ways with men Milton seeks to justify is himself but another 

monarch whose heavenly rule must perforce be inevitably associated with 

the autocratic reign of Charles I.48 Milton had more reasons for 

defending the overthrow of the Stuart regime than simply a passionate 

dislike for Charles•s typological presumption, and in context Milton•s 

insistence on a defiguralized king plays an important but relatively 

minor role in the overall development of his argument on behalf of the 

regicide and its supporters. As Z. S. Fink and others49 have shown, 

Milton•s more positive schedule for the realization of England•s poli

tical structure derives primarily from his theory of natural law, his 

Puritan dislike of most 01 d Testament kings, hi$ study of hi story, his 
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appreciation for classical models of the mixed sUate, his regard for 

English common law, and his firm conviction that the final soverei9nty 

of a nation resides in its people who both retain and delegate political 

·authority to those who are the noblest, worthiest, and most prudent men 

of the nation. Because the Gospel abrogates all Old Testament patterns 

of civil government, Christians may freely determine what form of govern

ment best suits the needs of their nation and time. In principle, then, 

a king might in fact qualify as one who may in stewardship receive 

delegated authority to govern. In such a situation the king would, of 

course, be responsible to the people. In practice, however, the almost 

universal experience of men and nations conspired to convince Milton 

otherwise. Fink summarizes: 

[For Milton] Polybius had shown clearly that the monarchic 
element might be present without there being any king. Rome 
not only proved the possibility but suggested that kings were 
best dispensed with. Such an exponent.of the mixed state ris 
Machiavelli told Milton that a republic was superior to a 
monarchy. Plato and Aristotle taught him that monarchy was 
prone to degenerate into tyranny. The course of Charles I 
seemed to offer concrete proof of the assertion. Presently 
we find [Mil ton] saying that qf a 11 forms of government mon-
archy was the one which turned most easily into tyranny. But 
tyranny was·by very definition inconsistent with, and destruc
tive of, mixed government. Holding this principle, Milton was 
led inevitably to reject monarchy, that is, to reject king
ship as a satisfactory representative of the monarchial or 
magisterial element in the state.50 

Simply stated, Milton•s theological and political program seeks to 

reduce the possibility of tyranny as much as possible and, conversely, 

to enlarge the scope of personal freedom for Christian men as far as 

possible. 

To this end Milton calls upon an enormous battery of logic, his

torical analysis,.Biblical and patristic learning, humanistic conviction, 
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and rhetorical persuasion to dismantle the royal prerogative that England 

might be free from tyranny. Admittedly Milton•s political hopes were 

never fully realized in his. lifetime. But after only ._a b-rief resurgence 

of the king•s 11 Christic identity1151 during the exuberant early years of 

the Restoration, the once-brilliant and previously much observed royal 

numen which marked the king•s figural importance is reduced to a pen

umbral existence. Certainly it would be difficult to assess to what 

., degree Milton•s refutation of the king as typus Christi is directly or 

ultimately responsible for the eventual demise of royal figuralism at 

the end of the seventeenth century. But as he was the chief apologist 

for revolution, regicide, and the Puritan vision of a new world, Milton 

was also noticeably instrumental in, if not preeminently responsible 

for, the final and total eclipse of monarchial typology in our western 

world. 
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··Bush's fine commentary in English Liter9-ture .!D_ the Earlier Seventeenth 
Century, 1600-1660 (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1962), pp. 394-98. 
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distinction between kingship and tyranny which Milton developed in his 
revolutionary prose and made fundamental in the contract between God's 
royal Son and his tyrannous Satan." Barker has in mind, no doubt, 
passages such this from A Second Defense: "If I atta.cks tyrants, what 
is this to kings, whom l-am very far from classing as tyrants? A$ a 
good man differs from a bad, so much, I hold, does a king differ from 
a tyrant. Hence it happens that a tyrant not only is not a king but 
is always an especially dangerous threat to kings. . . He who asserts. 
therefore, that tyrants must be abolished asserts, not that kings should 
be abolished, but the worst enemies of kings, the most dangerous, in 
fact, of all their foes" (CPW, IV, Part 1, 561-62). 
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Milton's Political Thought," PMLA, 57 (1942), 705-36, is a valuable 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION, 

Within the. span of some seventy years, from approximately 1590 to 

1660, the employment -of monarchial. typology in Renaissance literature 

reaches not only its fullest expression but also rapidly, and perhaps 

inevitably, undergoes its most severe criticism. In the very late six-

teenth century, after a general eclipsing of the artistic expression of 

figural thought in both the visual and literary arts, Edmund Spenser, 

drawing upon a vast tradition of royal figuralism long considered 

thoroughly catholic and orthodox by Christians everywhere, creates a 

vision of Queen Elizabeth I which so suffuses her Sacred Majesty with 

such rich typological significance that in her terrestrial rule she be

comes nothing less than the great penultimate sign of the Church•s 

eschatological redemption in Christ. Within less than a decade after 

her death, however, the once expansive and utterly vibrant figuralism 

of Elizabethan times begins noticeably to diminish in the intensity of 

its artisitic expression. Thus although as a theologian and self

confessed typus Dei James I is; no doubt, equally (or perhaps more so) 

aware of his figural significance in the keeping of England•s realm, 

nevertheless in a play such as Shakespeare•s Cymbeline, one finds the 
.. 

expression of monarchial typology more qualified, delicate, and subqued 

than ever its expression in the times of Elizabeth. Even though the 

inherently figural element in Cymbeline acknowledges the necessary. 
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importance of the~ Jacobi as complementing the earlier pax Cymbelini, 

nevertheless b.oth the muted tone and a careful hesitancy not to exagger

ate the monarch•s figural importance signals an awareness of those 

temptations which kings encounter when as typoi Christi they are in

clined to forget their dependence on Him whom they represent in the 

economy of history•s redemption. Hence-in Cymbeline one finds the 

figural expression of monarchial typology delicate in compliment and 

qualified by gentle admonition. It is, however, within the reign of 

Charles 1, despite all the royalist propaganda to the contrary, that 

one locates--especially in t4ilton•s program of defiguralizing the king 

of his christie identity--the sure premonitions .of the monarchy•s even

tual desacralization. In his deep-seated antipathy to the tyrant whoever 

and wherever he may be, Milton did much more than simply justify the way 

of the regicides; by exposing how a king may in fact become a tyrant 

because and in spite of his supposed typological significance, Milton 

challenges his countrymen to appropriate for themselves, individually 

and collectively, a new and redirected christie identity which will 

enable them to be truly free. 
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